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Summary 
 

Carbon nitrides combine the advantages of a cheap and abundant resource with semi-conducting 

properties. Although CN-materials could already prove their ability to split water into its 

elements, they still lack behind in terms of efficiency. Thus, more active variants and structural 

tuning is highly sought after for the successful implementation as environmentally benign 

photocatalysts. In this regard, it is vital to understand the structural basis of CN-polymers, which 

remains a challenging task, owing to their defective and overall low crystallinity. However, new 

synthetic approaches, utilizing eutectic salt melts, yield more defined CN-compounds and have 

been studied as part of this thesis. In the end, a thorough characterization is a key requirement 

for the deduction of structure–property–relationships. 

In chapter 2, highly crystalline two-dimensional layered potassium poly(heptazine imide) (K-PHI) 

and the protonated variant (H-PHI) are reported on, based on an ionothermal synthetic approach 

with molecular precursors. A kaleidoscope of analytical techniques, including transmission 

electron microscopy and solid-state NMR spectroscopy, supported by quantum-chemical 

calculations, reveals a planar sheet-like arrangement of heptazine units interconnected via imide 

bridges with trigonal symmetry. Deeper insights, using PDF analysis and X-ray powder diffraction 

accompanied by simulations of various stacking scenarios of the PHI layers, suggest that the pore 

content is governing the structure in the third dimension. K-PHI exhibits a unidirectional layer 

offset, caused by the hydrated potassium ions within the pores of the PHI backbone. After acidic 

treatment and hence transformation to H-PHI, this long-range out-of-plane order is mostly lost 

and replaced by a random stacking sequence, reasoned by the weaker structure-directing 

influence of pore water opposed to that of potassium ions.   

From photocatalytic tests for water splitting, we could derive the beneficial influence of smaller 

lateral particles sizes and higher amounts of cyanamide terminating groups on the overall activity, 

thus putting size-optimized H-PHI – with a photocatalytic hydrogen evolution rate of 

3363 µmol/gh – on par with the most active carbon nitrides. Furthermore, K-PHI as well as H-PHI 

can reversibly be photoexcited in the presence of an electron donor, storing radiative energy in 

the form of a photoreduced state, which is stable for more than 6 h in the dark. The light-induced 

electrons can be further used to drive water reduction upon addition of a platinum cocatalyst. This 

chapter underlines the need for careful structural characterization in order to derive structure–

property–relationships, and hence rationally improve a photocatalyst, such as K-PHI. 

Sticking closely with the synthetic scheme as presented for K-PHI, in chapter 3, a change in 

reaction pressure led to the formation of the K-CN-phase, presenting a new member to the carbon 

nitride family. By combining pair distribution function analysis, solid-state NMR and infrared 

spectroscopy, we could identify a linearly arranged polymer, constituted of imide-bridged 

heptazine units. X-ray powder and electron diffraction techniques further revealed a close 

relationship to the prototypical carbon nitride polymer melon. In contrast to melon however, the 

imide-bridges are negatively charged and balanced by potassium cations in between the 1D 

polymeric strands. While the structure-directing influence of potassium ions results in a highly 
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crystalline material, the linear structural motifs with intercalated potassium ions render the 

identification of the stacking arrangement more difficult, as evidenced by an irregular intensity 

modulation for higher correlation distances in the PDF analysis. Analogous to K/H-PHI, the 

K-CN-phase can be protonated under mild acidic conditions, thus yielding a polymer deprived of 

alkali cations, which goes hand in hand with a loss of crystallinity. Indeed, the H-CN-phase features 

the spectroscopic imprint of a melon-type polymer. By means of this comparison and in 

combination with the findings in chapter 2, the universality of the structure-directing influence of 

potassium could be confirmed in another system. This investigation highlights the delicate 

equilibria, which are present in salt melt assisted carbon nitride syntheses and the importance of 

a close monitoring of reaction parameters to discover new crystalline materials.   

Both the K-CN-phase as well as its protonated counterpart are active for photocatalytic hydrogen 

evolution, yet compared to K-PHI/H-PHI, with lower rates. Nevertheless, this study could 

corroborate the trend of higher activity for the protonated form, hinting at the necessity of 

relatively loosely bound H+-ions for efficient water reduction. In contrast to K/H-PHI, the 

K/H-CN-phase is not able to adopt a photoreduced state upon irradiation in presence of an 

electron donor, thus yielding important insights on the necessary conditions responsible for the 

long-lived state. By combining different cues, we could tentatively identify the 2D arrangement of 

heptazine units as the likely structural element, accountable for charge storage on K-PHI, and 

hence the potential to perform dark photocatalysis.  

In chapter 4, the concept of alkali salt assisted syntheses for CN-compounds has been transferred 

to the implementation of the transition metal nickel. Choosing a bottom-up approach with a 

NiCl2/KCl melt, it was possible to directly incorporate the catalytically active element for CO2 

reduction. X-ray diffraction techniques, transmission electron microscopy and photoelectron 

spectroscopy reveal a needle-shaped, highly crystalline material with nickel in various oxidation 

states or coordination environments. The downside of the introduction of a paramagnetic nickel 

species is its detrimental effect on the characterization by solid-state NMR spectroscopy, thus 

aggravating the identification of CN-building blocks. Pair distribution function analysis hints at a 

triazine-based compound. However, while some evidence supports the presence of a polymeric 

triazine-based form, other factors point towards the existence of a molecular crystal. Thus, the 

final structural assessment remains partially elusive, but may be revisited once better crystals for 

single-crystal X-ray analysis can be obtained.   

Nevertheless, the atomically dispersed nickel centers are active for the selective CO2 reduction to 

CO in a photothermal setup. In this concept, driving the reaction relies both on resistive heating 

as well as local heating, induced by light irradiation. Ni-CNx features a broad absorption profile 

over the visible light range, thus utilizing a substantial portion of incident sunlight. Despite the 

carbon nitride backbone primarily acting as a support for active nickel centers, its property to 

capture CO2 by basic amino groups and its subsequent release, makes this catalyst suitable for 

temporally decoupling the substrate adsorption from the conversion. 
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1 Introduction 
 

It does not take a genius to predict that the world will fundamentally have to change its way of 

producing energy to live up to the current and, especially, future demand. The necessity for 

renewable alternatives becomes apparent. Yet thinking of renewable energies, one has also to 

consider that for instance solar power is not constantly available and does not overlap with the 

consumption curve in the best way possible. Typically, in the morning and evening, when more 

power is needed, the incident solar irradiation is lowest. In turn, this imbalance leads to a drop in 

demand for other sources during times, when renewables energies are produced the most. This 

effect is especially pronounced for photovoltaics and leads to a shape of the demand curve 

resembling a duck (Figure 1.1).1,2 Although 

it is undoubtedly a good idea to use 

sunlight whenever possible, the so called 

“duck curve” can cause severe problems: 

The more energy is provided by sunlight 

during midday, the steeper the 

conventional power plants have to ramp up 

their generators in the evenings, which is 

bound to technical limitations for many 

power plants. Strong fluctuations can also 

cause damage to the energy grid itself. In 

addition, coal and nuclear power plants 

only work efficient at a constant output, so 

that ironically an increase of renewable 

power can inadvertently lead to an increase 

in fossil fuel consumption.1 

Of course, these considerations should not offer any excuse to rely on the old ways, but rather 

encourage to follow a holistic approach to the global challenge. The future of energy generation, 

transportation and consumption will certainly be guided by multiple different channels. Those 

will not only include various ways of sustainable energy production – and a little counterintuitive, 

also new ideas to consume energy – but importantly, also means of intermediate and long-term 

storage of the harvested energy. One practical way to store energy for longer periods of time 

presents itself in the form of chemical bonds. Ultimately, the herein examined carbon nitrides may 

advance to cheap, earth-abundant, non-toxic and chemically stable materials for artificial 

photosynthesis, i.e. directly splitting water with sunlight into the universal energy carrier, 

hydrogen.3,4 A great advantage of carbon nitrides comes with the fact that their precursors are 

geopolitically and environmentally more benign compared to other resources (i.e. noble metals). 

Hence, they are potentially interesting for poorer countries as well, which will be a key 

requirement in a globally concerted effort to mitigate climate change.5  

Figure 1.1. So called “duck curve” showing the mismatch of the 
demand and the solar power output during the day, thus 
forming a drop in demand for the energy grid. 
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The course being set, this dissertation is dedicated to the exploration of new carbon nitride 

materials obtained from a salt melt assisted synthetic route. The major guiding principle will be 

the detailed characterization of polymeric carbon nitrides, which in turn will lay the groundwork 

for a better understanding on a structural level and the ensuing fascinating properties. Within the 

scope of fundamental research, this work strives to add a puzzle piece on the journey towards 

sustainable energy generation.  
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1.1 Historic background 

 

Given the long-standing tradition of carbon nitride 

chemistry, it only seems reasonable to begin this thesis 

with a brief historic outline. In the early 19th century, the 

Swedish chemist J. J. Berzelius reported on a compound 

that was formed upon ignition of mercury(II) 

thiocyanate, also known as the pharao’s serpent (Figure 

1.2).6,7 The self-propagating reaction lead to a carbon 

nitride decorated with mercury sulfide, which emerges 

like a snake from the ignited powder and was an 

attraction at fairs, though a poisonous one. Although 

Berzelius being the first to synthesize the carbon nitride 

compound, his contemporary chemist J. v. Liebig obtained this material with less impurities (i.e. 

HgS) by pyrolysis of NH4(SCN).8 He was also the one to systematically report on various 

precursors, intermediates and byproducts (cyanamide, melamine, melam, melem, ammeline, 

ammelide; Scheme 1.1) that lead to Berzelius’ compound, which he arbitrarily – neither from color 

nor property8 – named melon and has become the most famous representative of this C/N/H-

containing class of material. Since in those days systematic nomenclature has not yet been 

uniformly followed, it must be doubted whether he gauged how many undergraduate students 

would end up with images of ripe fruits upon their literature research via Google. Although it is 

fascinating what scientist could already apprehend with the limited available analytical 

techniques, the structural investigations of many of these compounds had to wait until the first 

half of the 20th century, when the crystal structures of cyanuric acid9 and melamine10 were the 

first carbon nitrides identified by diffraction techniques.  

At the times there was ongoing discussion about what the structure of the larger carbon nitride 

molecules could look like.11 After various initial descriptions, primarily based on chemical 

Scheme 1.1. Left: “Liebig’s molecules“: melamine, melam, melem, ammeline, ammelide, and “Gmelin’s” potassium 
hydromelonate (more commonly known as potassium melonate). Right: s-triazine and heptazine (tri-s-triazine) 
nucleus, respectively. 

Figure 1.2 Pharao’s serpent, pyrolysis of 
Hg(SCN)2 under the fume hood. 
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composition analysis,12 L. Pauling and J. H. Sturdivant applied quantum-chemical calculations 

(“molecular-orbital method”) leading to the correct model for the cyameluric nucleus (tri-s-

triazine/heptazine) depicted in Scheme 1.1, which is still valid today.13 The structural “blind spot” 

for larger CN-compounds is most probably related to the general low solubility of carbon nitrides 

and their relatively bad crystallinity. This dilemma – we shall see – is hitherto still one of the 

biggest impediments for researchers in the field. 

In the second half of the 20th century it became quieter around carbon nitrides. As with many 

aspects of life, different areas of chemistry are subject to intervals of higher and lower interest of 

the research communities. However, when a prediction about an intriguing property is made, a 

drastic increase of scientific research in the corresponding field is often observed. For carbon 

nitride chemistry three major turning points can be identified, which significantly influenced the 

advancements in the field.  

First, when Liu and Cohen predicted that hypothetical, three dimensional β-C3N4 (Figure 1.3) could 

potentially be harder or at least comparable to the bulk modulus of diamond (~443 GPa), the field 

of carbon nitride chemistry had been revived and researchers worldwide have worked with zeal 

towards this potential material.15,16 The predicted material contains  carbon and nitrogen atoms 

in a sp3 hybridized arrangement, crystallizing isotypically to β-Si3N4 in a hexagonal space group 

(P63/m).16,17 In the 1990s and early 2000s numerous researchers18 jumped onto the train for the 

quest of ultrahard C3N4, leading to a soaring scientific output depicted in Figure 1.3. There have 

been many attempts to obtain the desired product ranging from high-temperature pyrolysis of 

nitrogen-rich precursors,19–21 high-pressure (diamond anvil cells),22,23 shockwave compression 

experiments,24,25 chemical vapor deposition (CVD),26 physical vapor deposition (PVD),27 ion 

implantation28,29 to laser ablation techniques30. Despite the theoretically calculated 

thermodynamic stability (or at least meta-stability) of binary CN-phases31 and the promising 

attempts that have been made, until today no ultra-hard CN-material could be obtained in 

satisfactory quality and quantity. Although the successful synthesis of the desired materials has 

 

Figure 1.3. (a) Number of publications obtained from online search in Web of Science™ Database with search 

parameter: “C3N4”. Note, that the strong increase from 2010 on is due to increasing use of the term g-C3N4 as a 

synonym for largely amorphous CN-materials. (b) Crystal structure of β-Si3N4,14 which is isotypical to sp3 bonded β-

C3N4; silicon and nitrogen atoms depicted as  dark blue spheres and light blue spheres, respectively. 
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often been claimed, the majority of these studies resulted in amorphous materials with ill-defined 

composition (high heterogeneity) or very small crystalline domains, embedded in an amorphous 

matrix.23,30,32 Fortunately, these developments not only served the quest for the ultra-hard 

material, but also lead to valuable insights and a drastically increased base of knowledge on 

carbon nitride polymers, which reframed the research focus at the turn of the millennium. In 

contrast to the more molecular oriented research of the second half of the 20th century, the 

engagement in polymeric carbon nitrides culminated in the second more recent disruption, in the 

field of photocatalysis. 

This branch of material chemistry is not new by any 

means, but in 2009 Wang et al. discovered that 

polymeric carbon nitrides exhibit a band gap, thus 

rendering them applicable for photocatalysis; i.e. 

the splitting of water into hydrogen and oxygen.33 

Mostly the fact that carbon nitrides are metal-free 

made this finding particularly interesting. CN-

materials therefore do not rely on rare, expensive 

and potentially toxic transition metal elements nor 

higher homologues of main group elements as is 

the case for many other photocatalysts.34–38 

Furthermore, the material is also visible light 

active, hence exploiting sunlight more efficiently 

than UV-light dependent photocatalysts, such as 

the “prototype” photocatalytic material TiO2. The 

promise of an environmentally and abundant photocatalyst, allowing regenerative fuel 

production just from sunlight and water raised a lot of attention and spurred research activities 

exponentially. Figure 1.4 illustrates the huge increase in publications related to the terms “carbon 

nitride” and “photocat*”, reaching over 2000 new publications just in the year 2019.  

The third important development – and most influential for this work – is the renewed effort of 

applying salt melts to access carbon nitride polymers. Of course, the concept of ionothermal 

syntheses is not new within the field of carbon nitride chemistry – only to mention the synthesis 

of potassium melonate by Gmelin nearly 200 years ago39 –, but only in recent years the thorough 

investigations of the resulting polymeric type carbon nitrides, that can be isolated from these 

reactions, have been pushed forward. Hence, the novel two-dimensional carbon nitrides such as 

poly(triazine imide), PTI ∙ LiCl,40–42 poly(heptazine imide) (PHI) and anionic polymeric species 

compensated by various cations43–46 could be added to the pool of polymeric structures and will 

be further discussed in the ensuing chapter. 

  

Figure 1.4. Number of publications obtained from 
online search in Web of Science™ Database with 
search parameter: “Photocat*” and “carbon nitride”. 
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1.2 Carbon nitride polymers 

 

In this chapter the synthesis and structure of several important carbon nitride polymers are 

highlighted in terms of their structure and synthetic accessibility. As was alluded to in the 

previous chapter, the main synthetic approaches involve high-temperature pyrolysis reactions of 

nitrogen-rich precursors. Scheme 1.2 illustrates two potential mechanisms by May47 and Hosmane 

et al.48,49 on how the typical tri-s-triazine unit (melem) is formed during the pyrolysis of 

precursors such as dicyandiamide (DCDA) and melamine, respectively. Owing to the relatively 

high polarity of the CN bond in cyano-groups, it is likely that an nucleophilic attack occurs at this 

position with a subsequent release of ammonia.50 Further extensive investigations on the 

reactivity of various other carbon nitride precursors such as guanylurea dicyanamide,51 

tricyanomelaminates,52 ammonium cyanoureate53 and ammonium dicyanamide54 have been 

conducted by Lotsch and co-workers. They interestingly disclosed that in all investigated 

precursor systems, the formation of melamine is thermodynamically favorable and therefore 

represents an inevitable intermediate towards higher condensed structures.55 Hence, it may be 

assumed that the choice of precursor rather influences the type and amount of the released side 

products such as ammonia, water, etc., than directly affecting the structure of the finally formed 

CN-polymers (i.e. dimensionality., triazine vs. heptazine, elemental composition). In turn, the 

released side products play an important role in closed reaction vessels, in which usually the 

occurring back reaction leads to smaller condensation fragments.  

Scheme 1.2. Reaction pathways adapted from Hosmane et al.48 (top mechanism) and May47 (bottom mechanism). 
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Typically, carbon nitride precursors (i.e. 

dicyandiamide, melamine, urea, thiourea, 

ammonium thiocyanate, cyanamide and 

others) share the similarity that they contain 

preformed C-N or N-H bonds. In recent 

studies, Savateev et al.56,57 extended this 

dogma by applying 5-aminotetrazole in CN-

chemistry, which additionally features N-N-

bonds. Admittedly, at the relevant 

temperatures for carbon nitride condensation 

(350-600 °C),4 the preformed dinitrogen 

molecule within 5-aminotetrazole is released, 

which may act as a thermodynamic driving 

force for the subsequent polymerization.58 In 

a similar fashion carbon disulfide is released 

from sulfur containing precursors (i.e. 

ammonium thiocyanate), although this process already occurs at lower temperatures of 180 °C.59

  

In general, the “phase corridor” in the ternary phase diagram for C/N/H compounds is fairly 

narrow as indicated by the red line in Figure 1.5, on which common carbon nitrides are allocated. 

The line from ammonia to the other extreme triazine-based carbon nitride (TGCN)60 follows 

generally speaking a process of deammoniation. On the axis between carbon and nitrogen, the 

nitrogen-richest molecular carbon nitride is tri-azido-triazine (C3N12) while the other end is 

dominated by N-doped carbons and molecules such as nitrogen-containing fullerenes, 

respectively.50,61 There are only few examples like tricyanoamine and dicyano-carbodiimide 

featuring neat C3N4 stoichiometry with carbon in oxidation state IV. But even these have only been 

observed as reactive intermediates that could be isolated in a nitrogen matrix.62 Thus, 

transformation of these hydrogen-free precursors into the highly sought after polymeric C3N4 has 

not been achieved in a controlled fashion.  

In a strict sense, carbon nitrides should be binary compounds consisting solely of carbon and 

nitrogen. However, the convention to consider compounds with C/N/H as carbon nitrides has 

gained wide acceptance within the research community. Unfortunately, this inaccuracy – though 

historically evolved – might have been one reason, why often CN-polymers that contain 

considerable amounts of hydrogen, are yet called graphitic carbon nitrides (g-C3N4), while their 

true stoichiometry can be rather displayed as C6N9H3; de facto Liebig’s melon (cf. chapter 1). 

Starting from the prototypical precursor melamine, the condensation to melon follows the 

cascade depicted in Scheme 1.3 (top). The shown reaction pathway is of course oversimplified in 

a sense that during the pyrolysis reaction, sensitive equilibria between various intermediates are 

formed. Depending on the ammonia back pressure and temperature, for instance formations of 

adduct phases between melamine–melem63 and melam–melem64 may be isolated, respectively. 

Insights gained over the course of this thesis, using isotopically enriched KS13C15N, suggest the 

Figure 1.5. Ternary phase diagram for C/N/H. - Reproduced 
from Ref. https://doi.org/10.1039/C7CP02711G with 
permission from the PCCP Owner Societies. 
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partial decomposition and reformation of the constituting building blocks (i.e. heptazine) during 

a typical synthesis at temperatures around 500 °C. Hence, the isotopically labelled atoms are more 

or less evenly distributed within the carbon nitride polymer. 

From the first syntheses in the 1830s, it took nearly 200 years to finally solve the structure of 

melon by electron diffraction techniques by Lotsch et al.65 in 2007. Of course, considerable 

previous work has led to this success and in this regard, especially the work of Komatsu must be 

mentioned. He found a semi-crystalline solid synthesized by deammoniation of melon at 700 °C, 

which he named “cyameluric high polymer” and should, according to mass spectrometry, consists 

of 42 linearly arranged NH-bridged melem units.66  

Scheme 1.3. Cascade of reaction for different carbon nitride polymers starting from melamine via melam, melem to 
melon and finally poly(heptazine imide), PHI with intercalated melamine. Ionothermal conditions lead to poly(triazine 
imide), PTI with intercalated LiCl or the ionic carbon nitride: potassium poly(heptazine imide), K-PHI. 
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These investigations reveal a major problem, 

impeding a straightforward structural 

elucidation: What is called melon, is in truth 

rather a heterogeneous mixture of phases with 

respect to the given synthetic conditions. This 

induces non-conformity in terms of its 

nanocrystalline character, the variation of 

molecular weights and also different 

arrangements of heptazine based 

microstructures (e.g. strands, oligomers, and 

potentially even higher condensed 

structures).55,67  The ideal structure of melon, as 

derived from thin crystallites in the electron microscope and complementary solid-state NMR 

(ssNMR) techniques, is composed of strands of condensed heptazine units forming the polymeric 

backbone (Figure 1.6). These strands are closely connected via interpolymeric hydrogen bonds 

between the NH2-group on one strand and the cyameluric nuclei of the other strand, quasi forming 

a 2D network.65 Studying the third dimension of melon is not trivial, because of the lacking long-

range order in the crystallographic c-direction, resulting in the very broad, so called, stacking 

reflection observed at approx. 3.2 Å in X-ray powder diffraction patterns (XRPD). 2D solid-state 

NMR experiments supported by force field calculations suggest that these “layers” are stacked in 

no particular order, but such that heptazine units are shifted to the zigzag voids of the underlying 

layer; instead of an eclipsed arrangement. This finding for melon could be corroborated by our 

investigations for a heptazine based polymer, in detail discussed as part of chapter 2. The π-π 

interaction and corresponding regular stacking distance of the layers, that is typical for aromatic 

CN-systems68,69 and the pseudo two-dimensional backbone owed to the hydrogen bonding, may 

explain the notorious habit of calling melon type polymers “graphitic carbon nitride”. Fortunately, 

it seems that awareness has spread and in more recent publications the better suited term 

polymeric carbon nitride (PCN) is increasingly used.  

The example of melon already illustrates the weak point of the structural characterization for 

polymeric carbon nitrides, both figuratively and literally. The rather weak connectivity in the third 

dimension is one major reason why it is inherently difficult to grow larger crystals, which could 

be suited for single-crystal analysis.   

Another issue is related to the very low solubility of CN-polymers, preventing access to highly 

crystalline and phase pure compounds. Typical reactions with open vessels merely yield largely 

amorphous products, and purification by chromatography or recrystallization are beyond 

question. One way to circumvent this problem is the use of autoclaves, confining the gaseous 

species that are formed during reaction, keeping the reaction under autogenous pressure.64,70,71 

So has the pyrolysis of melamine at 630 °C in a closed ampoule led to the formation of cyclic 

condensed heptazine units – poly(heptazine imide) – with the central pores being intercalated 

with melamine (Scheme 1.3, bottom right).72 Note however, that this product could only be 

obtained as a minute side phase and therefore could only be investigated by electron diffraction. 

Figure 1.6. Crystal structure of melon, blue spheres are 
nitrogen atoms, black spheres are carbon atoms, white 
spheres are hydrogen atoms. 
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Nevertheless, this study highlights the importance that the control of pressure has on the 

synthetic result, which will become an important factor for the discussion of chapter 3. 

It is not surprising that the quest for methods 

allowing for the synthesis of well-defined 

polymers with long-range order runs like a 

golden thread through the efforts that have been 

put forth by numerous scientists. To this end, 

utilization of salt melts presented a promising 

pathway to achieve this goal, because of 

increased solubility of precursors and hence 

enhanced mass transport during crystallite 

formation. By this means, Bojdys et al. prepared a 

new crystalline member of CN-polymer family 

from a mixture of dicyandiamide (DCDA) and an 

eutectic mixture of LiCl and KCl, which was used 

to lower the melting point of the salt melt beneath 

the pyrolysis temperature.73 The structural 

model that has been proposed was based on 

heptazine units forming a fully condensed planar 

sheet. However, a later reinvestigation by 

Wirnhier et al. employing X-ray powder 

diffraction and Rietveld refinement74 revealed a triazine based structure composed of six triazine 

units fused by NH-bridges, forming a cavity in the center.40 The triazine based layers are stacked 

in AB-fashion and the thus formed channels incorporate LiCl from the salt melt. The trigonal 

symmetry is retained by ⅓ occupation of lithium on three equivalent positions around the central 

chlorine atom, as depicted in Figure 1.7.40 While the average structure could well be determined 

by this approach, still nuances of the PTI ∙ LiCl structure have not been fully understood. 

Additional pair distribution function (PDF) analyses, paired with multidimensional ssNMR 

techniques, quantum-chemical modelling and automated electron diffraction tomography could 

show that the positions of protons and lithium atoms, respectively, may differ from pore to pore, 

and that protons can also be partially be substituted with lithium [(C3N3)2(NHxLi1-x)3∙LiCl], thus 

reducing the local crystal symmetry (P212121).75 The knowledge of these local variations is a key 

factor, when it comes to rationally improving the properties of carbon nitrides, for instance band 

gap engineering. The example of PTI ∙ LiCl shows that only the combination of complementary 

analytical techniques leads to the desired structural elucidation. This extensive approach may 

serve as a paradigm for the structure determination of carbon nitrides in general, as will be seen 

for the structural elucidation of potassium poly(heptazine imide) in chapter 2.   

When LiBr/KBr was used as eutectic salt mixture, it was found that the same network is formed, 

with LiBr intercalated as a salt inside the channels.76 Lithium bromide can also be exchanged for 

ammonium fluoride, yielding PTI/F.76 Depending on the ionic radii of the inserted halogens, the 

gallery height of the PTI layers is increased in the series F < Cl < Br, which is also a key parameter 

Figure 1.7. Crystal structure of poly(triazine 
imide) ∙ LiCl; C (black), N (gray), Li (blue) , Cl (green). 
The blue lithium ions are only occupied by ⅓ for charge 
neutrality. Reproduced from 
https://doi.org/10.1002/chem.201002462 with 
permission of John Wiley and sons. 
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for successful exfoliation of PTI sheets.77,78 In 2001 even before the synthetic realization of 

PTI ∙ LiCl, a closely related compound has been discovered by Wolf et al. in a pressurized vessel 

reacting melamine and cyanuric chloride. Instead of the alkali salt, the structure formally contains 

HCl within the pores.79 However, the relatively poor crystallinity hampered the structure solution 

from diffraction data. Additionally, the need for (high) pressures up to 1.5 GPa has probably 

hampered wide availability within the community.  

Inspired by the auspicious results 

from poly(triazine imide), recently 

many studies have directed their 

attention towards the heptazine based 

analog: poly(heptazine imide). The 

story of potassium poly(heptazine 

imide) (K-PHI) impressively tells how 

a “new light on an old story” eventuates 

in discoveries of aspects that were 

either deemed uninteresting at the times or were too intricate to analyze, thus leaving new 

compounds and their respective properties unexposed. The treatment of melon in a KSCN melt 

results in a largely amorphous solid and a very crystalline molecular product: potassium melonate 

(Figure 1.8, left). As stated in the historic introduction, the described reaction has been carried 

out by Gmelin ca. 200 years ago, who was first to isolate potassium melonate,39 but whose 

structure could be identified only in recent years (cf. Scheme 1.1).80,81 However, in the scope of 

this work, the more important “byproduct” is the deep yellow, insoluble substance, called 

potassium poly(heptazine imide), K-PHI,43,44 (Figure 1.8, center) obtained after washing away the 

potassium melonate and the residual KSCN. There are several other pathways (i.e. using KBr,82 

KCl,45,83 LiCl/KCl84–86 and others87), that result in the formation of the K-PHI species exhibiting 

slight variations with respect to the potassium content, functional groups, the level of defects and 

the stacking arrangement of polymer sheets. It must be noted that prolonged reaction times at the 

synthesis temperature of 500 °C can already lead to a beginning decomposition into oligomers, 

showing that the formation of K-PHI is presumably a kinetically controlled process, thus 

accounting for the frequently observed batch to batch differences. The high dynamics of these 

processes has recently been demonstrated by Kessler et al., who obtained poly(triazine imide) 

under ionothermal conditions starting from heptazine-based melon. This necessarily involves the 

decomposition of the heptazine units to eventually yield the triazine based polymer.88 While 

PTI ∙ LiCl syntheses are usually conducted in closed reaction vessels, K-PHI is often obtained 

under inert, but atmospheric pressure. Although heptazine-based structures have been calculated 

to be thermodynamically more stable and are generally favored over their triazine 

counterparts,69,89–91 it is vital to finely tune parameters like pressure, temperature and the salt 

melt stoichiometry (i.e. degree of solubility of precursors) in order to yield a crystalline PHI 

species. The underlying concept is that a constant decomposition and reformation is required to 

heal defects and form a crystalline material. Therefore, a closed vessel is favorable, in which the 

gaseous reaction species are contained to induce the back reaction.40,43 As high temperatures of 

Figure 1.8. CN-Compounds: potassium melonate (left), amorphous 
potassium poly(heptazine imide), K-PHI (center) and its protonated 
counterpart poly(heptazine imide), H-PHI (right). 
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about 500 °C are needed to overcome the activation barrier for both PTI and PHI formation, the 

chemists main handle on the resulting product is the choice of the correct mixture of precursors, 

which in turn defines the N/C ratio and also simultaneously affecting the amount of released gases. 

Ultimately, this means that the used precursor and the reaction medium (i.e. salt melt versus 

classical solid-state approach) are probably the more important parameters to control the desired 

product and its crystallinity. The choice of the reaction surface has probably received less 

attention as a reaction parameter so far. Although there have not been many studies on this topic, 

the few existing reports,60,72,92–94 the parallel observation of interfacial growth for covalent organic 

frameworks (COFs),95,96 own observations and discussions with other researchers in the field, 

point towards the surface as the next major step in the synthetic control for CN-polymers. If, for 

instance, one could grow CN-materials directly on an – ideally conducting – substrate to prepare 

thin films, further use as electrochemical devices could greatly benefit implementations such as 

photovoltaics, sensing and catalysis, respectively.   

Concerning the reaction time of carbon nitrides, it is likely that some of the products in salt melts 

like K-PHI are metastable and longer reaction may lead to a beginning decomposition into 

monomeric forms like potassium melonate. Therefore, the control of the reaction time should not 

be neglected. However, due to the similarities between distinct polymeric phases and the 

troublesome identification of oligomeric vs. polymeric materials, it remains very challenging to 

determine optimal reaction times.    

The ionic nature of K-PHI allows for the exchange of the cations, such that beside the alkali-metal 

ions that are used during the ionothermal synthesis, also other ions can be intercalated such as 

alkaline earth and transition metals, demonstrating the versatile character of the network.46 When 

K-PHI – or any other M-PHIa – is treated with diluted aqueous acids it is rapidly transformed into 

the protonated version, H-PHI.43,97 This process is reversible to the effect that a suitable base 

(MOH) or excess salt (MCl) can be used to yield the corresponding M-PHI again; but comes at the 

cost of losing some long-range order. It has been suggested that during extraction (and 

reinsertion) of the ions the PHI sheets may shift to some extent, thus smearing out the 3D 

structure of the PHI sheets.43 

For K-PHI, a number of structural models have been proposed, some of which are displayed in 

Scheme 1.4.44,86,98–101 However, the convincing proofs for a certain model could not adequately be 

presented. Additionally, the 3D structures of these PHI related materials remain unclear, 

highlighting the need for a thorough structural investigation. Hence, the major objective of this 

thesis has been the structure elucidation of K-PHI, for which the main challenge lies in identifying 

the correct model, uniting a plethora of analytical tools and providing the best overlap between 

theoretical and experimental results. Accurate information on the structure of K/H-PHI is 

ultimately important for associating the photocatalytic performance to certain structural 

characteristics and will be discussed in detail in chapters 2 and 3. 

 
a M-PHI symbolizes a variety of studied alkali (Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs), alkaline earth (Mg, Ca) and transition metal 
(Co, Ni, Zn, Ag) poly(heptazine imides). 
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Finally, at the end of this section, we would like recap and carve out some of the technical reasons, 

why the structural identification of polymeric carbon nitrides generally proves challenging. A 

standard technique for analyzing solid matter is X-ray crystallography. Therefore, one would 

ideally try to grow single crystals of CN-polymers. However, this usually remains very difficult, as 

even the largest crystallites observed with transmission electron microscope (TEM) images are in 

the range of a few 100 nm,43 which is too small for laboratory single crystal X-ray analysis.40 

Especially so, because usually thin platelet-shaped crystallites are formed, whose high aspect ratio 

prevents facile mounting on a specimen holder. Additionally, the light-weight elements, 

constituting the polymer, scatter X-rays weakly, such that even micro-focused X-ray sources (e.g. 

synchrotron) may not yield adequate scattering patterns. The two reasons listed above also 

impede the structural elucidation by electron diffraction. Carbon nitride crystallites are rapidly 

degraded in the electron beam even at low dosages and short acquisition times.102 The high aspect 

ratios of the crystallites also cause a preferential orientation on the TEM grid, increasing the 

difficulty of observing diffraction patterns perpendicular to the preferential orientation.43,65

  

An important technique for the analysis of the local structure is NMR spectroscopy. The good news 

is that the three most common elements in carbon nitride polymers (C, H, N) are all NMR active 

with natural isotopes that come with a spin s = ½. Unfortunately, the natural abundance of 
13C- (ca. 1.1 %) and 15N- (ca. 0.4 %) isotopes is quite low. While 1H abundance is nearly 100%, it is 

accompanied by a very narrow range of chemical shifts and broad line-width, due to strong 

homonuclear dipolar interactions, which increase the difficulty of the identification of proton 

signals in solid-state NMR (ssNMR) spectroscopy.103 The resolution can be increased by higher 

rotational frequencies of the magic angle spinning (MAS) technique, but this is also subject to 

practical limitations such as rotor design. Regarding 13C-NMR, the chemical shifts for the main 

building units, heptazines and triazines, cover only a range of several ppm (approx. 155–175 ppm) 

Scheme 1.4. Various structural models proposed for potassium poly(heptazine imide), underlining the need for a 
thorough structural assessment. 
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and overlap with each other, hampering the correct quantification of the individual constituents 

in the polymer. Enriching the carbon nitride polymer with the corresponding NMR active nuclei 

can partly circumvent the low signal to noise ratio of 13C- and 15N- NMR spectra. However, this 

approach can become very expensive and impractical as a standard procedure, bearing in mind 

that a large portion of nitrogen and carbon is lost during typical syntheses in form of small 

molecules like NH3, HCN, melamine, dicyanamide and other sublimed byproducts.  

In summary, many carbon nitrides exhibit a large anisotropy with very rigid in-plane architecture 

by covalent bonding, while the structure in the third dimension is dominated by softer van der 

Waals- and π-stacking interactions. These very different circumstances can only be probed by 

using a variety of combined techniques (incl. X-ray/electron diffraction, IR/NMR spectroscopy, 

quantum-chemical calculations), that finally result in a credible structural model. 
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1.3 Photocatalysis 

 

1.3.1 Photocatalysis Basics 

The ensuing chapter will explain the concept of photocatalysis using the example of solar water 

splitting and will give an outline of the mechanisms and necessary premises. However, due to the 

complexity of the topic, this collection is not exhaustive and interested readers may be referred to 

additional sources covering the principles of photocatalysis.104–107 The term photocatalysis itself 

is somewhat misleading, since catalysis in a strict sense increases the kinetics of exergonic 

reactions i.e. by lowering the activation energy.107,108 By this stricter definition, photocatalytic 

processes would use light only to provide the activation energy or induce an intermediate state. 

However, the production of a chemical product with higher energy by using light would more 

correctly be termed photosynthesis, as observed in plants and algae, which generate sugars and 

oxygen from lower energetic substrates such as H2O and CO2. Nevertheless, for historical reasons 

and for the sake of consistency with many other studies, the term photocatalysis will be used 

synonymously in this thesis. 

Water splitting is an endergonic process comprising the reduction (eq. 1.1) and oxidation (eq. 1.2) 

of water, respectively. The combined reactions are energetically uphill with a Gibb’s free energy 

ΔG0 = +237 kJ/mol or ΔE0 = 1.23 V (eq. 1.3) translated into voltages. 

 

2   +   4    →   2   +   2        1.1 

2   +   4  ℎ   →      +   4           1.2 

        

2    →   2   +      ΔG0 = 2 ∙ (+237 kJ/mol) 1.3 

 

Thus, the reaction towards hydrogen and oxygen does not occur spontaneously, but requires 

external energy input. To this purpose, classical electrolysis of water has been established as a 

technique already in the late 18th century.109 However, in their pioneering work from 1972, Honda 

and Fujishima were the first to utilize a photoelectrochemical setup to convert water into O2 and 

H2 with TiO2 as the oxidation photoelectrode and platinum as the reduction electrode, 

respectively.110 The revolutionary idea was to use light to provide the required potential, which is 

otherwise supplied as electrical potential in classical electrolysis. 
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The following paragraphs lists the requirements and illustrates the stages during a photocatalytic 

cycle. Firstly, the band gap of the semiconductor must be sufficiently larger than the 

thermodynamically constraining limit of 1.23 eV (~1000 nm). The need for a larger band gap 

potential stems from the necessity of supplying enough driving force to overcome the 

overpotential, intrinsic to any form of photoconversions (incl. photovoltaics).111,112  The various 

loss channels that lead to the overpotential will further be specified below. In order to drive both 

half reactions simultaneously, the valence- (VB) and conduction band (CB) of the photocatalyst 

(Figure 1.10a) must, furthermore, straddle the redox potentials of the water oxidation and 

reduction, respectively. While a large band gap provides sufficient energy for the process (incl. 

overpotentials) and facilitates the likelihood of suitable band positions on the thermodynamic 

scale, there has yet to be a trade-off between the size of the band gap and the provided energy by 

solar irradiation. With the highest photon flux from sunlight occurring in the visible spectrum (i.e. 

400-700 nm),113 the band gap should be as small as possible to harness the maximal solar power 

(Figure 1.9), while still providing enough driving force.  

 

Figure 1.9. Extraterrestrial solar spectrum and corresponding spectrum at sea level with absorption effects by 
atmospheric molecules. Reprinted from ref. https://doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-08-046405-3.00010-3 with permission 
from Elsevier. 
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The actual photocatalytic cascade is dependent on four key steps that sequentially occur within 

the bulk and on the surface of the photocatalyst, respectively. The processes are summarized 

graphically in Figure 1.10b. In a first step, light of a specific wavelength is absorbed by the 

semiconducting material. During excitation an electron is promoted to the conduction band and 

leaves behind a positively charged hole in the valence band. Depending on the band structure this 

process may also involve relaxation of the electron to the lowest available level of the conduction 

band. Hence, the maximum potential energy of this electron equals the band gap of the 

semiconductor, which represents an important figure of merit for photocatalysis (cf. Figure 

1.10a). However, during continuous illumination of a semiconductor another loss channel occurs, 

due to the formation of quasi-Fermi levels resulting from increased charge carrier concentrations 

in the conduction band and valence band, respectively.114 These new levels lie below the 

conduction band and above the valence band, hence, the actual available energy is reduced to the 

so-called photopotential, i.e. the difference between the electron quasi-Fermi level and the hole 

quasi-Fermi level.   

During the second step of the photocatalytic process, the thus created electron-hole pair, the so 

called exciton,115 can diffuse through the crystallite. However, the charges are not yet free, but 

bound by electrostatic force: the exciton binding energy.116  This energy, typically in the range of 

several hundred meV for low dielectric materials (such as CN-materials),117 needs to be overcome 

in order to separate the individual charges and is unfortunately lost for the actual fuel 

generation.118 Since most carbon nitrides suitable for water splitting are two-dimensional in 

nature, another parameter has to be taken into account when speaking of excitons. If the 

semiconductor sheets get thinner, quantum confinement effects (e-correlation) will cause the 

band gap to increase. At the same time less efficient screening of electron and hole leads to a more 

strongly bound exciton, which is detrimental for the catalysis.119 The stronger the exciton is 

bound, the higher the chances are that it will recombine causing light emission instead of 

Figure 1.10. (a) Energy scheme referenced to the standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) showing the suitable conduction-
and valance band positions required for photocatalytic transformation of water into hydrogen and oxygen. (b) 
Schematic representation of the photocatalytic cascade (absorption, exciton dissociation, charge migration and charge 
transfer to a substrate) and potential loss pathways occurring in the photocatalyst particle. 
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participating in the desired redox reactions. Thus, the separation of the electron and hole is 

pivotal. Creating a material, in which this separation easily happens at interfaces (i.e. 

heterojunctions), is highly desired for efficient devices.    

The migration of the separated charges comprises the third step of the photocatalytic process. In 

general, high mobilities of charge carriers are desirable to ensure that the charges can reach the 

surface of the photocatalyst fast. If charges are not used fast enough, there is always the chance of 

recombination when opposing charges meet either en route through the crystallite or at surface 

sites, illustrated in Figure 1.10b.104,120,121 The recombination behavior is also influenced by the size 

and shape of the semiconductor crystallite, owing to the difference in aspect ratios in bulk and 

nanomaterials.122 The recombination of the charges can either take a non-radiative pathway 

dissipating heat, or a radiative pathway causing light emission, called photoluminescence.123 

Enhancing the carrier lifetimes is usually beneficial for photocatalytic efficiency, since the 

following redox reactions occur on a slower time scale with respect to the absorption process and 

charge separation.104 Once the charge reaches the 

surface it is transferred to a cocatalyst, which is 

employed because of enhanced reaction kinetics for 

the individual redox reactions compared to the neat 

photocatalyst (photoabsorber). For the hydrogen 

evolution reaction (HER) typical electrocatalyst 

such as the noble metals Pt, Pd or Rh are employed. 

A good cocatalyst mainly excels by two important 

characteristics: At first the work function of the 

metal should be suitable to create a contact in 

which the generated electrons are extracted and 

“trapped” inside the cocatalyst particle, thus 

avoiding recombination of charges that otherwise 

may happen at the photoabsorber’s surface.124,125 

This junction between the two materials can either 

form an ohmic contact or lead to a Schottky barrier, 

in which a barrier has to be overcome in order to 

inject electrons into the cocatalyst.126,127 The other 

task of the cocatalyst is to lower the activation 

energy/overpotential and thus enhance the 

kinetics of the surface reaction.127 In this regard a 

high exchange current density for the conversion 

reaction is desirable along with neither a too strong 

adsorption nor too weak adsorption for the atomic 

hydrogen species in case of HER.128 This behavior 

(also known as Sabatier’s principle) is often 

expressed graphically in so called volcano plots 

(Figure 1.11a–b).127,129,130 It must be noted, that 

although the concept of volcano plots with one 

Figure 1.11. Volcano plots for the water oxidation (a) 
and reduction (b), respectively. In (a) the negative 
theoretical overpotential is plotted against the 
standard free energy of a reaction intermediate of the 
OER. In (b) the experimentally obtained exchange-
current density is plotted against the DFT-calculated 
free energy of adsorbed atomic hydrogen.   
Figure 1.11 a) is reprinted from ref. 
https://doi.org/10.1002/cctc.201000397 with 
permission from John Wiley and Sons. Figure 1.11 b) 
is reprinted from ref.
https://doi.org/10.1039/C3CS60468C with 
permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry. 
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descriptor (adsorption energy) is a neat concept, it must be assumed that the complex processes 

on a cocatalyst’s surface are additionally governed by multiple other parameters (e.g. diffusion 

processes, electrolyte interaction, correct orbital overlap) and that therefore the volcano plots 

certainly have their limitations.131   

For the oxidation of water a set of other cocatalysts are employed, among which oxides such as 

RuO2, IrO2 CoOx, and NiO are typical representatives.127,130 Since we have seen that the charge 

separation and extraction to the corresponding catalysts is a major challenge in the photocatalytic 

cycle, it is beneficial for the overall performance when the complementary cocatalysts are 

deposited in close proximity. Ideally, only one cocatalyst (either for HER or OER) is decorated on 

the surface, while the photocatalyst itself is able to drive the respective other half reaction on its 

surface, as for instance could be shown with NiO@NaTaO3 capable of full water splitting.132 With 

powders as photocatalysts – which can be pictured as “short-circuited photoelectrochemical 

cells”133 –, it is essential to separate OER and HER spatially to avoid the back reaction, since no 

external bias can be applied to compartmentalize the reactions as happening in a 

(photo-)electrochemical setup.134,135 With that in mind, the proximity of reaction centers for 

efficient use of charges on the one side and the spatial separation of the reaction centers to avoid 

the pending back reaction on the other side must carefully be optimized.  

Another factor, that profoundly influences the photocatalytic reaction, is the number of electrons 

transferred on the way to product formation (i.e. 2 e- for H2 and 4 e- for O2). The four electron 

transfer required in the OER is considered kinetically more demanding and thus presents the rate 

limiting step in water splitting.136 Additionally, the longer the reaction intermediates remain on 

the surface of the cocatalyst/photocatalyst, the higher the chances are for the competing back 

reaction to water. That being said, many studies rely on so called sacrificial agents that are more 

easily reduced or oxidized than water and therefore enable the investigation of only one half 

reaction.137 The idea behind this strategy is to ideally exclude any bottleneck by a rapid reaction 

of the sacrificial agent, so that the effect of changed parameters at the opposite half reaction can 

be observed. A recent study by Kröger et al. has drawn the attention towards the fact that in some 

cases the sacrificial donor may even become the kinetically limiting step in hydrogen evolution, 

because of adsorbed oxidation products, that block active sites for continuous hole extraction.138  

Additionally, when applying sacrifical agents, care should be taken that the sacrificial agent is not 

causing “current doubling”, that would artificially enhance the rate of the studied reaction.139,140 

 

1.3.2 Photocatalysis with carbon nitrides 

Over the last years, carbon nitrides have attracted considerable attention as “metal-free” 

photocatalysts for multiple purposes such as hydrogen and oxygen evolution from water, CO2 

reduction, nitrogen fixation, dye/pollutant degradation and additionally as a photocatalyst for 

various organic reactions.  

Photocatalytic hydrogen evolution with CN-materials has first been shown for amorphous melon 

by Wang et al. in 2009,33 but has been accomplished with various other carbon nitride materials 

ever since. Among those the most important have been presented in chapter 1.2, comprising 

melon type systems along with the 2D materials, PTI and PHI. Usually, in these materials the 
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photogenerated holes in the conduction band are quenched by sacrificial donors such as 

methanol,43,44 4-methylbenzyl alcohol (4-MBA),141 triethanolamine (TEA)41 and others, depending 

on the requirements of the photocatalytic reaction media.142 Thus, most reports – including the 

ones in this thesis – study the hydrogen evolution half reaction decoupled from the water 

oxidation half reaction. However, lately, there have also been attempts to use this downside in 

order to create valuable chemicals on the oxidation site, i.e C-H thiolation of aryl compounds, 

selective alcohol oxidation to aldehydes and conversion of sulfides to sulfoxides, 

respectively.141,143–145 Using waste materials like microplastics, that are oxidized over the course 

of the photocatalytic cycle, presents another fascinating concept to tackle the in itself unfavorable 

use of sacrificial agents.146 Finally, there have also been studies, that show full water splitting with 

carbon nitrides, though at relatively low rates and mainly relying on excitation with wavelengths 

shorter than the visible light.147,148 A particularly promising approach for full water splitting is the 

combination of a carbon nitride photocatalyst and carbon nanodots as a cocatalyst, completely 

avoiding expensive and toxic metal cocatalysts.149 In this system the applied principle of a two 

electron/two electron pathway allows for the generation of H2O2, which is then rapidly 

decomposed to water and O2 on the surface of the carbon nanodots, thereby avoiding poisoning 

of the catalyst surface by H2O2. In principle, the generation of H2O2 is thermodynamically 

unfavorable (1.78 eV), but can be kinetically advantageous due to the separated electron transfers 

(eq. 1.4 and 1.5) opposed to the full four electron process necessary for direct water splitting.  

 

  2       →     +         (1.78 eV)    1.4 

          →     +         (-1.1 eV)    1.5 

 

Since based on earth abundant elements, cheap precursors and their inherent thermal, chemical 

and photochemical robustness, carbon nitrides could represent also an economically viable 

alternative for sustainable energy generation. The drawback is the comparably low efficiency of 

many carbon nitride photocatalysts, preventing their use in commercial applications so far.150 

Many strategies have been pursued to enhance the activity of CNx compounds including 

heteroatom doping e.g. with boron,151 nitrogen, oxygen,152 fluorine,153 phosphorus154 and sulfur,155 

hard and soft templating,156 nano-structuring and exfoliation aiming at an increased surface area 

(and electronically tuning the material by quantum confinement effects),157 co-polymerization,41 

introducing heterojuction architectures (i.e. z-scheme photocatalysis),158,159 sensitizing with dye 

molecules,160 cocatalyst design141,161,162 and defect engineering including the rational introduction 

of  terminal groups.44,138,163 The listed zoo of possible ways of adjustments emphasizes how many 

parameters must be investigated with each set of materials. While the mere improvement of 

materials is a legitimate goal, this thesis primarily focusses on the structural characterization of 

carbon nitride materials to provide a more reliable basis for the analysis and further improvement 

of the photocatalysts.  

The importance of this endeavor is vividly illustrated by the example of melon, whose structural 
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misinterpretation (fully condensed 2D sheets instead of the actual 1D polymer; see chapter 1.2) 

lead to numerous inaccurate calculations of the electronic structure.164–166 The conclusions drawn 

from these theoretical results may ultimately compromise their benefit on the goal of rational 

catalyst design and can in part explain the regularly encountered deviations between calculation 

and experiment.167  

In summary, carbon nitrides are versatile and promising candidates for many photocatalytic 

applications and substantial efforts for an increased efficiency have been undertaken. Yet, it is at 

least equally important to gain a more fundamental understanding of their individual structure, 

because only on that basis, rational advances by quantum-chemical calculation and experimental 

design can be made. As Takanabe points out, the photocatalytic process is dependent on numerous 

parameters, so it is essential to obtain a thorough structural understanding to begin from a solid 

basis.104  

 

1.3.3 “Dark Photocatalysis” with carbon nitrides 

 

Potassium poly(heptazine imide) 

(K-PHI), shows a particularly 

interesting property: a long-lived 

photoreduced state.168 Upon 

excitation with light, the holes in 

the valence band are quenched by 

an electron donor, while the 

electrons remain in a high 

energetic state within the valence 

band for hours or even days.143,168 

This process is accompanied by a 

change in color from yellow to 

dark blue depicted in Figure 1.12a. 

Subsequently, these electrons can 

be extracted in a dark reaction to 

produce hydrogen, once a cocatalyst such as platinum is added.43,168 This process resembles the 

naturally occurring dark reaction in plants (Calvin-Benson-Bassham cycle) that uses stored 

energy in the form of ATP and NADPH to fixate carbon dioxide to sugars.107 The negative charge 

(up to 45-60 C g-1) is stored on the carbon nitride backbone and is stabilized by potassium cations 

(Figure 1.12b).169 The intermediately stored electrons on the polymer backbone may even be 

advantageous for the photocatalytic cycle that has been discussed in section 1.3.1. As the surface 

redox reactions are sluggish compared to the time frames of the light absorption, the long-lived 

electronic state could enhance the efficiency by constantly supplying electrons to the cocatalyst, 

that are not readily lost by recombination channels.    

When contacted to a transparent electrode, K-PHI can also be exploited as a photoanode in a so-

Figure 1.12. (a) Photography of the discharged (top) and charged 
(bottom) K-PHI in a suspension with an electron donor. (b) Schematic 
illustration how the charged network (yellow) is stabilized by potassium 
cations. 
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called “solar battery”,169 which can be charged under illumination in the presence of a sacrificial 

electron donor and discharged in the dark. Consequently, this design allows for energy storage 

and delayed conversion into electricity, simultaneously. The battery can also be charged purely 

electrically, when applying a potential of ca. -700 mV vs Ag/AgCl without the need for light nor an 

electron donor. Accordingly, batteries made from K-PHI could help to store energy from other 

renewable sources such as wind power and thus help to overcome their inherent production 

intermittency without the need for scarce resources such as cobalt, nickel, etc., commonly 

incorporated in state-of-the-art batteries.   

While the aspects described above paint a promising picture for a potential use of “dark 

photocatalysts”, still the mechanism causing the charge storage is not yet fully understood. While 

there is reasonable ground to suspect that ions are essential for stabilizing the charge, the exact 

necessary structural conditions for the photoreduced state itself are not yet clarified. In chapter 3 

of this thesis, we will tackle this issue from a structural perspective. This once more emphasizes 

that the structural characterization is at the heart of any deliberate advance in photocatalysis.  
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1.4 Objectives 

 

In the introductory chapters, it has been shown that first of all the structural elucidation of many 

carbon nitrides is highly ambiguous and that there is ongoing debate which structural model is 

correct. Secondly and equally important, we have seen that the photocatalytic process is governed 

by a very complicated interplay of a multitude of parameters, which for a good part are affected 

by the chemical structure. There are studies using the same material, but reaching very different 

values for activity, thus the comparability of studies may be questioned to a certain degree. Hence, 

this thesis’ main objective can be described as the structural investigation of the very commonly 

used potassium poly(heptazine imide), K-PHI, a promising candidate for photocatalytic 

applications. This fundamental approach is necessary, because the field is growing so quickly and 

the return to a common basis is ever more difficult to achieve, but a thorough structural basis can 

help reconvene at this aim. 

A second goal is the characterization of a new potassium containing carbon nitride phase that has 

been synthesized by an ionothermal approach. The ambition behind this structure elucidation is 

not only to add another member to the CN-family, but also to compare this new potassium 

containing network with the closely related K-PHI polymer and its intriguing property to store 

light in form of a photoreduced state. By means of this comparison, we may get a better 

understanding of what structural features cause this long-lived photoreduced state in K-PHI. 

The third part of this thesis investigates a new carbon nitride species that has been synthesized 

from a NiCl2/KCl salt melt. As nickel species are frequently used as cocatalysts for the CO2 

reduction reaction, the goal was to synthesize a catalyst with a directly incorporated metal species 

that would allow for the hydrogenation of CO2. The method uses a gas mixture of hydrogen and 

carbon dioxide and aims at producing carbon monoxide, a highly relevant feedstock for the 

chemical industry. 

Finally, my hope is that this thesis may also serve the purpose of an introduction on carbon 

nitrides and their use as photocatalysts, uncovering some of the common pitfalls and becoming a 

helpful basis for students new to the field. Since the field is progressing so fast, there is, 

unfortunately, sometimes a discrepancy between what is claimed and what is irrefutably known.  
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Abstract 

Solving the structure of carbon nitrides has been a long-standing challenge due to the low 

crystallinity and complex structures observed within this class of earth-abundant photocatalysts. 

Herein, we report on two-dimensional layered potassium poly(heptazine imide) (K-PHI) and its 

proton-exchanged counterpart (H-PHI), obtained by ionothermal synthesis using a molecular 

precursor route. We present a comprehensive analysis of the in-plane and three-dimensional 

structure of PHI. Transmission electron microscopy and solid-state NMR spectroscopy, supported 

by quantum-chemical calculations, suggest a planar, imide-bridged heptazine backbone with 

trigonal symmetry in both K-PHI and H-PHI, whereas pair distribution function analyses and X-

ray powder diffraction using recursive-like simulations of planar defects point to a structure-

directing function of the pore content. While the out-of-plane structure of K-PHI exhibits a 

unidirectional layer offset, mediated by hydrated potassium ions, H-PHI is characterized by a high 

degree of stacking faults due to the weaker structure directing influence of pore water. Structure–

property relationships in PHI reveal that a loss of in-plane coherence, materializing in smaller 

lateral platelet dimensions and increased terminal cyanamide groups, correlates with improved 

photocatalytic performance. Size-optimized H-PHI is highly active toward photocatalytic 

hydrogen evolution, with a rate of 3363 μmol/gh H2 placing it on par with the most active carbon 

nitrides. K- and H-PHI adopt a uniquely long-lived photoreduced polaronic state in which light-

induced electrons are stored for more than 6 h in the dark and released upon addition of a Pt 

cocatalyst. This work highlights the importance of structure–property relationships in carbon 

nitrides for the rational design of highly active hydrogen evolution photocatalysts. 

2.1 Introduction 

A new class of (semi)crystalline two-dimensional (2D) carbon nitrides has emerged over the past 

few years, which exhibits outstanding photocatalytic performance1–3 along with intriguing 

photophysical properties, such as the potential for time-delayed fuel production (“dark 

photocatalysis”),4 which also make them attractive candidate materials for solar batteries.5 A 

hallmark of this carbon nitride family is its ability to store electrons in the form of a long-lived 
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photoreduced state,4,6,7 which allows for the separation of light absorption (the light reaction) and 

catalytic conversion (the dark reaction) akin to natural photosynthesis. This material has been 

postulated to exhibit a 2D poly(heptazine imide) (PHI)-based structure, but so far a 

comprehensive elucidation of its local and long-range structure is lacking. PHI has been 

synthesized by both, molecular precursor approaches8,9 as well as top down strategies starting 

from the well-known melon polymer.2,10 And yet, even though the synthesis procedures may vary 

widely, the use of salt melts, i.e., ionothermal synthesis, seems to be vital to all of these 

approaches.2,8–10 

Ionothermal synthesis routes often yield fundamentally different products as compared to high-

temperature solid-state approaches. A prominent example is the synthesis of melon, which is 

often referred to as graphitic carbon nitride, g-C3N4. Although the solid-state synthesis of melon 

yields a one-dimensional heptazine-based polymer, 2D networks are typically formed by a salt-

melt approach using the same types of precursors. Under these conditions, the ionic flux and its 

components, typically alkali metal halides, serve as a high-temperature solvent and structure-

directing agent at the same time.11–13 The structure-directing influence of alkali ions has been 

observed by Savateev et al. and is also known to be the governing factor during the formation of 

secondary building units in zeolites.9,14 Interestingly, the composition of the melt also seems to 

have a profound influence on the type of carbon nitride backbone—triazine or heptazine-based—

that is formed during the reaction.8 

Herein, we have used a molecular building block approach to synthesize highly crystalline 

potassium containing PHI terminated by cyanamide(NCN–)-functional groups, abbreviated as 

potassium PHI (K-PHI), and its metal-free counterpart H-PHI. A comprehensive investigation of 

their local and long-range structures has been carried out through a combination of electron 

diffraction (ED) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging, solid-state nuclear 

magnetic resonance (ssNMR) spectroscopy, supported by quantum-chemical calculations, X-ray 

powder diffraction (XRPD), and pair distribution function analysis (PDF). We show that both 

materials feature an extended 2D network constituted by tri-s-triazine (heptazine) units 

connected via imide bridges. These layers assemble in either ordered or disordered long-range 

stacking relationships driven by interactions with the pore content, resulting in hitherto unknown 

structural modifications in this PHI family. 

2.2 Results and Discussion 

The ionothermal bottom-up synthesis of PHI starts from the molecular precursors potassium 

melonate, dicyandiamide, and potassium thiocyanate (KSCN), which are heated under their 

autogenous pressure in an ampoule to yield highly crystalline potassium poly(heptazine imide) 

(K-PHI), terminated with NCN-functional groups. In contrast to other PHI-derived materials 

(mainly synthesized from LiCl/KCl eutectics), the herein discussed synthesis is based on KSCN as 

the salt component and hence flux. When K-PHI is treated with dilute acid, it is converted into the 

proton-bearing H-PHI, thus pointing to the Brønsted acid–base character of the polymer.9 Note 

that the reaction is insensitive to which acid (e.g., HCl, H3PO4, H2SO4, or HClO4) is used for the 

transformation (Figure A 50-52). In the following text, we elucidate the local structure of K-PHI 
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and H-PHI by solid-state NMR spectroscopy and characterize the 2D projection of the structure 

by means of TEM, whereas XRPD, PDF analyses, and recursive-like simulations of planar defects 

lead to the classification of the material in the third dimension. 

TEM Analysis 

The TEM image in Figure 2.1a reveals the sheetlike morphology of the crystallites and high 

crystallinity of the carbon nitride backbone over a large area of up to several 100 nm (for overview 

TEM images see Supporting Information Figure A 1 and A3). The lattice fringes correspond to an 

interval of 11 Å within the layer planes, illustrated by the high-resolution (HR) TEM image in 

Figure 2.1a. The good agreement between the measured (Figure 2.1b) and simulated (1c) selected 

area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns along the [001] zone axis based on the structural model 

shown in Figure 2.1d indicates trigonal layer symmetry of the PHI backbone in H-PHI. The fast 

Fourier transformation (FFT) obtained from large crystallites (Figure 2.1a, inset) also fits the 

depicted SAED pattern. The 100 lattice spacing of 11 Å corresponds to the pore-to-pore distance 

of 12.8 Å and is consistent with a hexagonal arrangement of trigonal pores and a 2D network 

topology, similar to that found in the triazine analogue poly(triazine imide) (PTI).11,12 The TEM 

data suggest that ideal H-PHI layers crystallize with trigonal symmetry, forming a “graphitic” 2D 

framework of imide-bridged heptazine building units akin to melamine-intercalated PHI, which 

crystallizes in the space group P31m.15 Particularly in the H-PHI case, slight intensity deviations 

from the perfect hexagonal distribution of the electron diffraction spots (Figure 2.1b) and the fact 

that the diffraction data of H-PHI are relatively tolerant against tilting of the specimen for up to 

±10° indicate structural disorder along the [001] zone axis. Intensity deviations might also arise 

from losing pore content (i.e., water) in ultra high vacuum and local heating through the electron 

beam, which may induce on-spot incipient degradation and enable the layers to shift to the 

Figure 2.1. (a) High-resolution TEM image of H-PHI clearly revealing lattice fringes over extended areas; (b) SAED 
pattern and (c) simulated SAED pattern of the [001] zone axis of H-PHI, based on a theoretical trigonal cell model 
depicted in (d). (e–g) cover the corresponding figures for K-PHI. Insets show the FFT confirming the 6-fold symmetry 
of the diffraction pattern for H-PHI and the reduced monoclinic layer symmetry for K-PHI, respectively. (h) Structural 
model obtained from Rietveld refinement for K-PHI (see Figure 2.3b); water molecules inside the pores were omitted 
for better visibility. 
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eclipsed case, as also seen in thermogravimetric XRPD experiments in Figure A 27. The diffraction 

spots of K-PHI (Figure 2.1f, [001] zone axis) imply that the material exhibits monoclinic layer 

symmetry. The SAED pattern can be reproduced by ED simulation with corresponding distances 

of 11 Å for the 110 and 8.7 Å for the 100 reflection (Figure 2.1g). The HR-TEM image (Figure 2.1e) 

also points toward the existence of large crystalline domains, with the FFT (inset) reproducing 

the pattern obtained from the simulation in Figure 2.1g. The difference in symmetry suggests an 

altered stacking behavior of the PHI backbones in K-PHI and H-PHI, likely driven by the pore 

constituents (water in H-PHI or potassium ions in K-PHI). Note that the water content nearly 

doubles from 10 wt% for K-PHI to 20 wt% for H-PHI, determined by combustion analysis and 

inductively coupled plasma (Table A 8 and A9). 

Solid-State NMR Spectroscopy 

To probe the local structure of PHI, especially the intralayer connectivity and the distribution of 

cations within the pores, 13C, 15N, 14N, and 1H ssNMR spectra were recorded for K-PHI and 

compared with those of H-PHI. Figure 2.2a-i shows the 13C direct excitation, 15N cross-polarization 

(CP) and 1H ssNMR spectra of K-PHI (top row) and H-PHI (middle row), as well as the 13C–15N 2D 

heteronuclear correlation (HETCOR)16 spectrum of K-PHI, the 1H–14N 2D HETCOR, and 2D 1H 

double-quantum–single-quantum (DQ–SQ)17 spectra of H-PHI (bottom row). Various model 

systems of single PHI pores with different substitution patterns and positions were designed and 

optimized on the PBE0-D3/def2-TZVP18–21 level of theory to then calculate NMR chemical shifts  

on the B97-2/pcsSeg-222,23 level of theory on optimized pore geometries (Figure A 18-A24) to 

develop a better understanding of the experimental data and to support the assignment. 

The direct excitation 13C NMR experiment shows five distinct signals for K-PHI, which can be 

assigned according to the inset in Figure 2.2a. Like in melem,24 the central carbon atom (C1) in the 

heptazine unit exhibits a chemical shift of 157 ppm. The signal at 164 ppm is attributed to a 

peripheral carbon atom next to a NH group (C2) as its signal is the most intense in the 13C cross-

polarization experiment confirming its proximity to a proton (Figure A 12). Additionally, the 13C–
15N 2D HETCOR spectrum shows distinctly that C2 correlates with the NH group at −242 ppm 

(Figure 2.2g), identifying this NH as the connecting bridge between two heptazine units. The 13C 

NMR signal at 168 ppm arises from a carbon atom next to a deprotonated imide bridge (C3). 

Indeed, this C3 is only connected to nitrogen atoms with a chemical shift at −173 ppm (Figure 

2.2g), a typical value for nonprotonated nitrogen. In the case of an attached NCN moiety, the 

neighboring heptazine carbon atom (C4) is shifted downfield to 172 ppm whereas the carbon 

atom of the terminal NCN group (C5) is found at 120 ppm, which is likewise observed for 

cyanamide in molecular potassium melonate.25 However, according to the integrated intensities 

in NMR spectra, these cyanamide groups are only present in about every second to fifth (batch 

variations) heptazine ring in K-PHI. Assuming only terminating cyanamide groups at the edges of 

the crystallites, especially for large crystals in the range of 100 nm, the expected NCN content 

would be lower than the observed amount. However, additional cyanamide could have been 

introduced as point defects within the PHI sheet. Such a point defect is equivalent to a missing 

heptazine unit, leveraging additional internal NCN termini, since the former NH bridges become 
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terminating NCN groups inside the PHI layer. As discussed in more detail in the Supporting 

Information (SI) (Figure A 9), the concentration of these defects has been estimated to be approx. 

5–12%. The number of NCN groups seems to be reduced upon the transformation to H-PHI, which 

can be attributed to partial hydrolysis of the functional group, resulting in an increased number 

of terminal NH2 groups or urea terminations. 

15N CP MAS NMR of K-PHI confirms the presence of NH groups at −242 ppm (N2, inset Figure 2.2b) 

bridging the heptazine units, as well as a small amount of terminal NH2 groups at −273 ppm (N1) 

(note that the intensity of the NH2 CP signal is grossly overestimated). The 15N direct excitation 

spectra (Figure A 11) show negligible (below detection limit) amounts of these NH2 groups. The 

central nitrogen atom at −229 ppm (N3) has a very low intensity in the CP experiments, as the 

polarization transfer is very poor. This assignment is confirmed by the 13C–15N 2D correlation 

experiment (Figure 2.2g) in which the central nitrogen is only connected to the carbon at 157 ppm 

(C1). The peripheral nitrogen atoms at −160 to −200 ppm (N4) lie in the typical range of shifts 

Figure 2.2. (a, d) 13C direct and (b, e) 15N cross-polarization and (c, f) ultrafast 1H magic angle spinning (MAS) solid-
state NMR spectra of K-PHI and H-PHI. The contact times of CP 15N NMR spectra were both set to 4 ms. Insets show the 
proposed structures and their NMR assignments in black for carbon atoms and in blue for nitrogen atoms. In the case 
of H-PHI, the different possible protonation sites are labeled Ha, Hb, Hc; however, coexistence of several different 
tautomers is possible with the majority of NH groups still located at bridges. (g) 13C–15N dynamic nuclear polarization 
(DNP) HETCOR NMR spectrum of K-PHI, 1H–14N dipolar heteronuclear multiple-quantum coherence, and 1H–1H DQ–SQ 
spectra of H-PHI (h, i). 
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known from heptazine-derived molecules.24 Interestingly, the best agreement with our quantum-

chemical models is found by assuming the “naked” anionic N-bridge to be screened by a potassium 

ion (Figure A 23). In this case, calculations suggest that the signal of the anionic bridge (N5) lies 

at −173 ppm and is thus beneath the shifts of the heptazine core. Placing the potassium ion in the 

center of the pore (Figure A 24), a shift at >−140 ppm is calculated for the bridging nitrogen atom, 

which is not found in our measurements. Thus, our data suggest that K+, presumably with a partial 

hydration shell, is located off-center and moved toward the polymeric backbone. 

Although the structure of the acid-treated polymer H-PHI is largely similar, some distinct changes 

in the NMR spectra accompany the transformation. The NMR data of H-PHI support the 

assumption that protonation occurs predominantly at formerly negatively charged bridging 

nitrogen atoms (Ha, inset Figure 2.2d). Due to the conjugated charge in the network, however, 

protonation may also occur directly at the heptazine ring. Quantum-chemical calculations have 

identified Hb and Hc (inset Figure 2.2d) as potential protonation sites. The corresponding 

calculated chemical shift of these ring protonations are −247 and −261 ppm, respectively, which 

is in agreement with the upfield shift of the NH-group signal in Figure 2.2e. Molecular heptazine-

based compounds such as cyameluric acid or protonated calcium melonate support this 

possibility, as they also bear the proton at the heptazine ring.26,27 However, the overall low 

absolute amount of NH sites at the ring, along with the coexistence of different protonation sites 

and expected similar chemical shifts (see calculated pore models in Figure A 18, A 19 and A 22) 

for this group compared with the bridging NH, does not allow for an unambiguous resolution of 

the protonation sites. 

In direct excitation 13C NMR of protonated samples (H-PHI), the previously visible signal C3 next 

to a deprotonated bridge now disappears, hinting that this nitrogen has been protonated, which 

would result in a chemical shift similar to that of C2. Indeed, the relative intensity of C2 increases 

for H-PHI in the directly detected 13C spectrum. The resonance of C5 at 120 ppm slightly shifts 

upfield to 117 ppm as compared to that of K-PHI, which is also mapped by our calculations (Figure 

A 18). The carbon atom next to the protonated NCN group is now located beneath the signal of C2. 

The 15N CP MAS experiment yields a picture for H-PHI very similar to that for K-PHI. However, the 

NH group at −242 ppm is broadened toward higher fields in H-PHI and the central nitrogen in the 

heptazine unit is slightly upfield-shifted to −233 ppm as well. Additionally, a shoulder of the 

carbon signal at 157 ppm toward higher fields is also observed. These small changes could be 

related to interactions with protons of water in close proximity to nitrogen atoms on the s-

heptazine ring and the possibility of NH located at the ring. 

The 1H NMR measurements of K-PHI and H-PHI (Figure 2.2c, f) help to give a clearer picture on 

the role of water and protons within those networks. Both spectra exhibit an intense signal at 

about 4.5 ppm, which is assigned to relatively free water inside the pores. Several additional 

overlapping peaks can be observed between 5 and 12.3 ppm for H-PHI. From the 1H–14N 2D 

correlation spectra, the proton of the bridging NH can be assigned to a chemical shift of about 10.4 

ppm for K-PHI (Figure A 14b) and 12.3 ppm for H-PHI (Figure 2.2h), confirming that the majority 

of the bridging nitrogen atoms are protonated. Note that this low-field shifted resonance varies 
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with the amount of water present in the sample. For a “dry” H-PHI sample (vacuum-dried at 120 °C 

for 2 days), this peak shifts upfield to about 7 ppm, as shown by its 1H–14N 2D HETCOR spectrum 

(Figure A 14a). This is in agreement with the calculations, hinting at water as a factor that 

significantly influences the proton NMR shifts. A calculated model pore with one water molecule 

interacting with an imide bridge leads to a shift of the NH proton from 8 ppm (without water) to 

roughly 11 ppm (with water), which is close to the experimental results (cf. Figure A 19 and A 20). 

In H-PHI, this proton signal is downfield-shifted to 12.3 ppm compared to that of the potassium-

containing anionic network (10.4 ppm), thus indicating more acidic protons for H-PHI. The 1H 

NMR resonances between the free water and the NH-bridging peaks (between 5 and 12 ppm for 

H-PHI) reveal no strong bonding to the network and consequently show no correlation with any 

nitrogen in the 1H–14N 2D HETCOR spectrum and hence are assigned to additional water inside 

the pore. The 1H–1H 2D DQ–SQ spectrum of H-PHI (Figure 2.2i) provides both a higher resolution 

for 1H and information on proximity between these protons. On the diagonal we observe the self-

correlation peak of free water at 4.5 ppm and also the bridging NH self-correlation, although this 

second one is less intense due to a large distance between the NH units. In addition, we observe a 

quite intense correlation between one 1H at 7.2 and one at 9.0 ppm. From the DQ–SQ experiment 

acquired with different recoupling times (Figure A 15), these two protons are close to each other 

(their distance is similar to the 1H–1H distance in water). This would hint at a water molecule with 

each of its two protons creating hydrogen bonds to nitrogen atoms on the heptazine ring. Similar 

protons are also observed in the case of K-PHI (Figure A 16), i.e., also in close contact to the 

network. In general, ssNMR spectroscopy, in combination with our calculated pore models, 

corroborates the existence of a heptazine-based interconnected 2D network for K-PHI and H-PHI 

partially functionalized by NCN groups. In both materials, the network strongly interacts with 

water and hydrated potassium, respectively. This interplay represents a key factor for explaining 

the three-dimensional (3D) structure, as presented in the following sections. 

X-Ray Powder Diffraction and PDF Analysis 

XRPD patterns show significant peak broadening for H-PHI, whereas K-PHI exhibits higher 

crystallinity and was therefore used as the starting point for modeling (Figure 2.3a). In line with 

the TEM data, the Bragg peaks could be indexed with a triclinic unit cell, which was confirmed by 

Pawley refinement28 to be pseudohexagonal with a = b = 12.78 Å, c = 4.31 Å, α = β = 109.63° and 

γ = 120°, Rwp = 3.87%. The structure model for the Rietveld refinement29 (Figure 2.3b) was based 

upon the previously solved structure of PTI, reimagined for PHI sheets.11,12 The cell metric 

indicates a single layer per cell, which is stacked in a slip-stacked fashion, given the non-90° α/β 

angles. A planar heptazine dimer was defined as a rigid body and oriented in the ab-plane, forming 

large triangular pores with two heptazine units on each side and an interlayer distance of 

approximately 3.2 Å, in agreement with the prominent 001 stacking reflection at ca. 28° 2θ. 

Reasonable relative peak intensities could only be obtained by including K and O atoms (i.e., water 

molecules) representing the pore content, indicating that the pores are indeed filled. Further 

details on Pawley and Rietveld analyses can be found in Figure A 28–A 31.  
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H-PHI appears to be structurally related through well-defined 110, 010/100, 001, and 321/231 

reflections and could be indexed by Pawley refinement with a similar cell (Figure A 29). However, 

a suitable Rietveld refinement for H-PHI was not possible due to significant peak broadening. 

Since NMR and TEM data suggest an intact layer constitution of H-PHI, this broadening is 

attributed to planar defects occurring as stacking fault disorder that developed during K+ removal, 

which is discussed in the next section. 

To gain further insights into the local structure, PDFs (Figure A 32 and A 33) were obtained from 

synchrotron X-ray total scattering data for H-PHI and K-PHI, in Figure 2.3c. A direct comparison 

shows highly similar local structures in both compounds. The heptazine units are present and 

conformationally rigid. Broad, interlayer peaks repeating with a wavelength of ∼3.19 Å for K-PHI 

and ∼3.17 Å for H-PHI indicate that the sheets are stacked with high fidelity, on the order of at 

least several hundred Angstroms, shown in Figure A 32 and A 33. The lack of longer wavelength 

modulations expected from periodic porous channels indicates that the pores are populated by 

uncorrelated electron density. Small differences in medium-range, low-amplitude features 

indicate possible differences in local ordering of pore content and neighboring layers, whereas 

more drastic long-range deviation in the behavior of the interlayer peaks provides additional 

evidence of differences in the stacking behavior. Model refinements to the K-PHI and H-PHI PDFs 

(Figure A 34–A 36) were consistent with the results from Rietveld refinements, as shown in Figure 

A 30 and A 31. In terms of short-range ordering, the most notable difference between H-PHI and 

K-PHI is the increase in peak intensity around 2.7–3.3 Å, which correlates with an increase in K+ 

(Figure A 37) concentration. This feature is connected to potassium–oxygen distances found in 

water-solvated potassium ions observed via MD simulations (Figure A 25), providing direct 

evidence of water–K+ coordination within the pores. Notably, in all Rietveld and PDF refinements, 

K+ ions consistently moved off center, in-plane, toward one corner of the triangular pore. 

Complexation of K+ ions with azines has previously been shown favorable (planar 

orientation/similar bond distances).30 It is reasonable that K+ could occupy both fully water-

coordinated and partial nitrogen-coordinated positions. 

Both TEM and XRPD data are consistent with the comparably high crystallinity of the carbon 

nitride backbone. The overall high in-plane order likely results from the use of molecular 

precursors that have a higher mobility in the salt melt, which serves as a source for error 

Figure 2.3. (a) XRPD patterns of H-PHI and K-PHI measured using Cu Kα1 radiation, (b) Rietveld refinement for K-PHI, 
and (c) experimental PDFs for K-PHI and H-PHI, and simulated ones from a single heptazine molecule and from a model 
of potassium–oxygen distances derived from molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. 
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correction during bond formation. The fact that the reflections in the XRPD pattern of H-PHI are 

particularly broadened will be discussed in the next section. 

Stacking Fault Simulations 

Information on the 3D structure of the bulk PHI is difficult to extract from electron diffraction 

patterns due to the local nature of the method and the pronounced 2D morphology of the 

crystallites. The structural coherence of the PHI materials in the third dimension is governed by 

the stacking order of the layers and in the case of H-PHI is vastly affected by planar defects 

occurring as stacking faults. Thus, systematic simulations31 of distinct faulting scenarios have 

been performed and compared qualitatively to the measured XRPD pattern, which yields 

information on all three dimensions of the bulk material. H-PHI in Figure 2.4a shows significant 

peak broadening and triangular, Warren-type line shapes,32 which are indicative of planar defects 

in the crystal structure. We therefore conclude that H-PHI has a higher degree of out-of-plane 

disorder compared with K-PHI. 

In Figure 2.4b, possible interactions of pore water with the poly(heptazine imide) backbone of 

H-PHI are depicted. These interactions direct the stacking of the layers and induce a layer offset; 

i.e., a layer is shifted toward the pore of the preceding layer. Due to the intrinsic trigonal symmetry 

of the heptazine subunit, this type of stacking exhibits three equivalent directions (Figure 2.4c). 

The eclipsed case was also considered for the simulations, i.e., layers stacked directly atop each 

other. Different faulting scenarios were developed using these four stacking relationships and 

used for qualitative simulations on the diffractional effect of structural disorder (detailed 

information is given in chapter 12 of the Appendix A). The faulting scenario (“Faulting scenario 

IV”, Figure A 47–A 49) that was evaluated as the most suitable based on the match between 

simulated and measured patterns describes completely random transitions between all three 

Figure 2.4. (a) XRPD of H-PHI showing the triangular peak shape. (b) Model with suggested influence of pore material 
(in this case, water, Figure A 40), leading to indirect interactions between the layers as well as different stacking variants 
with respective colored stacking vectors. (c) Possible equivalent stacking vectors for sheets of PHI; (d) simulation for 
faulting scenario IV (see chapter 12 of the Appendix A and Figure A 47–A 49). 
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pore directed stackings. This leads to a loss in the orientational coherence perpendicular to the 

layer planes and therefore to vast broadening of most reflections in the XRPD pattern in Figure 

2.4d. Small sections of homogenously stacked layers are, however, still apparent, as indicated by 

the presence of the remaining 010 reflection. 

The combined approach of PDF and XRPD along with stacking fault simulations reveals the overall 

3D structures of H-PHI and K-PHI. It has been shown that the stacking of the pores is governed by 

rather weak pore–water interactions in the case of H-PHI, resulting in highly defective stacking. 

Nevertheless, pore water clearly mediates interlayer interaction. When the water molecules are 

removed by heating H-PHI up to 400 °C under an inert, dynamic atmosphere in a TG-experiment, 

an ex situ XRPD analysis of the residue (Figure A 27) reveals a significant decrease in the 

crystallite size perpendicular to the layer planes. The complete removal of pore water also shifts 

the layer arrangement toward an eclipsed stacking order. The presence of potassium within the 

pores leads to a more ordered stacking, which is indicated by much sharper reflections in the 

corresponding XRPD pattern (see Figure 2.3a). Therefore, the range of the interlayer interaction 

is much larger in K-PHI than in H-PHI. This can be attributed both to the large ionic radius of the 

potassium cation and its more isolated positive charge. As potassium is located off-center in the 

pores, it interacts with the PHI framework. In addition, a partial hydration sphere is formed 

around the cation by the pore water molecules (Figure A 25), which may indirectly mediate 

interactions to further distant layers. 

Photocatalysis 

Knowledge of the structure–property relationships in this class of carbon nitrides is key for the 

rational design of photocatalysts with improved properties. We therefore investigated the 

photocatalytic activity of H-PHI and K-PHI, obtained from ampoule synthesis, for the hydrogen 

evolution reaction (HER) with a focus on carving out those structural features that affect the 

activity the most. We find that H-PHI, like K-PHI, is active toward HER in the presence of a Pt 

cocatalyst and methanol as the sacrificial electron donor but shows only moderate activity (H-PHI: 

88 μmol/gh, K-PHI: 193 μmol/gh). This can be directly traced back to the large crystallites that 

tend to form aggregates that disperse only weakly in aqueous solution, thus having less accessible 

surface area and a reduced number of edge sites available. The latter seems to be vital for the 

catalytic activity33 for cocatalyst-supported systems through the presence of cyanamide 

terminations at the edges of the platelets. These terminations can bind more efficiently to the Pt 

cocatalyst and provide a higher degree of ionicity and thus colloidal stability.2 

To test this hypothesis, we synthesized variants of H-PHI and K-PHI with smaller crystallite sizes 

(∼20 nm) and an increased amount of external cyanamide groups accordingly, by using a mixture 

of melon and KSCN as precursors at ambient pressure under an argon flow, followed by treatment 

in diluted HCl. For the as-obtained, optimized K-PHI, we recorded a 3-fold increased activity of 

600 μmol/gh compared to that of the highly crystalline sample, whereas we registered a 38-time 

increase in activity for H-PHI (3364 μmol/gh, Figure 2.5b). This is well beyond the activity of the 

prototypical carbon nitride melon with an activity of just 25 μmol/gh measured under the same 

conditions. Note, however, that a quantitative comparison of the intrinsic photocatalytic activities 
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of K-PHI and H-PHI is difficult since the observed hydrogen evolution rates depend on a complex 

interplay between various parameters, which, in addition, may scale differently with the particle 

size. These include exfoliation and agglomeration of the crystallites, the nature and amount of 

defects, or the amount of cocatalyst incorporated in the sample. 

For a more detailed structural characterization of these optimized compounds, see Figure A 

7 and A 8. It is apparent that the optimized materials exhibit lower long-range in-plane order, as 

indicated by broad, diffuse reflections. In particular, both 110 and the 010 reflections are vastly 

broadened, which is attributed to a loss of coherence within the layer plane, i.e., smaller platelets 

(Figure A 5). By using the Scherrer equation from the XRPD data in Figure A 8, the crystallite sizes 

in the lateral dimension have been estimated to be about 20 nm for the optimized samples and up 

to 100 nm (Table A 1) for the most crystalline samples. The extension in c-direction remains fairly 

similar for all samples at approx. 20 nm. Small crystallites have a higher amount of accessible 

cyanamide groups at their surface and are suspended more easily in water, enabling them to 

participate more efficiently in the photocatalytic reaction. 

While the HER activity observed for H-PHI puts it on par with the best carbon nitride 

photocatalysts,34–39 it bears another intriguing property, which has previously been documented 

for K-PHI;4,6 under illumination and in the presence of an electron donor, H-PHI also forms a 

photoreduced state that is exceptionally long-living, clearly visible by its blue color. Figure 2.5a 

Figure 2.5. (a) H-PHI before and after 1 h of illumination and after storing the material in the stable, photoreduced 
“blue” state up to 208 h in the dark. A shade toward green is likely due to small amounts of oxygen leaking into the vessel. 
(b) Comparison of photocatalytic rates for hydrogen evolution for K-PHI and H-PHI, respectively. (c) Dark photocatalysis 
in phosphate buffer with various delay times for addition of platinum cocatalyst, i.e., 0, 2, 4, or 6 h. 
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depicts the suspension during photoreduction, which is yellow initially and then turns dark blue 

upon irradiation in the presence of 4-methyl benzylalcohol as the electron donor. Under an argon 

atmosphere, the photoexcited photocatalyst is reduced by the electron donor and remains in the 

photoreduced state for over 200 h. The diminishing of the blue color is due to quenching of the 

anion radical by oxygen, which slowly diffuses into the solution over time (Figure 2.5a, right). The 

photoreduced radical state was also monitored by electron magnetic resonance spectroscopy 

(EPR), which shows a photoinduced paramagnetic signal for both K-PHI and H-PHI with g-factors 

of ≈2.003 (Figure A 10), indicative of a heptazine-centered π radical.4,36,40,41 To test whether 

photoreduced H-PHI is able to store the trapped electrons and release them upon addition of a 

hydrogen evolution catalyst after a time delay, 15 mg of the sample was irradiated under a Xenon 

lamp (100 mW/cm2, AM 1.5 G) in phosphate buffer with 4-methylbenzyl alcohol as an electron 

donor for 2 h. Then, a colloidal platinum suspension was added in the dark (Figure 2.5c) either 

directly or 2, 4, or 6 h after illumination. Indeed, hydrogen was evolved for several hours 

(27 μmol/g, direct addition), which shows the ability of the system to separate the light 

(photoexcitation) from the dark reaction (catalysis) akin to the biological model of 

photosynthesis. Even after waiting for 6 h, 37% of the initial amount of H2 could still be registered. 

2.3 Conclusions 

In conclusion, we have synthesized a 2D poly(heptazine imide) (PHI) polymer, which is 

comparable with PTI · LiCl11,12 in terms of crystallinity but by far exceeds its photocatalytic 

performance.13,42 Characterization of K-PHI and H-PHI provides insights into the structure–

property–activity relationship of this new class of high-performance photocatalysts. By 

combining a suite of analytical techniques, including TEM, NMR spectroscopy, XRPD, PDF analysis, 

and quantum-chemical calculations, we were able to confirm the in-plane PHI-based 2D structure 

and derive a detailed picture of the out-of-plane structure. Our analysis not only suggests that 

ionothermal synthesis conditions likely support error correction, thus leading to extended 

crystallites of over 100 nm in lateral dimension, but also that metal ions can act as out-of-plane 

structure-directing agents, leading to a pronounced long-range order in the c-direction. 

Furthermore, water inside the pores has been found to have a major influence on the 3D stacking 

structure of PHI networks. Our work thus adds another structurally characterized member to the 

large yet ill-defined class of carbon nitrides, which is notoriously difficult to characterize. As such, 

this study provides synthetic and analytical tools that are crucial for the rational design of better 

photocatalysts and helps to carve out the structural features that are essential for observing an 

unusually long-lived charge separated state, enabling time-delayed photocatalysis in the dark. 
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2.4 Experimental Section 

Crystalline Ampoule Synthesis of Potassium Poly(Heptazine Imide), K-PHI 

Dicyandiamide (97 mg, 1.14 mmol, Sigma-Aldrich >98%), KSCN (18 mg, 0.19 mmol, Gruessing 

99%), and potassium melonate penta-hydrate (79 mg, 0.16 mmol) were ground in a mortar and 

transferred into a Duran glas ampoule, which was subsequently purged four times with argon and 

then dried under high vacuum. The ampoule was then sealed and placed into a tube furnace 

(6 °C/min, 500 °C, 6 h, 1 °C/min, rt). The bright yellow solid was washed four times with deionized 

(DI) water and then dried at 60 °C. 

Crystalline Ampoule Synthesis of Protonated Poly(Heptazine Imide), H-PHI 

Finely ground cryst. K-PHI (100 mg) was treated with 100 mL of 2 M HCl and stirred for 15 min. 
The suspension was filtered and the residue washed four times with DI water to yield H-PHI. 

Further details on the synthesis of optimized samples for photocatalysis, melon, and potassium 

melonate can be found in Supporting Information. 

 

2.5 Associated Content 

The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the ACS Publications website at DOI: 

10.1021/acs.chemmater.9b02199. 

• Further experimental details, instrumental details, additional characterization (TEM, IR, 

Raman, XRPD (XLSX), TG-XRPD (XLSX), crystallite size estimations, EPR, ssNMR, TGA, 

PDF analysis, quantum-chemical calculations and methods (XLSX), recursive-type 

stacking simulations, EA and water sorption) (PDF) 

• Structural model for K-PHI from Rietveld refinement (CIF) 

• Structural model for H-PHI from PDF refinement (CIF) 
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3 K-CN-Phase – Autogenous pressure influences polymorphism in 

potassium poly(heptazine imides) affecting “dark 

photocatalysis” 
 

3.1 Introduction 

Carbon nitrides show remarkable light-harvesting properties rendering them interesting as 

semiconducting materials for the energy sector. In this context, they could replace cost-intensive 

or toxic inorganic materials, due to their composition based on the abundant elements carbon and 

nitrogen. However, the exact identification of the chemical structure remains a major challenge 

for carbon nitrides, owing to their dominantly amorphous nature. Structural modifications have 

a significant impact on e.g. improving the photocatalytic activity.1–3 This process, however, can 

only be deliberately planned and implemented with accurate knowledge of the parental structure. 

By analogy, from inorganic semiconductors like silicon it is well known that precise information 

on its purity is vital to reach specific doping levels, which in turn, tune the properties of the final 

electronic device.   

Recent studies have shown that the use of salt melts is essential for yielding highly crystalline 

carbon nitrides.4–7 We and others attributed this to the structure directing influence of the alkali 

ions leading to an enhanced ordering of building units, more than is typically observed for simple 

condensation routes of carbon nitride precursors.5,8 Another vital, yet often underestimated 

reaction parameter is the autogenous ammonia pressure, which is seldomly discussed, because of 

its inherent difficulty to control.9  

Herein, by combining both strategies, salt melt and autogenous ammonia pressure, we have 

discovered a new carbon nitride material that is closely related to two-dimensional potassium 

poly(heptazine imide) (K-PHI, cf. chapter 2). It likewise contains potassium, but in contrast to 

K-PHI, its structure is composed of 1D strands of condensed heptazine units linked via imide 

bridges, thus being closer to the archetype CN-material: melon.9 Owing to the salt melt assisted 

synthetic conditions, the imide bridge is deprotonated and coordinated by potassium cations. This 

phase, denoted as K-CN-phaseb, can also be protonated by treatment with diluted acid 

(H-CN-phase), which however goes hand in hand with a significant loss of long-range order. 

Finally, we discuss how the deviating structural arrangement in the K-CN-phase has a detrimental 

effect on the charge-storing property, thus preventing dark photocatalysis (cf. chapter 2) in this 

system. 

 
b A note concerning the nomenclature of the compounds presented in this chapter: To the reader the name, 
“K-CN-phase” or “H-CN-phase” may seem somewhat generic and indeed she or he is correct in this 
assessment. However, these names have been chosen with care in order to avoid too much structural 
information placed into them, and thus bias the reader. The misapprehension that lead to numerous 
publications naming melon erroneously g-C3N4 (cf. chapter 1) has emphasized to act carefully when it comes 
to naming new CN-compounds (and probably valid for other areas). Anticipatory, the same cautiousness 
applies to the naming of Ni-CNx, discussed in the subsequent chapter 4. 
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3.2 Results and Discussion 

Preparation and elemental composition 

Dicyandiamide (97 mg, 1.14 mmol, Sigma-Aldrich >98%), KSCN (18 mg, 0.19 mmol, Gruessing 

99%) and potassium melonate penta-hydrate (79 mg, 0.16 mmol) were ground in a mortar and 

transferred into a Duran glass ampoule, which was subsequently purged four times with argon 

and then dried under high-vacuum. The ampoule was then flame-sealed and placed into a tube 

furnace (6 °C/min, 500 °C, 6 h, 1 °C/min, rt). In a final step the yellow solid was washed four times 

with DI water and then dried at 60 °C.  

The procedure is the same as for the material presented in chapter 2. But the main difference 

could only be observed after the heating process. It turned out that in some cases K-PHI could not 

be obtained, but a similar looking material with different properties formed. This new product, 

which also contains potassium, is called K-CN-phase. A close inspection of what could cause the 

different products lead to the discovery of fine cracks that could only be found for K-PHI 

syntheses. These cracks were not present in ampoules leading to the K-CN-phase (Figure 3.1). 

Therefore, it is likely that during a typical K-PHI synthesis, evolved gases can – at least partially – 

escape the reaction vessel. In turn, the autogenous pressure is retained for the K-CN-phase 

samples.  

 

For the K-CN-phase synthesis, the upper part of the ampoule also contained a small amount of 

colorless, rhombus-shaped crystals, which could be successfully identified by single-crystal 

analysis to be a melem-melamine adduct phase, previously reported by Sattler et al.10 However, 

the XRD pattern of this phase is not found as a contaminant in the K-CN-phase. The finding of these 

crystals only signifies a continuous exchange of volatile CN-species in the gas phase over the 

course of the reaction. It thus becomes apparent that not only the presence of the salt melt is 

important for the formation of the K-CN-phase, but also its sustained exposure to the vapors 

within the ampoule. The vapors could be composed of a mixture of elementary CN-precursors 

such as ammonia, melamine, dicyanamide, cyanamide etc. Generally, one would expect oligomeric 

or less condensed structures for higher reaction pressures.11,12 

Figure 3.1. Photographs under a light microscope of (a) a K-PHI ampoule and (b) K-CN-phase ampoule. In (a) a tiny 
crack is visible (red circle), which causes the pressure to be released over the course of the synthesis as is illustrated 
in the drawings. 
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Table 3.1 shows the elemental composition obtained by combustion analyses and ICP/AE 

spectroscopy of the K-CN-phase and the H-CN-phase, respectively. While the K-CN-phase contains 

a substantial amount of potassium in a similar range as reported for K-PHI in chapter 2, no 

potassium could be detected in the case of the H-CN-phase, which indicates a complete exchange 

after the treatment in diluted acid. The higher oxygen content in the H-CN-phase suggests that 

potassium has been replaced by water molecules. It is noteworthy that the N/C ratio is close to 

1.5, which is exactly the stoichiometry observed in melon. Further similarities between the K/H-

CN-phase and melon will be discussed later. 

 K-CN-phase H-CN-phase 

 wt% mol% wt% mol% 

C 29.6 30.2 30.8 25.1 

N 52.2 45.6 52.8 37.8 

K 13.0 4.1 - - 

H 1.4 17.4 2.8 28.0 

O 3.8 2.8 13.6 9.0 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

N/C 1.51 C6N9H2.5K0.8 ∙ 0.5 H2O 1.47 C6N9H2.5 ∙ 2 H2O 

 

 

  

Figure 3.2. (Left) Schematic representation of the possible chemical structure, consistent with elemental analyses. 
(Right) The same strands arranged in a zigzag fashion as found in melon. 

Table 3.1. Elemental analysis obtained from combustion analysis and ICP/AE spectroscopy for K-CN-phase and H-CN-
phase, respectively. For the H-CN-phase no potassium could be detected by ICP/AE spectroscopy. 
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Transmission Electron Microscopy and X-Ray Diffraction 

TEM selected area electron diffraction (SAED) images provide data on the probable unit cell of the 

new carbon nitride phase. The high-resolution image in Figure 3.3a obtained from a free-standing 

crystallite confirms the highly crystalline nature of this new K-CN-phase. Discrete lattice fringes 

can be observed, which correspond to the main lattice orientations observed in electron 

diffraction mode. The Fast-Fourier-Transformation (FFT) (inset Figure 3.3a) of this real space 

information well fits the diffraction pattern in Figure 3.3b. This degree of crystallinity is especially 

remarkable considering that carbon nitrides are prone to rapid degradation in the electron 

beam,13 due to their light element composition. From previous studies on carbon nitride systems, 

we assume that the image shown in Figure 3.3b represents the diffraction pattern of the [001] 

zone axis.5 Often these compounds tend to form 2D extended macroscopic structures that have a 

very high aspect ratio, which can cause a preferential arrangement of the crystallites on the TEM 

grid,5,7,14 with the [001] zone axis exposed perpendicularly to the electron beam. This is supported 

by the brightfield images (Figure 3.3a), showing a sheet-like crystallite. Hence, the two observed 

perpendicular lattice vectors of 29.9 Å and the other of 14.7 Å, as extracted from the HR-TEM 

image and SAED pattern (Figure 3.3), correspond to unit cell axes a and b, respectively. This 

finding is corroborated by a Pawley refinement15 of the X-ray powder diffraction data in Figure 

3.4a (Pawley fit) resulting in a monoclinic unit cell (P21) with a = 14.6 Å, b = 29.6 Å, c = 3.9 Å, 

α = γ = 90° and β = 91°, Rwp = 4.7%. Notably, the c parameter is slightly larger than usual for a 2D 

carbon nitride structure, in which typically stacking distances of 3.1-3.3 Å are observed.1,16–18 

Potassium ions, incorporated into the structure, might lead to a widening of the carbon nitride 

backbone in c-direction. It can also be assumed that the structure is not as condensed as the 2D 

poly(heptazine imides), as will be analyzed in more detail by means of ssNMR spectroscopy. 

Therefore, the out-of-plane orientation might be more complex for the K-CN-phase than the 

previously studied case of K-PHI and could include twisting and distortions of the structural 

motifs out of the basal plane. Disordered intensity modulation in the pair distribution function 

Figure 3.3. (a) High resolution TEM micrograph of K-CN-phase; inset shows the magnified image. The lattice fringes 
with the corresponding distances of 29.6 Å (010) and 14.5 Å (100) are marked in red and orange, respectively. (b) SAED 
pattern of [001] zone axis with the 100, 200, 010 and 020 reflections highlighted. 
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(PDF) (Figure 3.4b) above r > 18 Å – with respect to the data observed for two-dimensional K-PHI5 

– also implies such a more diverse stacking behavior. The streaking of electron diffraction spots 

along the c*-axis (Figure B 1) also fits well to the assumption of disorder in the stacking direction. 

The general appearance of the pair distribution function of K/H-CN-phase in Figure 3.4b follows 

the shape of typical representatives for heptazine-based polymers like K-PHI and melon, 

respectively. Triazine-based structures would lead to a different pattern for distances below 5 Å, 

illustrated in Figure B 2 in the appendix.  The peak at the dashed line at approx. 2.8 Å is related to 

the potassium coordination distance for potassium ions to the network or to water molecules, and 

is therefore slightly more intense for the CN-materials containing potassium cations. Quantum-

chemical calculations have indeed shown that the water coordination shell of potassium 

corresponds to this distance.5 Thus, it can be expected that potassium is coordinated to the 

negatively charged network, while being additionally surrounded by water. Water can also have 

an influence in the arrangement of heptazine units via hydrogen bonds. However, the influence is 

presumably weaker as the XRPD pattern of the protonated H-CN-phase in Figure B 3 in the 

appendix suggests a significant loss of crystallinity by the extraction of potassium and 

replacement by water. 

Overall a close relationship between the new K-CN-phase and melon17 can be identified, based on 

the similarities in the electron diffraction images. This is further supported by PDF analysis, 

pointing to heptazine as the primary building unit, identical to melon. One difference is of course 

the presence of potassium within the structure of the K-CN-phase. Likely, this new structural 

element causes the changes in symmetry, but at the same time increases the degree of 

crystallinity, due to stronger interaction of the building blocks. Melon crystallizes in space group 

P21212, thus with orthogonal axes. In the K-CN-phase the β-angle of 91° is very close to the right 

angle, nearly matching the metric of melon. Furthermore, the unit cell lengths a and b deviate from 

melon (amelon = 16.8 Å, bmelon = 12.1 Å), but one axes is nearly doubled in the K-CN-phase 

Figure 3.4. (a) X-ray powder diffraction data with Pawley-fit of the K-CN-phase. (b) PDF analysis of melon, H-CN-phase, 
K-CN-phase and K-PHI up to 30 Å. The PDFs of melon and the protonated H-CN-phase contain similar features as well 
as the corresponding PDFs of the K-CN-phase and K-PHI have matching maxima. Note that though generally very 
similar, the dashed purple line indicates differences between potassium containing samples in the low distance regime. 
In K-PHI this distance could be assigned to the K-N/O-distances between the network and potassium or potassium and 
water. 
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(b = 29.6 Å). This can be explained by longer heptazine chains constituting the structural motifs, 

requiring a larger unit cell due to the additional structural element of potassium.  Of course, the 

comparison of both compounds in terms of their crystalline structure has to be taken with a grain 

of salt, because actually firm statements from this evaluation would demand for a structural 

solution. Unfortunately, this remains a major challenge from powder- and electron diffraction 

data alone. A structure solution via a simulated annealing approach (with prebuilt heptazine unit 

blocks) has been attempted, but yielded no satisfactory results. 

 Morphology 

 

The K-CN-phase crystallites have a macroscopic platelet-like morphology as the scanning electron 

images in Figure 3.5a–b reveal. This habitus is not significantly changed after acidic treatment 

(Figure 3.5c–d). Thus, on the one hand the crystals lose long-range order to a certain degree, 

which is apparent from the XRD data (Figure B 3) and is likely caused by the extraction of the 

structure directing potassium cations. On the other hand, this process does not involve dissolution 

or obvious other forms of degradation of the crystallites. 

 

 

  

Figure 3.5. SEM micrographs of (a-b) K-CN-phase and (c-d) the protonated H-CN-phase. The morphology is retained 
after the acidic treatment. 
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Solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy 

Already disclosing the similarities to melon by scattering techniques, in the following section a 

more thorough analysis of the local structure is given, utilizing ssNMR spectroscopy. Here, special 

emphasis has been put on the comparison of the pristine (K-CN-phase) and protonated variant 

(H-CN-phase). 

 

15N NMR  

The 15N cross-polarization (CP) experiment in Figure 3.6a shows signals at chemical shifts of -167 

and -175 ppm (N3), which can be attributed to the nitrogen atoms in close vicinity to potassium, 

which has been shown before by quantum-chemical calculations.5 In addition, the compound 

exhibits such a degree of order that these signals are even better resolved than in the previously 

reported K-PHI structure. The rather small intensity of these signals originates from the increased 

distance to protons under cross-polarization conditions. The signal at -202 ppm (N2) is typical for 

tertiary nitrogen atoms located in the heptazine core near the NH2-moiety, given the relatively 

Figure 3.6. (a) 15N cross-polarization, (b) direct excitation 13C, (c) 13C cross-polarization (CP) and (d) 1H magic angle 
spinning (MAS) solid-state NMR of K-CN-phase (black curves) and H-CN-phase (red curves). The contact times for both 
CP measurements were set to 4 ms. The insets contain the structural assignment of NMR signals for carbon atoms 
(black) and nitrogen atoms (blue). To distinguish more easily between the K-CN-phase and H-CN-phase, the 
assignments were chosen to be digits and letters, respectively.  
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high intensity. The last group of signals, located from -260 to -284 ppm (N1), belongs to NH2-

groups, terminating heptazine units. These chemical shifts are typical for a tri-s-triazine connected 

amino group in comparison to a connection to triazine compounds such as in melam or melamine, 

where higher field shifts between ca. -280–(-300) ppm would be expected.19,20  

Comparing the 15N CP ssNMR spectrum for the K-CN-phase with the corresponding spectrum for 

K-PHI – both recorded with the same contact times – offers insights into the interconnectivity of 

the building blocks. Since NH2-groups terminate the carbon nitride backbone, a surplus of these 

groups indicates a less condensed polymer. Figure 3.7 illustrates that the relative quantity of NH2-

groups in K-CN-phase is higher, when normalized to the heptazine core nitrogen signals 

(>-200 ppm), which is also a tendency observed in the infrared spectrum (see Figure 3.10). 

Therefore, we conclude the local structure to consist of strands of heptazine units like in the 

archetypical carbon nitride melon instead of the more condensed, two-dimensional arrangement 

observed in K-PHI, where NH2-signals are barely visible. Of course, it should be noted that we 

simplified in ways that the integral of the tertiary nitrogen atoms in the K-CN-phase is presumably 

slightly underestimated. It is known that a significant quantity of NH-bridges is present in K-PHI, 

hence leading to an increased transfer of magnetization of this proton to the tertiary nitrogen 

group. Ultimately, it would need an isotopically labelled sample and a direct excitation 15N NMR 

experiment to resolve this issue. 

 

When the compound is protonated in diluted acid (H-CN-phase, Figure 3.6a), we observe a 

spectrum that strongly resembles the one of melon (see comparison to melon in Figure 3.8b), in 

which all bridging nitrogen atoms are protonated.21 The introduced proton has three effects on 

the 15N-CP spectrum. Firstly and most strikingly, a new signal arises at 244 ppm (Nb) with a 

shoulder at 240 ppm, attributed to the newly formed NH-moiety. Second, the central nitrogen 

atom in the heptazine unit is responsible for the low intensity signal at 222 ppm (Nc). Although 

this atom should have been also present in the K-CN-phase, the higher concentration of protons 

in the acid treated compound enables its visibility, due to higher transfer of magnetization to the 

Figure 3.7. 15N CP ssNMR spectra of (a) K-CN-phase and (b) K-PHI recorded with equal contact times of 4 ms. In both 
spectra the integral under the tertiary nitrogen signals have been arbitrarily chosen to be 1.00. The signals belonging 
to NH2 groups in the K-CN-phase have a much larger area relative to the corresponding signals in K-PHI. The peak-
integrals and fitting parameters may be found in appendix B.  
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nitrogen nucleus in the CP setup. Third, the signal at >-200 ppm (Nd) becomes significantly 

broader, which is expected for two reasons: On the one hand the newly introduced proton may 

enhance also the visibility of these nuclei. On the other hand, the loss of potassium from between 

the strands of carbon nitride polymer likely has a disordering impact, resulting in overall 

broadened signals. The effect of the structuring influence of potassium ions – and also the loss 

thereof, when treated in acid, thus leading to a more random orientation of the polymer backbone 

– has been discussed in detail in the study on potassium poly(heptazine imide) in chapter 2.5 

13C NMR  

The observation of two clearly separated groups of signals, 156 ppm (C1) and >164 ppm (C2,3), 

in the direct excitation 13C NMR experiment (Figure 3.6b) is usually associated with the presence 

of heptazine building blocks. The inner carbon atoms of the heptazine unit resonate at a chemical 

shift of 155.6 ppm (C1).19 Comparing that to a triazine-based polymer such as PTI ∙ LiCl (Figure B 

5) with a chemical shift of 158–168 ppm, the signal in the K-CN-phase for the inner carbon atoms 

is shifted upfield by a few ppm, which correlates to increased distance from protons.20,22 This also 

explains why this signal exhibits reduced intensities in a cross-polarization experiment (Figure 

3.6c). The second group of signals is overlapping with each other, but can be further divided into 

two signals at 165 (C2), 167 (C3) with a shoulder to lower field. The first of these is associated 

with the carbon atom next to a terminating NH2-group, and is corroborated by the increased 

intensity of this signal in the 13C cross-polarization NMR experiment (Figure 3.6c).20 The 

resonance at approx. 167 ppm (C3) can be attributed to carbon atoms next to the deprotonated 

bridging nitrogen atom. As quantum-chemical calculations have shown, the potassium ion is not 

centrally facing the deprotonated bridge, but is slightly moved to one side.5 This explains that the 

signal exhibits a shoulder corresponding to the carbon atom in closer vicinity to the potassium 

ion. Additionally, intermolecular water is interacting with the outer carbon atom C2, which is 

revealed by a 13C-1H-HETCOR MAS spectrum (Figure B 8) with short contact times of 0.25 ms. 

Here, a correlation to the proton signal at 4.9 ppm can be extracted, a reminder that also 

intermolecular magnetization transfer can occur in these structures. This close interaction of 

water with the polymer can potentially explain the increased signal intensity of C3-group in the 

CP spectrum.  

After protonation, the H-CN-phase exhibits only two major signals, which correspond to the inner 

carbon atoms (CN3) and the outer nuclei. The signals of the outer nuclei (N2CNH2 and N2CNH) have 

a too similar shift to be distinguishable. The spectrum is however very similar to the one of melon 

(cf. Figure 3.8a), from which we infer that the compounds must be closely related in the first place. 

It is likely that potassium serves as a structure directing unit. Hence, the crystallinity is reduced 

after removal of the alkali ion, but compared to the as-synthesized melon still exhibits a higher 

degree of order.  

In comparison to the closely related 2D potassium poly(heptazine imide) system, no signal for 

cyanamide groups (usually observable at approx. 120 ppm) is found in the K-CN-phase, nor in its 

protonated counterpart, implying that there is, at most, only a low level of cyanamide 

terminations/defects within this structure. The low amount of those defects can also be one of the 

reasons for the observed high degree of order in the K-CN-phase. 
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1H NMR  

The proton NMR spectrum (Figure 3.6d) for the K-CN-phase features two broad signals with 

maxima at approx. 9.6 ppm and 5.0 ppm. The assignment of these signals is not unambiguous, due 

to the likelihood of complex hydrogen bridges that may form between NH2-groups and the tri-s-

triazine backbone. The signal at 9.6 ppm likely stems from NH2-group protons with a shoulder to 

higher chemical shifts, which may be attributed to the deshielding effects of hydrogen bonding of 

these protons. The signal at 5.0 ppm is attributed to water molecules in the vicinity of the CN-

network. In hydrogen bond accepting systems, the presence of closely bound water can have a 

profound influence on chemical shifts of the surrounding polymer, as quantum-chemical 

calculations, presented in chapter 2, have shown.5  

Treatment with acid leads to an emerging peak at ca. 8.4 ppm, which is in the typical range of an 

imido proton of the now protonated nitrogen bridge. The signal of the NH2-group at lower field is 

only visible as a shoulder. A 15N-1H HETCOR NMR spectrum (Figure B 9) supports the finding that 

the signals of NH (Nb) and NH2 (Na) correlate roughly with the same, relatively broad proton signal 

between 7-9 ppm. The proton signal at ca. 4.7 ppm, belonging to water, is only mildly affected by 

the protonation. 

In conclusion, the ssNMR spectra supports a heptazine-based structure. While the emerging NH-

groups upon protonation point toward an interconnected, hence polymeric backbone, the high 

amount of NH2-groups rather suggest the presence of oligomers.23 The exceptionally high local 

order of the K-CN-phase could be indicative of rigid hydrogen bonding between those oligomeric 

strands, as commonly observed in both molecular and polymeric CN-compounds.10,12,17,21 In the 

case of the new K-CN-phase, additional coulombic interactions prevail between the negatively 

charged backbone and the potassium cations, leading to the rigid and stable network as shown in 

the following. 

  

Figure 3.8 ssNMR spectra as a direct comparison between the K/H-CN-phase and the 1D polymer melon, showing the 
similarities between the acid treated H-CN-phase and melon. (a) 13C direct excitation ssNMR spectrum (b) 15N cross-
polarization ssNMR spectrum. Grey lines for orientation. 
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Thermal analysis 

 

In the thermogravimetry curve in Figure 3.9a, there is only one distinct mass loss observable, 

beginning at temperatures below 50 °C and reaching a plateau at ca. 150 °C. The mass loss equals 

2-3 wt% and is likely related to the loss of adhesive water, and fits the estimated amount from 

elemental analysis. A second, more continuous mass loss sets in beyond 450 °C, which can be 

related to a beginning decomposition. Moreover, the heat flow in the DSC curve shows no evident 

signal that could be referred to a phase transition or decomposition reaction.  

In a second set of experiments the thermal stability was investigated by heating small amounts of 

the sample (ca. 25 mg) in a dried, evacuated and flame-sealed glass ampoule for various times at 

temperatures ranging from 500–600 °C (Figure 3.9b). It is remarkable that the K-CN-phase 

remains stable and crystalline at a temperature of 550 °C for an extended period of 48 h, which is 

even higher than the synthesis temperature of 500 °C. Small changes in the diffraction patterns 

may occur due to the already discussed loss of water or small shifts of mobile species like 

potassium cations. Especially, in the range of 25-30° 2θ, more pronounced changes are 

observable, which may be attributed to a flexibility in the vertical arrangement of the 

poly(heptazine imide) strands. Prolonged heating at 600 °C leads to a loss in crystallinity, owing 

to the decomposition and carbonization of the CN-network.   

 

Infrared Spectroscopy 

The infrared (IR) spectrum (Figure 3.10) of the potassium containing polymer shows the out-of-

plane bending mode of the heptazine unit at 795 cm-1, which is slightly lower than the usual 

~805 cm-1 for heptazine systems.17,24 A negative charge on the heptazine unit could cause such a 

red-shift and is for instance observed for the negatively charged nucleus of potassium 

melonate.25,26 After protonation this vibration indeed shifts to 805 cm-1, once more implying the 

structural similarity of the local building unit to the one in melon (804 cm-1). Additionally, after 

Figure 3.9. (a) Thermogravimetry and differential scanning calorimetry curves for K-CN-phase. The sample was heated 
in a corundum crucible from r.t. to 600 °C at a rate of 5 K/min under argon flow. (b) Ex-situ temperature dependent 
XRD patterns of K-CN-phase at various temperatures from 500–600 °C and different lengths of time.  
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protonation a peak emerges at 880 cm-1 (dashed line), which can be found in melon as well. The 

peak at 985 cm-1 is associated with the deprotonated bridging CNC-group coordinated by the 

alkali metal ion.27 This signature is missing in the protonated case, but is present in K-PHI, 

underscoring the similar potassium coordination in both potassium containing CN-polymers. 

  

The very small peak at 1700–1750 cm-1 stems from C=O double bonds likely terminating the 

surface of the oligomers and can be ascribed to terminating defects. Interestingly, the signal of 

cyanamide groups that has been identified before in the related K-PHI, at approx. 2150 cm-1 

(highlighted red) has only very low intensity. Hence, the K-CN-phase is mostly free of those 

groups, which is an important factor for the discussion of the structure–property relationships, 

when exposed to light as will be discussed later in this chapter. A very broad signal is observed 

for OH- and NH2-vibrations (2600-3500 cm-1) presumably owing to the wide distribution of 

hydrogen bonding networks between oligomeric strands as well as from intermolecular water 

molecules.28 Formation of imido bridges after protonation may explain the marginally increased 

intensity in this region. Overall the IR-spectrum supports the idea of a close connection between 

the protonated H-CN-phase and the 1D heptazine-based polymer melon. 

  

Figure 3.10. Infrared spectra of the K-CN-phase (black) and the protonated substance (red). For comparison the 
spectra of melon (blue) and K-PHI (green) are shown. The light-green areas mark key differences in the spectra that 
may be attributed to a loss of the potassium ions and hence a changed vibronic structure. The red marked area marks 
the position of potential cyanamide functionalities, hardly present in the samples. The dashed black line shows the close 
connection between melon and the protonated H-CN-phase. 
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Optical properties, photocatalysis and charge storage 

 

Figure 3.11. (a) UV/Vis Absorption spectra of K-CN-phase (black) and H-CN-phase (red) and the corresponding Tauc 
plots assuming a direct band gap7 for both materials. At 340 nm the change of the light source causes a measurement 
artefact. (b) Photocatalytic hydrogen evolution experiments of K-CN-phase and H-CN-phase measured at 100 mW/cm² 
and methanol as a sacrificial electron donor and in-situ photodeposited platinum as a cocatalyst. 

Figure 3.11a displays the absorption spectra of the K-CN-phase and its protonated counterpart. 

The inset shows the corresponding Tauc plots, assuming a direct band gap. The broad tail in the 

spectrum of the K-CN-phase is not found for the H-CN-phase with a clear-cut absorption edge and 

could therefore be explained by potassium ions, giving access to intraband states.29 This is also 

reflected in the appearance of the powder by a brownish color of the potassium variant opposed 

to the white/beige color of the protonated compound. The calculated band gap from these spectra 

is 2.33 eV for the potassium compound and a significantly higher 2.99 eV for the protonated 

compound. Note however, that the calculation of the band gap for the K-CN-phase is difficult due 

to the large Urbach-tail obscuring a clear absorption band edge. However, the same trend of a 

larger band gap for the protonated compound can be observed for the related structures K-PHI 

and H-PHI.1,5,30  

Many carbon nitrides synthesized from salt melts show increased photocatalytic activity due to 

either increased surface area and/or defective structure elements such as terminal groups.1,2,5,29,31  

We were intrigued by the question how the new K-CN-phase would perform in the photocatalytic 

hydrogen evolution test, since the synthesis yields a very crystalline material with supposedly 

only a low proportion of defects, as evidenced from XRD, IR and NMR spectra. Figure 3.11b shows 

the photocatalytic activity for the K-CN-phase and its protonated H-CN-phase counterpart, 

respectively. The HER rate with methanol as an electron donor for the K-CN-phase amounts to 

31.3 µmol/gh, which is significantly less than observed for crystalline K-PHI (~193 µmol/gh), 

presented in the previous chapter.5 The K-CN-phase rather has a comparable rate to the 

prototypical carbon nitride melon, often referred to as g-C3N4. Melon is a material consisting of 

linearly connected heptazine units, which in turn form layered arrangements by strong hydrogen 

bonds to the adjacent strand.17 It exhibits a H2-production rate of only about 25 µmol/gh of 

hydrogen under the same conditions. The similarly close-packed arrangement in both the 
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K-CN-phase and melon, and hence a low accessible reaction surface for water reduction, could 

explain the relatively low photocatalytic activity.   

With a hydrogen evolution rate of 625 µmol/gh, the H-CN-phase is surpassing that of the 

potassium variant by far. The same trend is observed for the transformation of K-PHI to H-PHI (cf. 

chapter 2), where also a drastic increased HER rate is reported for the acid treated sample.30 The 

increased band gap of H-CN-phase may explain this boost in activity, assuming a widening of the 

energy gap at approximately equally shifted valence/conduction band positions. Although the 

amount of usable light is reduced by a larger band gap, the augmented driving force 

(overpotential) compensates for this effect and the overall reduction rate is increased. In a recent 

study, Stolarczyk and co-workers reported that the protonation of the photocatalyst supports a 

fast charge transfer to protons, causing an overall increase in the hydrogen evolution rate.32 In a 

similar fashion, the acid treated backbone of the H-CN-phase could supply protons in the vicinity 

of the employed cocatalyst, thus augmenting the rate. Furthermore, it has been shown that 

modifying the surface of carbon nitrides has a strong influence on how the catalyst disperses in 

the aqueous reaction solution, and hence its interaction with i.e. the hole scavenger.2 Additionally, 

the rather low rate for the K-CN-phase may also stem from a larger recombination rate, due to the 

discussed presence of intraband states, which could lead to a competing recombination of excitons 

and extraction of electrons from the catalytic cycle within trap states. However, the very low 

intensity of the electron paramagnetic resonance signal (Figure 3.12a) in presence of 4-methyl 

benzyl alcohol (4-MBA) as a sacrificial electron donor is a hint that these traps may not be as long-

lived as is the case for K-PHI, which is shown for a comparison in the same figure. All spectra yield 

a g-factor of ca. 2.003, indicative of a free electron, typical for CN-systems.33 In general, one must 

critically note that the magnitude of the signal (K-CN-phase) is so low, that it should not be 

overinterpreted and the observed signal can also derive from small impurities of K-PHI, which 

may be present, due to the similar synthetic route. 
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In K/H-PHI (cf. chapter 2), a fascinating long-lived photoreduced state can be observed, when the 

sample is irradiated in presence of an electron donor. This transformation is accompanied by a 

color change from yellow to blue.34  The donor quickly extracts the holes, leaving the photocatalyst 

with stored electrons that cannot undergo excitonic recombination.34–37 For the K-CN-phase a 

similar long-lived photoreduced state cannot be observed under comparable conditions; neither 

the color change (Figure 3.12c) nor a significant EPR signal can be obtained (Figure 3.12a). 

 

In a recent study, Podjaski et al. could show that the charged state can also be achieved 

electrochemically for K-PHI, thus yielding the blue state through a pseudocapacitive behavior.37 

Here, alkali metal cations from the electrolyte act as stabilizing agents for the negative charge on 

the carbon nitride backbone. The same process has been investigated by cyclic voltammetry for 

the new K-CN-phase depicted in Figure 3.12b. However, in comparison to K-PHI, only a very low 

current can be observed during sweeping to negative potentials of -1000 mV (vs. Ag/AgCl), which 

should thermodynamically enable crossing of electrons from the conductive FTO substrate to the 

conduction band of the carbon nitride. The current at -1000 mV (vs. Ag/AgCl) does not even 

exceed -5 µA for the K-CN-phase, which is in the range of the blank FTO electrode (cf. Figure B 12). 

Figure 3.12. (a) EPR spectrum with inset of K-CN-phase before (blue) and after (black) irradiation in presence of 4-
MBA as sacrificial donor. There is no increase in intensity, in dependence of illumination. The green graph belongs to 
an irradiated K-PHI sample with much higher intensity. (b) Cyclic voltammogram of K-PHI (green) and K-CN-phase 
(black) both recorded at 50 mV/s scan rate in 1 M KCl electrolyte. The inset shows the drastically decreased current for 
the K-CN-phase, which is comparable to the blank FTO electrode Figure B 12. The redox event at -500 mV is a negligible 
background effect also present for the blanc FTO. (c) K-CN-phase suspension in a mixture of dest. water and 4-MBA as 
a sacrificial electron donor before (left) and after (right) irradiation with a Xe-lamp. The slightly darker hue in the right 
photograph is an effect from a different lighting situation and a beginning segregation of the solid at the bottom of the 
flask. 
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K-PHI with a comparable electrode area shows a current two orders of magnitude higher with 

values up to -900 µA. Moreover, for the K-CN-phase, the discharge curve (positive current) is non-

existent on the reverse scan, which indicates that the previously obtained negative current 

probably stems from beginning electrolyte decomposition (i.e. electrolysis). This is corroborated 

by the fact that scanning to even more negative potentials (-1400 mV) results in higher, non-

reversible hydrogen evolution currents. 

Since the material consists of heptazine units and deprotonated imide bridges very similar to 

K-PHI, it stands to reason that the assembly of the polymeric backbone is a key factor for the 

observed color change. While the K-PHI network is connected two-dimensionally, we have found 

a one-dimensional connectivity for the K-CN-phase, similar to the architecture found in melon. 

From this discrepancy, we infer that the observation of the long-lived photoreduced state may 

either depend on the 2D structure of the polymer backbone or can be explained by the presence 

of cyanamide functionalities in K-PHI, or both. The latter have been discussed as stabilizing 

moieties for the blue state,34,37–39 but are not found in the K-CN-phase, evidenced by infrared- and 

direct exc. 13C NMR-spectra. The third component which is necessary to stabilize the reduced state 

comprises alkali ions, which are provided in both K-PHI and the K-CN-phase. One thing that needs 

to be taken into account is the mobility of the potassium ions. These are mobile in the case of 

K-PHI,37 but might not be in the K-CN-phase and hence not able to stabilize the blue state. On the 

other hand, the possibility to extract the potassium ions during acid treatment at least suggests a 

certain mobility of the cations. Therefore, we can conclude that the mere presence of alkali ions is 

a necessary criterion for the charge stabilization, yet cannot be exclusively responsible for the 

phenomenon.  

By synthesizing the new K-CN-phase, we were able to obtain a material exquisitely suited for 

comparison with K-PHI with regards to the origin of the long-lived excited state. Major features, 

like the heptazine building units and potassium coordination to deprotonated imide bridges, are 

closely related, while the K-CN-phase lacks the cyanamide functionalities and being less 

interconnected (linear), due to the increased ammonia back pressure during the ampoule 

synthesis. It can thus be assumed that either of those features (or both) is a prerequisite for the 

electron storage behavior.  

Although the disentanglement of these last factors cannot be unambiguously solved in this work, 

a peculiarity, observed in the K-PHI study in chapter 2, may be worth revisiting here: Direct 

excitation 13C ssNMR spectroscopy of crystalline K-PHI and optimized amorphous samples has 

revealed a higher content of cyanamide functionalities for the crystalline species. However, when 

put to the test for the photoreduced state, the crystalline K-PHI sample exhibits less intense blue 

suspensions compared to the amorphous K-PHI (Figure B 11), indicative of lower concentration 

of photoreduced states. At first glance, the missing proportional relation between cyanamide 

concentration and intensity of the excited state could suggest that the cyanamide groups are not 

the decisive factor.  Unfortunately, this observation does not yet produce an irrefutable proof, 

because the entanglement of other parameters like crystallite size and surface located cyanamide 

functionalities is not considered. Nonetheless, our finding of a potassium containing linear, yet not 

photo-chargeable, heptazine based polymer is another puzzle piece that will help to elucidate this 
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intriguing property. If a method was capable of selectively cleaving the cyanamide groups in 2D 

interconnected K-PHI sample, a subsequent test for the photoreduced state could yield the proof, 

whether the 2D arrangement, the cyanamide groups or both are the necessary components for 

facilitating the photoreduced state.  

An important step in this direction have been undertaken by Kröger et al., who took K-PHI and 

transformed the cyanamide functional groups into melamine moieties, while preserving the 2D 

poly(heptazine imide) backbone.2 This material, called Mel-PHI, does not show the signature of 

cyanamide groups in the IR- and ssNMR spectrum, respectively. Yet, Mel-PHI has shown the 

potential to perform dark photocatalysis, therefore indicating the presence of the photoreduced 

state. Technically, the replacement of the NCN-moiety by melamine does not deliver a final proof, 

as this new functional group could theoretically have the same effect as cyanamide. Yet, by 

combining these findings with the above presented results, we can tentatively conclude that 

indeed the 2D architecture of the heptazine backbone is likely the governing factor for the 

emergence of a photoreduced state.  

 

3.3 Conclusion 

The synthesis and characterization of a new highly crystalline ionic carbon nitride and its 

protonated counterpart has been presented. While the synthetic approach is closely related to the 

one discussed in chapter 2 for K-PHI, it could be shown that the delicate equilibrium of reaction 

gases has a profound influence on the obtained product.  

The electron diffraction pattern resembles the archetypical carbon nitride, melon. The Bragg 

reflections in powder X-ray diffraction, however, are resolved significantly better compared to the 

largely amorphous character of melon. The unit cell, derived from Pawley refinement, is 

corroborated by electron diffraction and is considerably larger than melon’s, which can be 

attributed to the likelihood of more space-consuming oligomeric structural motifs. The PDF of the 

H-CN-phase yields comparable results to melon, while the correlation function of the K-CN-phase 

especially deviates for greater correlation distances, which is indicative of a more complex three-

dimensional arrangement of the subunits. Hence, analogous to the observation in chapter 2, the 

potassium ions play an important structure-directing role, inducing a rigid connection between 

the CN-backbone, which is then partially lost upon protonation. Solid-state NMR spectroscopy 

further supports an oligomeric, linear arrangement of heptazine units. Especially, the spectral 

features of the protonated H-CN-phase compare exceptionally well to melon.  

Both the pristine and the protonated compounds are photocatalytically active for hydrogen 

evolution. The latter exceeds its ionic counterpart nearly twentyfold, hence following the same 

trend as observed for the transition from K-PHI to H-PHI. Intriguingly, and contrary to the closely 

related K-PHI material, we could show that the K-CN-phase does not produce a photoreduced 

state; neither upon irradiation in presence of an electron donor nor by charging the compound 

electrochemically. Since both, K-PHI and the K-CN-phase, exhibit a deprotonated imide bridged 

heptazine-backbone, balanced by potassium ions, we consequently infer that the ionic nature of a 

CN-network cannot be responsible for the reduced state on its own. With the help of previous 
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work on melamine functionalized poly(heptazine imide), featuring a material with no NCN-

functionalities yet an existing photoreduced state, we can tentatively deduce that the 2D 

arrangement within K-PHI constitutes the crucial feature enabling the photocharging effect. We 

thereby add valuable experimental evidence for solving this ongoing debate. 
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4 Ni-CNx – An ionic carbon nitride storing and converting CO2 by 

photothermal catalysis 
 

4.1 Introduction 

Thus far, in terms of applications, this thesis has dealt with photocatalytic water splitting, which 

will surely be an important corner stone for a future sustainable society, albeit, the capture and 

reduction of CO2 – a major contributor to greenhouse gases – will be an equally important factor. 

Not only will the reduction of CO2 help to prevent global warming, but it will also be the first step 

in the creation of higher hydrocarbons with the help of syngas (CO and H2). This has two major 

advantages: Firstly, it would enable the utilization of H2 generated at times of high energy 

availability (intermittency of renewable sources) and thereby add to a better storable energy 

carrier (e.g. methanol, methane, ammonia).1 Secondly, CO2 could directly be used as a cheap 

carbon feedstock, hence reducing the harmful greenhouse gas emissions.2 Furthermore, this 

approach would allow for a better connection between chemical industry and energy sector, 

which is one of the key challenges of future production flows.3  

The highly stable carbon dioxide molecule requires a catalyst for the activation of the strong 

double bond. The element nickel has proven its potential to reduce carbon dioxide in numerous 

experimental and theoretical studies.4–9 Unlike reduction catalysts like palladium,10 platinum,11 

rhodium12 and ruthenium,13 nickel is more abundant and thus far more cost-efficient.14 It has been 

shown that Ni- or NiO- agglomerates favor the full reduction to methane.15,16  On the other hand 

single-site catalysts show better selectivity towards CO, which is mechanistically associated with 

a faster desorption of the intermediate.17   

In this study, we employed a photothermal setup for the catalytic tests, which promotes easier 

dissociation of the product from the catalyst at the working temperatures above 150 °C. Typically, 

the hydrogenation of CO2 is conducted at much higher temperatures of 300-500 °C.13,14 Lowering 

this temperature would allow for a more environmentally benign process.18 In the photothermal 

approach, the additional light irradiation is locally heating the catalytic centers through vibronic 

relaxation, thus supplying energy directly, where the reaction occurs.19,20 Herein, following an 

ionothermal approach, a carbon nitride with incorporated nickel centers, henceforth referred to 

as Ni-CNx, has been synthesized and characterized by X-ray and electron diffraction alongside pair 

distribution function analysis, electron microscopy, IR-, UV-Vis-, photoelectron- and ssNMR-

spectroscopy. We followed the rationale that the atomically dispersed nickel sites could prove 

suitable for an efficient CO2 reduction to CO. At the same time the inherent Lewis basic 

functionalities (e.g. -NH2) in carbon nitrides could facilitate an effective extraction of CO2 from the 

gas phase, thus killing two birds with one stone. 

In the following paragraph, we briefly comment on some peculiarities encountered in this part 

opposed to chapters 2 and 3, in which heptazine-based polymers were examined. Ni-CNx, 

however, could also be constituted of triazine units. Regarding the synthetic conditions, this is not 

totally unexpected, because the ratio of the salt melt medium to the amount of CN-precursor is 
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much higher as compared to the heptazine based variants. Similar observations have been made 

in ampoule syntheses of poly(triazine imide), PTI ∙ LiCl (see chapter 1.2).21,22 The amount of salt 

melt and the resulting dilution of precursor seems to favor the formation of the triazine based 2D 

polymer. What remains highly challenging is, however, the unambiguous structural 

characterization, because of several issues related to the presence of nickel cations. On the one 

hand the paramagnetism of the nickel cation (Ni2+) for many coordination environments (except 

for quadratic planar coordination) interferes with techniques that rely on a homogeneous 

magnetic field such as NMR spectroscopy. Due to the paramagnetic centers, the chemical shifts for 

the nuclei of interest (13C,15N, 1H) will be shifted and broadened to a great extent so that a clear 

assignment is ultimately not possible. The other factor that can influence these measurements are 

traces of metallic nickel, which would likewise adversely affect the spectrum, due to its 

ferromagnetic properties. As has been extensively shown in the previous two chapters, the 

structural assessment of carbon nitrides – in the absence of suitable single-crystals – remains 

difficult to say the least and may be further complicated, forfeiting the powerful ssNMR 

spectroscopy. 

 

4.2 Results 

Preparation 

Ni-CNx was prepared similarly to the protocol of the PTI ∙ LiCl synthesis. Dicyandiamide (190 mg, 

2.25 mmol) and an eutectic melt of NiCl2 (394 mg, 3.05 mmol) and KCl (605 mg, 8.11 mmol) was 

ground and transferred into a Duran glass ampoule, which was purged three times with argon. 

The powder was further dried in vacuo and subsequently flame sealed and subjected to the 

following temperature program in a tube furnace (6 °C/min, 500 °C, 6 h, 1 °C/min, rt). The 

eutectic of NiCl2/KCl melts at 502 °C so that at the synthesis temperature at least a partial melting 

should be expected. The ratio of CN-precursor to salt melt is similar to the protocol of PTI ∙ LiCl. 

The obtained solid was washed five times with DI water and then dried at 60 °C overnight. 

X-ray and electron diffraction 

In contrast to other polymeric type carbon nitrides, Ni-CNx exhibits an exceptionally high 

crystallinity, expressed by sharp Bragg reflections in the XRPD pattern paired with very high 

intensities (Figure 4.1a) through the incorporation of Ni. The synthetic conditions in terms of 

temperature program, ampoule geometry, starting pressure as well as the amount of CN-

precursor, are very much the same compared to the synthesis of crystalline version of K-PHI (cf. 

chapter 2). Apart from using a different salt mixture, the key difference between this synthesis 

and those discussed in previous chapters lies in the amount of the salt melt. Opposed to the ratio 

of salt to CN-precusor (ca. 1:2 by weight) for the PHI-based compounds presented in chapters 2 

and 3, the herein applied ratio (ca. 5:1 by weight) of salt to dicyandiamide has been significantly 

higher.  

The degree of crystallinity is atypical for polymeric carbon nitrides except for the examples 

introduced in chapters 2 and 3, and PTI ∙ LiCl,21 which has been introduced in chapter 1. Most 
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other examples of highly crystalline carbon nitride materials comprise molecular compounds 

composed of monomers of melem, melamine and melam and their derivatives or respective 

salts.23–25 In general, the synthesis temperatures giving access to those molecular species are 

usually lower than the herein applied 500 °C. Although the applied procedure suggests a 

polymeric type carbon nitride, we cannot exclude the formation of a stable monomeric phase. Of 

course the influence of the coordinating cation – in this case nickel – must not be neglected, as 

cations have proven to be a key factor for the structural arrangement of the carbon nitride (cf. 

chapters 2 and 3).26 However, it may well be that nickel employed in the synthesis as a divalent 

transition metal acts differently compared to alkali ions. Furthermore, nickel is a stronger 

scatterer than i.e. potassium, which may explain the very pronounced reflections observed for Ni-

CNx. 

A Pawley27 refinement (Figure 4.1a) resulted in an eligible unit cell within the monoclinic space 

group P21/c and a = 23.27 Å, b = 23.97 Å, c = 3.64 Å, α = γ = 90° and β =37.38°, Rwp = 6.6%. The 

overlap of the calculated intensities matches the experimental pattern reasonably well. Even in 

the range (25-30° 2θ), where usually the stacking reflection is allocated, the match is acceptable. 

Imagining that here the stacking behavior of the CN-backbone may vary over each crystallite by a 

bit, it is not unusual to expect some deviations in this region. In 2D or quasi-2D arrangements of 

carbon nitrides, the weaker van-der-Waals- and π–π-interactions – as opposed to intraplanar 

covalent or hydrogen bonded constellation – create a certain softness of the structural 

arrangement in the c-direction. The unit cell is strongly tilted, due to the acute β-angle. However, 

this may just point towards a sheet-like arrangement of the atoms within the unit cell that are 

stacked with an offset with respect to the underlying layer.  

Figure 4.1b displays the pair distribution function (PDF) of Ni-CNx in comparison to data of a 

triazine-based (PTI ∙ LiCl) and a heptazine-based (K-PHI) carbon nitride, respectively. For low 

distances r < 4 Å, the functions have similar shape, which is expected due to the close similarity of 

Figure 4.1. (a) Experimental X-ray powder diffraction pattern (black dots) and corresponding Pawley fit (blue) of Ni-
CNx using Cu Kα1 radiation. The green tick marks correspond to the Miller indices of the resulting space group P21/c. 
(b) Pair distribution functions (PDFs) of PTI ∙ LiCl (orange), Ni-CNx (red) and K-PHI (black). PTI ∙ LiCl and K-PHI serve 
as model compounds for either triazine- or heptazine-based carbon nitrides. The blue area marks the key deviation 
between triazine- and heptazine-based structures. Note that the peak at approx. 0.8 Å is an artefact and corresponds 
to no actual interatomic distance. 
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the CN-building blocks and fairly rigid C-N bonding distances. (The peak at 0.8 Å is an artefact and 

belongs to no meaningful atomic distance.) A major difference is highlighted in the blue marked  

Figure 4.2. (a-d) TEM micrographs (left), electron diffraction images (middle) and simulations of electron diffraction 
patterns (right) of corresponding zone axes. Note that the intensities of simulations are not representing correct 
electron densities (cf. main text). The arrows indicate the approximate location of the diffraction aperture. Colored 
circles mark indexed reflections in each zone axis. 
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region, though. While the PDF of K-PHI exhibits a “triplet”, Ni-CNx and PTI ∙ LiCl only have two 

pronounced maxima, thus Ni-CNx is likely to be also triazine-based. Furthermore, in K-PHI a long-

range periodicity of ca. 3.2 Å over at least several tens of Angstroms can be observed. In the real 

structure, this effect can be related to the periodic AA-stacking of PHI sheets as has been discussed 

in chapter 2. However, both Ni-CNx and PTI ∙ LiCl lack this periodicity, indicative of a more 

complicated arrangement of the structural motifs. In the case of PTI ∙ LiCl, it is known that the  

poly(triazine imide) sheets follow an AB-type stacking, causing this variance in the PDF.28 Note 

that this does not necessarily imply a similar structural arrangement for Ni-CNx. For instance, also 

a monomeric form could have larger variations in interatomic distances and therefore causing 

more overlap of signals in the region above r > 6 Å. 

The derived unit cell from the Pawley refinement could be corroborated by electron diffraction. 

The needle-shaped crystallites are mostly oriented horizontally, causing the probed zone axes 

observed in the electron diffraction to lie dominantly perpendicular to the growing direction. In 

very few cases the crystallites were so small that a top irradiation by the electron beam was 

possible, as depicted in Figure 4.2a, thus presumably yielding the [001] zone axis. In the same 

figure the electron diffraction image was compared to a simulated pattern, based on a model unit 

cell using the parameters of the Pawley refinement from above. It must be noted that this model 

cell contains dummy atoms that generate some electron density to permit the simulation, but that 

this arrangement is by no means related to real electron density map for Ni-CNx. Therefore, the 

metric and extinctions of the diffraction spots can be compared, but not their intensities. In the 

electron diffraction of the [001] zone axis an extinction along the (0k0) can be observed, owed to 

the 21 screw axis along b. The 90° angle between the diffraction spots is clearly visible, 

corresponding to γ of the monoclinic lattice. The other pictures (b–d) show zone axes pointing 

outwards from the oblong side of the crystallites. They could be matched with simulated patterns, 

but here it is even more difficult to deduce which facet is looked upon, because a slight rotation of 

the crystallite as well as deviations from the horizontal plane can change the zone axis. The overall 

decent match between electron diffraction and the obtained unit cell based on X-ray diffraction 

indicates that the structural classification is plausible, although a crystal structure solution is yet 

to be accomplished.  

The TEM measurement also revealed a minority phase with similar elemental composition (EDX), 

but alternate lattice distances (Figure C 2). These crystallites differentiate from the bulk of needles 

by a more compact, diamond-shape. The crystallites are more stable in the electron beam and 

their edges are more defined as can be seen in high-resolution TEM images (Figure C 2e), 

suggesting that these crystallites indeed stem from a different minority phase. In contrast, decent 

high-resolution images of the needle-shaped crystals could not be obtained, suggesting that the 

beam stability of the majority phase is relatively low, as can be recognized from the apparent beam 

damage in brightfield images (Figure C 3) before and after attempting diffraction/high-resolution 

imaging of Ni-CNx. 

The morphology of Ni-CNx is largely dominated by needle-shaped crystals as observed by SEM 

and TEM imaging (Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3). The high aspect ratio and overall small size (several 
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hundred nanometers ⨯ several micrometers) of the crystals increase the difficulty for single-

crystal analysis. The remarkable uniformity of the crystals could point towards a molecular 

arrangement similar to that observed in metal organic frameworks (MOFs), in which the 

molecular organic building blocks are linked by metal clusters and usually yield clean-cut crystal 

shapes. In the studied case this could encompass a negatively charged CN-unit bridged by nickel 

cations, additionally coordinated by chloride ligands. Often, carbon nitride structures occur in 

planar structural arrangements (both polymeric and molecular).29,30 This typical tendency likely 

infers from the different types of interactions that are either governed by stronger covalent or 

hydrogen-bonds within the plane and are set apart from weaker π-stacking- or van-der-Waals 

interactions perpendicular to the plane.26,31 However, these sheet-like arrangements do not 

necessarily imply that the habitus of the crystals always finds expression in platelets, as show the 

examples of PTI ∙ LiCl,21  potassium melonate,32 or diamincopper cyamelurate 

([Cu(NH3)2]3(C6N7O3)2 · 2H2O),33 which contain quasi planar arrangements of the CN-species and 

yet form needle-shaped crystals. Hence, for Ni-CNx the electron microscopy data neither allows 

for a decision whether a planar arrangement of structural motifs is present nor whether these 

take on a polymeric or monomeric form. 

 

  

Figure 4.3. (a-b) SEM images of Ni-CNx showing the needle-shaped crystallites with sizes of several microns in length 
and a few hundred nanometers in width. The needles appear to have hexagonal facets. Assuming a non-hexagonal 
crystal structure, these could occur either due to intergrowth of crystallites (twinning) or even only appear to be 
hexagonal but in truth are monoclinic and the facets e.g. of needles only appears to be (pseudo)hexagonal at the ends, 
as for instance in the case of the mineral epidote. 
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Solid-state NMR spectroscopy 

As mentioned in the beginning, ssNMR spectroscopy has the major disadvantage of being 

influenced by the nickel species within the sample. Although the quality of the spectra is certainly 

not adequate for assigning signals, it may be argued that at least the maxima of the extremely 

broadened signal (Figure 4.4a) is in the range, which one would expect for carbon nitride 

materials. The 13C-peak maxima at 180, 156 and 125 ppm may be shifted significantly, but the 

measurement could indicate that there are at least three distinct carbon atoms within the 

structure of Ni-CNx.  

 

The proton ssNMR spectrum (Figure 4.4b) is equally ambiguous and it can just be concluded that 

protons are present within the structure. The naturally already narrow range for proton shifts 

(-10–20 ppm) does not allow for more precise classification of the signals. From the synthetic 

conditions and the stability in air, it is highly improbable that the major signal at -10 ppm could 

correspond to a hydridic species, which can be typically encountered at this high field.34 

Vibrational spectroscopy and acidic treatment 

The Fourier-transformed infrared spectrum (FT-IR), depicted in Figure 4.5, can offer insights into 

the constituting functional moieties of Ni-CNx, which is especially relevant since no conclusive 

NMR data could be collected. For a carbon nitride compound, it is remarkable that the absorption 

bands are exceptionally well resolved, which may be attributed to the high crystallinity. Usually, 

such distinct peaks are only observed for molecular carbon nitride compounds so that here again 

the mere quality of the spectrum hints in this direction. The highlighted blue region contains 

NH2-/NH- bending vibrations and shows that presumably the CN-species are terminated by amino 

groups or are bound via imide bridges as in i.e. melam or in condensation products such as 

oligomers. Additionally, OH-termination, hydroxyl and adsorbed water, respectively, could give 

Figure 4.4. (a) 13C ssNMR direct excitation NMR spectrum of Ni-CNx and (b) corresponding proton spectrum. The 
asterisks mark spinning side bands. Note that the signals are drastically broadened due to the inherent presence of 
paramagnetic nickel cations in the sample. 
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Figure 4.5. FT-IR spectrum of Ni-CNx. The blue area marks vibration related to NH/NH2 moieties while the green area 

marks the typical ring-sextant out-of-plane bending vibration observed for many heptazine-/triazine- derivatives.35–37 

In the red area a small peak is visible, which could stem from adsorbed CO2. 

rise to vibrational bands at even higher wavenumbers (>3400 cm-1) in this region, although 

thermogravimetry suggest rather low amounts of water species (cf. Figure 4.7a). Potentially, also 

small amounts of nickel hydroxide species might be present, if a reaction of trace water with the 

salt melt occurred during the synthesis and could not subsequently be washed out. However, 

these nickel oxide/hydroxide minority species would most likely be covered beneath peaks of the 

carbon nitride. At 1736 cm-1 a weak vibration can be identified, which in principle could stem from 

an oxygen containing group such as a carbonyl group. Such a functional group is present in metal 

cyamelurates, whose absorption is typically slightly red-shifted from 1600–1700 cm-1, though.38,39 

A more blue-shifted vibration (>1700 cm-1) can be found in ammeline or ammelinium salts, thus 

suggesting the presence of a protonated triazine core, partially terminated by oxygen.23,40 A 

likewise shifted C=O-vibration may also be found for instance in graphene oxide.41 This could be 

an indication that similar functional groups may be present in the carbon nitride material, which 

may be rationalized by the chemical similarity of CN- and pure carbon compounds, respectively. 

However, the overall low intensity and relatively broad peak shape with respect to the remainder 

of bands rather hints at an impurity or as discussed a termination effect.  

The ring-sextant out-of-plane bending vibration at 780 cm-1, which is characteristic of both 

heptazine- and triazine-based CN materials, is red-shifted by 15-30 cm-1 compared to many 

molecular CN-compounds such as metal cyamelurates (796–810 cm-1),38,39 metal melonates (794–

802 cm-1),32,36 melamine (810 cm-1),42 melam (810 cm-1),43  melem (798 cm-1)43  as well as 

polymeric forms such as melon (810 cm-1),29 K/H-PHI (~800 cm-1)26  and PTI ∙ LiCl (810 cm-1),21 
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respectively. A shifted band towards lower frequencies is 

typical for protonated triazine units like in cyanuric acid 

(771 cm-1),23 ammelinium salts (764–774 cm-1)23,40 and also 

protonated heptazine cores like in cyamelurate (784 cm-1),44 

or protonated calcium melonate (790 cm-1).45 However, this 

revelation seems to be a bit counterintuitive, if nickel were to 

be in oxidation state +2, thus requiring a negative balancing 

charge at the CN-molecule. Since the elemental ratio of Ni:Cl 

is approx. 1:1 as obtained from EDX analysis, ICP/AES and 

potentiometric titration, respectively, one would indeed 

assume a negatively charged CN-network or molecule. The 

other conclusion may be that nickel ions were in oxidation 

state +1 and therefore solely balanced by the chloride anion. In the configuration depicted in 

Scheme 4.1, the carbon nitride would act as a neutral bidentate ligand instead of a ionic bonding 

partner, as similarily observed in a ZnCl2-melam complex studied by Lotsch et al.46  

Cyanamide vibrations, usually located at 2100–2200 cm-1, do not appear in the Ni-CNx spectrum. 

Besides the cyamelurate- or cyanurate-building blocks, cyanamide moieties could have been a 

potential candidate for providing a negative charge at the carbon nitride. In a stability test, during 

which Ni-CNx was treated in concentrated HCl, the subsequently obtained FTIR spectrum (Figure 

C 5b) revealed a moderate band at 2116 cm-1, indicative of a cyanamide (or nitrile) functionality. 

It is known that the protonation state (i.e. in the transformation of K-PHI  H-PHI  K-PHI) can 

reversibly affect the intensity of this IR-band.26 Possibly, this vibrational mode is suppressed in 

pristine Ni-CNx. The EDX spectrum after acid treatment still shows a ratio of Ni:Cl close to unity, 

but it may be that the former NCN- bound [NiCl]+ has been washed out yielding just the neutrally 

coordinated Ni-compound and a NCNH moiety.   

The filtrate of the acid treated sample (using conc. DCl in D2O) has been analyzed by liquid NMR 

spectroscopy to track any soluble degradation product. However, the spectrum yielded no 

detectable species, which infers that either no soluble product has formed or the soluble product’s 

concentration stays beneath the detection threshold (see Figure C 6). In order to detect also tiny 

amounts of dissolved species, mass spectrometry of an acid treated Ni-CNx sample was performed. 

Due to technical limitations these tests have been carried out with formic acid instead of 

hydrochloric acid. However, the spectra in Figure C 7 reveal no detectable species, except for the 

background signal of formic acid. Remarkably, this suggests that the network is fairly insensitive 

to hydrolysis. In contrast to that, the mass spectrum of polymeric K-PHI under the same conditions 

shows a signal at m/z=219, corresponding to a protonated melem unit, which proves the method’s 

potential of tracking dissolved (rather large) CN-molecules in the liquid phase. It remains unclear, 

whether K-PHI hydrolyses under these conditions or melem impurities were still present in K-PHI 

and were just accessed by suspending it in acid. It has been shown that the transformation of 

K-PHI to H-PHI is accompanied by a structural rearrangement,26 which could lead to a shifting of 

the layers and release previously unaccessible melem. 

Scheme 4.1. Potential coordination 
environment of a nickel cation with 
melam as bidentate ligand. Nickel is 
sharing two chlorid ligands, thus formally 
exhibiting the oxidation state +1. 
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The degradation of crystallinity after hydrochloric acid treatment is apparent from the loss of 

Bragg reflections and strong broadening of the only two remaining reflections at 7° and 25° 2θ 

(Figure C 5a). The latter could be attributed to the stacking periodicity within the sample. The 

broadening could indicate that this stacking is strongly affected by the acid treatment. The SEM 

micrograph (Figure 4.6a) shows that a certain structural rearrangement is observed because the 

morphology is changed from needle-shaped crystallites to more clotted structures. 

CO2 sorption 

The final interesting observation with regard to a CO2 hydrogenation catalyst is the small peak at 

ca. 2318 cm-1, which may be attributed to adsorbed CO2.47 It remains unclear whether the gas is 

physi- or chemisorbed, nevertheless, it is a hint that the material can interact with carbon dioxide, 

which is a beneficial factor for the conversion of CO2. Due to the low intensity, we performed a 

CO2-sorption experiment to further proof the ability to adsorb CO2. 

 

The CO2-isotherm (Figure 4.6b) at 298 K yielded a moderate uptake of CO2 of 

3.9 cm³/g (0.16 mmol/g), but in relation to the very low BET surface area of only ca. 20 m²/g, the 

amount of adsorbed CO2 is comparably high. A material which is known for its good CO2 sorption 

capacity is e.g. the microporous network bipyridine-CTF (Covalent Triazine Framework) with 

uptakes of 45 cm³/g (1.8 mmol/g) with a respective BET surface area of approx. 750 m²/g.48 Ni-

CNx is non-porous and therefore the overall uptake is expectedly low. Normalized to the accessible 

surface area, the capacity would theoretically be roughly three times better for the carbon nitride, 

though. The terminating amine groups and N-heterocycles are known to facilitate the absorption 

process for CO2.49,50 In principle, the Lewis basic oxygen of CO2 could also be coordinated to the 

nickel cations.  Additionally, the isotherm in Figure 4.6b shows a hysteresis, which indicates that 

a certain amount of CO2 remains absorbed on Ni-CNx or at least is not desorbed, when evacuated 

without further heating. 

  

Figure 4.6. (a) SEM micrograph of hydrochloric acid treated Ni-CNx. The morphology resembles stacked sheets in 
contrast to the needle-shaped crystallites of the pristine material. (b) Carbon dioxide adsorption (filled circles) and 
desorption (empty circles) isotherms of Ni-CNx measured at 298 K. 
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Elemental analysis 

Ni-CNx C N H Ni Cl Sum N/C 

wt% 19.0 38.0 1.6 28.3 14.1 101 1.71 

mol% 23.3 40.0 23.3 6.7 6.7 100 - 

Possible chemical formula C7N12H7Ni2Cl2 

 

Within the measurement errors and bearing in mind that three complementary analyses had to 

be utilized (C,N,H by combustion analysis, Cl by titration and Ni by ICP/AES), the sum of all relative 

weight percentages adding up to 101% is acceptable. Since the sum of all values is near unity, it 

can be assumed that no additional components in significant amounts are present. There might 

be only small amounts of water present, which is indicated by a small mass loss (<2 wt%) in the 

TG curve at moderate temperatures (<150 °C), at which one would not expect decomposition or 

condensation of CN-precursors. In turn this means that not much water is expected to be 

structurally bound or adsorbed within the sample and therefore the presented elemental 

composition is providing a liable representation of the constituting elements.  

 

  

Table 4.1.  Elemental composition of Ni-CNx as obtained from combustion analysis and ICP/AES.  
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Thermal analysis and mass spectrometry 

 

The thermal behavior of Ni-CNx has been investigated by thermogravimetry and differential 

scanning calorimetry, presented in Figure 4.7a. Upon heating under argon atmosphere at a 

heating rate of 5 K/min, the compound remains unchanged over a large temperature range, just 

accompanied by a small mass loss of <2 wt%, likely corresponding to adsorbed species like water. 

A more drastic mass loss is observed beginning at ~450 °C and could be caused by beginning 

decomposition of the material and the release of gaseous products. The decomposition sets in 

slightly earlier as compared to polymeric products such as K-PHI (>500 °C),26 melon (>500 °C)51 

or PTI ∙ LiCl (>500 °C),52 but the thermal stability is nonetheless decent and the presence of a 

polymeric phase cannot be excluded outright by this method.   

The DSC signal begins to decrease until 250 °C, which can be attributed to a difference in heat 

capacity with respect to the reference rather than to any actual thermal event occurring in Ni-CNx. 

The first injection of the exhaust gas stream into the gas chromatograph at 75 °C (Figure 4.7b) 

into the mass spectrometer shows nearly no specific increase in the traced ions. Note that, due to 

leakage of N2 from the atmosphere, the signal m/z=28 (red graph) is not reliable in measurements 

Figure 4.7. (a) TG and DSC curves for Ni-CNx. The sample was heated in a corundum crucible from r.t. to 800 °C at a 
rate of 5 K/min under helium flow. The red dots mark the points in time, upon which a volume of the gas phase was 
injected into a GC-MS. The continuous creeping DSC signal is an artefact due to a mismatch between the heat capacities 
of the sample and the empty reference crucible. (b–d) Selection of background subtracted mass spectra for various 
small molecules taken at the various temperatures highlighted in (a). Note that due to leakage, especially the spectrum 
for CO/N2 is not totally reliable, visible by the negative value after background subtraction. However, in (d), the strong 
increase is real and reveals decomposition of Ni-CNx. Further not that the column could not separate the evolved gases 
very well. 
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at 75 °C and 490 °C. In the temperature regime above 450 °C a weak endothermic event can be 

observed, followed by a small exothermic signal. While the first feature might be attributed to a 

conversion of material into the gas phase, the subsequent peak could indicate an energy releasing 

condensation reaction, reasoned by an increase of NH3 (m/z=17) and NH2 (m/z=16) in the 

corresponding mass spectrum taken at 490 °C (cf. Figure 4.7c). The fact that a condensation 

reaction can occur in Ni-CNx, points towards a not fully condensed composition, in which the 

constituting species can further react with each other. Finally, a strong exothermic event can be 

observed at ca. 630 °C, which likely correspond to the decomposition of the material and the 

release of thermodynamically more stable products such as molecular nitrogen/carbon monoxide 

(m/z=28), dicyan (m/z=52), hydrogen cyanide (m/z 27), cyanide (m/z=26), which is 

corroborated by the ion currents in Figure 4.7d. At this temperature the very high signal of the 

N2/CO curve is most likely real and only weakly affected by leaking N2 from the laboratory. 

Optical properties 

The light absorption is a fundamental parameter for every photocatalyst. In a conventional 

photocatalyst the band gap, extracted from the absorption spectrum, indicates the maximum 

potential energy the photocatalyst can provide. However, as Ni-CNx is employed in a photothermal 

setup, the materials light absorption, enabling a photochemical reaction, is less important 

compared to a conventional photocatalyst. It still holds that a high absorption profile over large 

parts of the visible spectrum may lead to higher local temperatures that benefit the catalyzed 

reaction.19  With respect to these considerations, it is desirable to additionally harvest low energy 

visible or even IR frequencies that would not allow for a direct use as photoinduced 

electrochemical potential, but still account for over 50% of the incident solar power.53 

The absorption spectrum (Figure 4.8a) may also reveal structural information on Ni-CNx. The fact 

that two distinct bands at 450 and 550 nm are present in the visible region suggests that there 

could be two coordinating environments of nickel cations giving rise to these absorption energies. 

This explanation is corroborated by the Ni-photoelectron spectrum (XPS) (Figure C 9), which 

Figure 4.8. (a) Optical absorption spectrum for Ni-CNx. In the overall broad absorption range, two absorption bands are 
distinctly visible, caused by the nickel centers. At higher energies a third absorption may be observed potentially 
stemming from the carbon nitride species. The asterisk marks an artefact due to the lamp change from tungsten halogen 
to deuterium arc. (b) Photograph and micrograph with 10⨯ magnification of Ni-CNx sample. The powder is not 
completely opaque, but does not contain larger single-crystals under the polarization filter. 
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shows two nickel species corresponding to binding energies of 855.1 eV and 856.3 eV, 

respectively. The relatively high binding energies (>855 eV) could indicate a high oxidation state 

(2+/3+) or that the nickel cations are octahedrally coordinated, possibly both. Tetrahedral and 

quadratic planar arrangements are usually located at lower binding energies (~852-854 eV).54 

Owing to the rich redox chemistry of nickel (+3, +2, +1, 0) – which gave rise to the notation “NiOx” 

in various papers – an unambiguous assignment of the peaks remains challenging.55   

The third region in the UV/Vis spectrum <450 nm could stem from the coordinating CN-species. 

These transitions can either originate from a polymeric CN-material, in which case this would 

correspond to the absorption of the band gap, to intramolecular transitions within CN-monomers 

(e.g. π–π*, n–σ*)56,57 or to metal ligand charge-transfer (ML/LMCT) states.58 In the measurement 

we may assume another transition to occur in the region above 800 nm, because the signal is 

rising again. It is known that, for instance, nickel (II) cations with octahedral coordination 

environment may exhibit three allowed transitions, approximately between ~900–1200 nm, 

~540–720 nm and 330–500 nm, respectively.57 Taking into account the three reported bands in 

Figure 4.8a (450 nm, 550 nm and >800 nm), an octahedrally coordinated Ni2+ species seems to be 

a viable possibility, although it is not yet clarified whether a second coordination environment 

and/or oxidation state comes into play as well. From evidence thus far (e.g. low symmetry space-

group, XPS spectra) it is unlikely that only one Ni-environment is present within the sample. 

Therefore, it remains challenging to extract an unambiguous coordination number from the 

UV/Vis spectrum without further knowledge of the crystal structure.  

In general, the overall high absorption profile in the visible and presumably near IR range may 

enhance the above discussed effects for a photothermal application of Ni-CNx, which will be 

further discussed in the next section.  

Photothermal CO2 conversion 

The underlying idea of this project has been to test a cost-efficient CN material for its application 

towards the CO2 reduction reaction. The measurements have been conducted by Dr. L. Diehl in the 

lab of Prof. G. A. Ozin at the University of Toronto. We chose a photothermal setup, using a 

thermally activated catalyst. The catalyst was dispersed on a silicate filter and transferred into a 

pressure chamber (Figure C 10), which was then purged and filled with one atmosphere of 

hydrogen gas and one atmosphere of isotopically labelled 13CO2. The experiment was conducted 

in a batch setup, during which the reactor was irradiated by a Xe-lamp (ca. 30 mW/cm²) and 

heated simultaneously on a heating block at adjustable temperatures (150–190 °C). The gas in the 

headspace of the reactor was subsequently analyzed by gas chromatography combined with a 

mass spectrometer, which enabled separate detection of 13CO and naturally abundant 12CO, 

coming from leaks or even decomposition of the catalyst itself. Since the first run yielded 

significant amounts of 12CO alongside the desired 13CO product, it made sense to discard this 

measurement, because it could have been affected by 12CO2 adsorbed prior to loading or small 

impurities on the catalyst’s surface. For the consecutive runs, the loaded sample has not been 

removed from the reactor, but merely reloaded with the respective gases. 
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In a first set of experiments (Figure 4.9) a standard procedure known from other materials has 

been followed, which utilized a heating block temperature of 150 °C.59 First of all the data proves 

that Ni-CNx is indeed able to convert 13CO2 to 13CO under the given conditions. The selectivity over 

methane of over 90% is already relatively high, but can be further increased as will be shown later. 

Despite methane being a valuable product itself, many branches of chemical industry rely on a 

mixture of CO/H2 (syngas) as a C1-feedstock, which is why a high conversion selectivity to carbon 

monoxide may prove beneficial based on the existing infrastructure. The production rate of CO for 

Ni-CNx amounts to 0.38 ± 0.06 µmol/gh (light) and 0.25 ± 0.05 µmol/gh (dark) averaged over the 

corresponding runs. Every batch experiment takes approx. 6 h, it thus may be concluded that the 

catalyst retains stable activity for at least 78 h.   

In all irradiated runs, the rates for CO/CH4 surpass those obtained in darkness. However, it is 

likewise obvious that a substantial rate persists in the dark, thus suggesting a thermally activated 

process, which is only enhanced by the radiative power of the lamp. In other words, we can 

exclude that the light itself acts as a driving force lowering the activation barrier, e.g. by providing 

excited electronic states as in conventional photocatalysis (cf. chapter 1.3).  

Figure 4.9. Photothermal batch experiments at 150 °C with one atm. H2 and one atm. 13CO2. The loaded catalyst is the 
same in each run. The pink (13CH4) and red (13CO) columns symbolize runs with irradiation (30 mW/cm²), while light 
blue (13CH4) and blue (13CO) show the experiments in the dark. The first run was omitted, due to an increased amount 
of 12CO, that stems from impurities or carbon dioxide absorbed prior to loading of the chamber. An error of about 15-
20% can be expected from these measurements. 
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To further disentangle the influence of the temperature on the evolution rates, experiments at 

different temperatures have been conducted. Figure 4.10a presents the CO rates for experiments 

performed at 150 °C, 163 °C, 175 °C and 187 °C, respectively. An exponential correlation between 

the reactor’s temperature and the production rate of carbon monoxide can be determined. From 

the slope of the linearized Arrhenius plot (Figure 4.10b) activation energies of 154 kJ/mol for the 

dark reaction and 161 kJ/mol for the light reaction could be derived. Within the error, no lowering 

of the activation barrier is observed for the light reaction, thus favoring a photothermal 

mechanism over a photocatalytic type reaction (Figure 4.11). The temperature dependent 

measurements also show that the rate at 150 °C is comparably low, meaning the reaction is only 

Figure 4.10. Catalytic production rates of 13CO and 13CH4, respectively, obtained in photothermal measurements in a 
pressure reactor filled with 1 bar of 13CO2 and H2, if not stated otherwise. Please note that after each change of the 
catalyst an initial run has been performed to clean the catalyst surface from potentially absorbed natural 12CO2, which 
would lead to higher intensity in 12CO signal, obscuring the 13CO signal. (a) Temperature dependence controlled by the 
heating element. The blue columns represent the 13CO evolution rates in the dark, while the red columns are obtained 
with radiation from a Xe-lamp (ca. 30 mW/cm²). In (a) the arithmetic mean from several measurements is shown. (b) 
Linearized Arrhenius plots for CO generation under irradiation and in the dark. (c) Five subsequent runs of the same 
catalyst-loading at 175 °C and the corresponding rates for 13CH4 and 13CO, respectively. The selectivity of carbon 
monoxide over methane is >98%. Note that the absolute rates are rel. low for a 175 °C run, which is likely related to a 
leaking of this reactor thereby reducing the overall yield of detected products. (d) Experiment at 175 °C, taking the same 
catalyst, with an initial loading of 13CO2 and H2, while in the continuous runs only H2 was replenished (p = 2 bar). The 
selectivity stayed constantly >98%. Although registering a decrease in produced CO, the material is capable of storing 
CO2, hence producing a substantial amount even in the third run with H2 only (approx. 24 h after initial loading). 
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very sluggish and stays just above detection threshold. Hence, the following experiments were 

performed at a temperature of 175 °C in order to avoid interference with baseline issues. 

Figure 4.10c shows five consecutive runs at 175 °C alternating between irradiation (red columns) 

and darkness (blue columns). The rates for CO are significantly increased over the 150 °C set of 

experiments and amounts to approx. 1.6 µmol/gh (light) and 0.9 µmol/gh (dark). Additionally, at 

these higher temperatures, the selectivity over methane is increased to >98%. In general, the low 

generation of methane speaks for a single-site mechanism.17 A control experiment (Figure C 11) 

with nickel nanoparticles at 190 °C with otherwise identical conditions yielded a rate of 

22.4 µmol/gh (light) 13CO, though with inverse selectivity over 13CH4 (50.1 µmol/gh). We attribute 

the enhanced production of methane to the active surface of the nickel particles that favor 

successive complete reduction of carbon dioxide.17,60 Additionally, the total amount of loaded 

metal catalyst is comparably higher and the metal centers are not individually distributed over 

the sample, thus requiring a greater amount of more expensive nickel. In fact, compared to the 

187 °C experiment for Ni-CNx, the CO evolution even excels for the carbon nitride compound, 

taking into consideration the lower nickel content of only 27 wt%. Due to the high crystallinity as 

well as the lack of apparent nickel particles in TEM micrographs, it can be indirectly derived that 

nickel is presumably atomically dispersed. In consequence, by increasing the surface area of the 

particles, e.g. by downsizing of the Ni-CNx material, the catalytic rates should increase 

considerably. 

The mechanism of the CO2 reduction cannot be 

assessed here, in particular, because the local 

structure is not yet resolved. However, a 

single-site mechanism seems likely, as e.g. 

UV/Vis spectroscopy suggests coordination 

centers and powder diffraction points to a very 

ordered system. Additionally, the above 

introduced concept of local heating of the 

catalyst’s surface (cf. optical property section) 

is particularly of interest regarding the 

desorption of the product, which is created during a catalytic cycle.19,61 During a catalytic cycle, CO 

and water as a byproduct need to be released into the gas phase, thus resupplying fresh active 

sites. In the Mond-process62, the decomposition of nickel carbonyl (e.g. Ni(CO)4) commences at 

elevated temperatures (>180 °C),63 which may likely be a required step for the herein presented 

photothermal reduction of carbon dioxide. Although the structure deviates from a nickel 

tetracarbonyl, the structural feature of an intermediate Ni-CO bond is highly probable and 

therefore the high temperature for cleaving the product from the catalytic center could be 

necessary. In this case, irradiation of the catalyst acts as an additional source of energy to this aim, 

as illustrated in Figure 4.11. 

Evidence has been provided that Ni-CNx physically stores carbon dioxide on its surface or even 

chemically at surface functionalities. Hence, a final experiment (Figure 4.10d) was designed to test 

Figure 4.11. Comparison of the energy profile between a 
conventional (left) and a thermally/photochemically 
affected reaction. The green area represents the increased 
accessible energy at elevated temperatures, while a 
photochemical influence would lower the activation barrier 
(red area). 
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whether this carbon dioxide can be accessed under reaction conditions. To this end, after an initial 

standard loading with 13CO2 and H2, successive runs were conducted, supplying only fresh H2 

(2 bar). Indeed, it showed that in the first run with H2-only, 85% of the initial rate could be 

retained. In consecutive runs the rate is reduced by another 10-20%. This finding proves that, in 

principle, it is possible to decouple the carbon dioxide adsorption and later conversion to carbon 

monoxide by hydrogen addition at elevated temperatures. Hence, one could envision a scenario, 

in which CO2 is captured – potentially from exhaust gases when the energy demand is high – and 

then reacted with green hydrogen at times with high energy availability.  

 

4.3 Discussion and conclusion 

Ni-CNx is presented as a new member of the carbon nitride family, synthesized ionothermally from 

an eutectic mixture of NiCl2 and KCl in a closed reaction vessel. While the high crystallinity rather 

points to a monomeric form, a polymeric carbon nitride backbone cannot be ruled out completely, 

due the lack of clear evidence for monomers (e.g. by liq. NMR or mass spectrometry). In the case 

of a monomeric arrangement the structure could be constituted similarly to metal organic 

frameworks, in which the carbon nitride bridges metal clusters. It is known that a metal cation 

can be coordinated by a negatively charged carbon nitride both in monomeric and polymeric 

form.26,32,33,64,65 Unfortunately, the Ni-content rendered the local structural assessment by NMR 

techniques impossible. On the other hand, the good crystallinity allowed for the extraction of a 

potential unit cell based on X-ray powder diffraction and could be corroborated by electron 

diffraction, which could lend a good basis for further attempts to solve the structure. 

 

Figure 4.12. Hypothetical structures of Ni-CNx, assuming a molecular (a-b) and an oligomeric (c) arrangement of 
subunits. The melam units in (a) feature a coordinative and ionic bond towards nickel with oxidation states of +1 and 
+2, respectively. In (b) the melam is negatively charged featuring only ionic bonds and ox. state +2. (c) In the oligomeric 
form only ionic bonds persist; with nickel in ox. state +2. 
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Nevertheless, it lies in the chemist’s nature to long for a structural representation. Well knowing 

that solid ground is partially left behind, Figure 4.12 depicts potential building elements, that are 

largely in accordance with the observed analytical data. However, as the range of analytical 

techniques is limited, especially given the problematic nature of the NMR data, these suggestions 

paint by no means an exhaustive picture of possible solutions. For instance, if adduct phases with 

different, yet structurally similar subunits (e.g. melamine, melam and melem and derivatives) 

were formed, the potential window of opportunities would be even larger. All shown models take 

into account the relatively high N/C ratio of approx. 1.7, paired with a high content of nickel and 

chlorine, while featuring multiple NH2 groups as indicated by IR vibrations. Moreover, all models 

are triazine based, which presumably match the PDF of Ni-CNx best. The structure in Figure 4.12a 

contains nickel in varied oxidation states (+1, +2), whereas those in Figure 4.12b–c have a formal 

oxidation state of +2 balanced by a negatively charged carbon nitride and chloride ions. Regarding 

the insolubility of Ni-CNx and the synthetic conditions close to those of PTI ∙ LiCl, the oligomeric 

structure could indeed prove to be a valid candidate, combining features that would favor a 

polymeric and monomeric form, respectively. It is striking that each of the presented models 

comprise building blocks that would allow for the construction of a poly(triazine imide) polymer, 

hence foreshadowing a certain relationship.  

Ni-CNx possesses the mutual properties of storing and on the other hand reducing CO2 to CO with 

very high selectivity under suitable conditions, rendering it a promising material for effectively 

using energy from renewable sources. The herein applied photothermal approach has the 

advantage of readily desorbing the reaction product upon formation. In a purely photocatalytic 

CO2 reduction approach, as has been shown i.e. for Ni@TiO2 under UV irradiation, the catalytic 

rate may suffer from deactivation, due to accumulating products on the surface.66 Ni-CNx acts as a 

photothermal catalyst. Hence, the high absorption profile throughout the visible range supports 

the catalysis in a sense of local heating at the active sites, thus substantially increasing the rates 

for CO during illumination. With a stable rate of ca. 2 µmol/gh @175 °C, Ni-CNx performs 

comparably to photocatalytic CO2 reduction catalysts.67 There are reports on photothermal CO2 

reduction e.g. with Fe-based catalysts that reach conversion rates within the mmol-range. 

However, the utilized temperatures (~300 °C) and irradiation powers (2 W/cm2 vs. 30 mW/cm²) 

are significantly higher than achievable by natural incident sunlight.68 In a more comparable study 

with a photothermal reaction setup at 150 °C (~100 mW/cm²) using Ni-particles on a carbon 

nitride support, CH4 rates of 28 µmol/gh are reached, though with a selectivity favoring the 

production of CH4.18 Additionally, Ni-CNx has not yet been optimized, e.g. by increasing the surface 

area. In the presented measurements, the selectivity over methane reaches near unity. Creating 

CO from CO2 with high selectivity and thus syngas in consequence, has the great economic 

advantage that an enormous infrastructure is already installed for its further use, e.g. the Fischer-

Tropsch-process (106 L a-1, Nordic Blue Crude, Norway).69 Ni-CNx exhibits the major advantage 

that it can capture carbon dioxide and subsequently use this stored CO2 under a hydrogen 

atmosphere for the conversion to carbon monoxide, allowing for the temporal separation of both 

processes.  
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5 Conclusion and outlook 
 

This thesis shows that the structural elucidation of the important carbon nitrides K-PHI and 

H-PHI, respectively, could only be accomplished by a combination of multiple analytic techniques, 

hence solving a long-standing problem within the field.1 The structural identification on a local 

level and its implications on the 3D structure of K-PHI could be disentangled, however, this 

remains an challenging process in need of a whole variety of analytical techniques and therefore, 

unfortunately, is out of scope for standard characterization. Salt melt assisted syntheses (in closed 

reaction systems) constitute the key reaction pathway followed in this thesis and we may still 

point out the significance this approach still holds for future enquiries. We illuminated how it is 

possible to yield a very crystalline material of the same local character opposed to an earlier more 

amorphous synthetic protocol and therefore were able to extract more structural information; 

especially with regard to the third dimension and the herewith associated role of intermolecular 

building elements such as potassium ions and water molecules, rigidly binding to the CN-network. 

The synthetic achievements in this work open new avenues towards more crystalline carbon 

nitrides, which ultimately aim at the growth of single-crystals suitable for X-ray structure solution. 

In particular, the crystallite size could be augmented from several tens of nanometers to the range 

of several hundreds, thus already accessing valuable electron diffraction patterns. The next key 

step would be the adjustment of the salt melt assisted syntheses to gain even larger crystallites. I 

believe that once the critical sizes with suitable defect levels are reached the potential use of 

single-crystal analysis will ultimately boost the entire field’s progress, giving rise to even better 

deduction of structure–property–relationships.  

As has been discussed in the introduction to this thesis (chapter 1.2), a potential way to further 

enhance crystallinity and crystallite size could involve using substrates to allow for the growth of 

more defined crystals, which until now has only been investigated superficially. While a (partially) 

closed reaction environment is necessary to enable healing of crystal imperfections and growth 

of larger crystals, the use of suitable surfaces/substrates may allow for better starting conditions 

for crystal seeds.   

With regard to crystal growth another not much recognized reaction control parameter comes 

into play: the choice of a catalyst. While a good substrate permits growth of larger crystals in two 

dimensions, a mobile, e.g. gaseous, catalyst would allow for further improved growth in the third 

dimension. One could imagine a Lewis acidic catalyst that coordinates to amino groups and thus 

facilitates the imide bond formation step. Thereby crystals with preferable aspect ratios could be 

grown, which will be a key requirement for single-crystal analysis, given the sheet-like structure 

of many carbon nitride polymers. Partly this function has already been achieved by the salt melt, 

on the one hand acting as structure-directing agent and on the other hand enhancing the solubility 

of the CN-precursors/monomers. However, drawing a parallel to COF chemistry, one could 

imagine applying a catalyst that facilitates the bond formation of monomers directly by 

intervening in the reaction mechanism. For many COF syntheses this is realized by addition of 

small amounts of acid to the reaction mixture.2,3 Using a catalyst aims at lowering the activation 

barrier, in turn benefitting the formation of thermodynamically stable species and in consequence 
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growth of larger crystals. Furthermore, the implementation of mineralizers such as ammonium 

chloride, influence the crystallization process in e.g. ammono-, hydrothermal syntheses as well as 

pyrolyses.4–6 Here, the mineralizer presumably can enhance solubility of educts or acts as a source 

of ammonia that affects the crystal growth.  

Already, the potential of carbon nitrides as photo- and electrocatalysts, time-delayed 

photocatalyst, light-driven microswimmers and solar batteries has been presented, but it is still 

worthwhile to take a step back to further structurally analyze these compounds in order to better 

understand these fascinating properties. 

By carefully reinvestigating the synthetic process of K-PHI formation, we could identify a new 

highly crystalline, heptazine based compound (K-CN-phase), which exists in close structural 

relation to K-PHI, yet takes on the form of a 1D connected, potassium coordinated polymer. The 

higher internal ampoule pressure delicately affects the product formation, thus favoring the 1D 

polymorph. Similar to K-PHI (chapter 2), it is highly likely that the potassium ions are responsible 

for the relatively high order among these chains.1 However, this additional feature 

interconnecting the strands in three dimensions increases the difficulty for a structural solution 

from electron and X-ray diffraction data, because of an increased unit cell, which is nearly double 

the size of the closely related material melon.7 Although the quality of the diffraction data is high 

compared to other polymeric carbon nitride materials, the data from powders are not yet resolved 

enough to determine the crystal structure. In this regard, it would be beneficial to find means of 

increasing the crystallite size to ultimately perform single-crystal X-ray analysis. Especially for the 

K-CN-phase, formed within a fully closed system, the deliberate control of pressure and reaction 

times may offer a way to grow unimpaired crystals. Within the field of carbon nitrides, advances 

in structure solution have also been made by techniques such as synchrotron microfocus 

diffraction,8 circumventing the need for very large crystals.  

We have seen that most carbon nitrides tend to form amorphous solids, incorporating a high level 

of defects. Besides tuning classical reaction parameters, the implementation of so-called 

modulators presents another strategy of yielding extended and intact structures, thus adapting a 

concept from MOF- and COF-chemistry.9–11 Herein, the modulator slows the growth rate of the 

polymers by reversible capping and uncapping of the polymer terminations, thereby enhancing 

crystallinity and domain size of the resulting crystallites. The modulator must have the ability to 

be cleaved from the network with a comparable binding strength as the actual repeating units, but 

should exhibit a monotopic functionality to act as an impasse to the network formation.2 This 

approach has lead to the first single-crystal analysis of a 3D imine COF.12   

Another interesting structural aspect of carbon nitrides is the presence of water molecules bound 

to the CN-backbone.1,5 Thus far, this pore water and its binding situation has not been studied 

extensively for other materials, but will certainly be an important feature to look out for in future 

studies. Tightly bound surface molecules can have a profound influence on the electronic 

structure of the polymer and likewise affect the availability of active sites for catalytic processes. 

In H-PHI, for instance, this effect can be observed with the naked eye by the removal of water, 

resulting in a color change from beige/white to yellow. Therefore, the focus on this issue is 
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especially relevant for carbon nitrides, because of their inherently strong tendency to form 

hydrogen bonds (cf. melon structure, chapter 1.2).7,13 

Both materials, K-PHI and K-CN-phase, have proven their potential for photocatalytic hydrogen 

evolution. For both compounds, we could show that the protonation to H-PHI and H-CN-phase, 

respectively, is accompanied by a drastic increase of the hydrogen evolution rate (38-fold for 

H-PHI and 20-fold for H-CN-phase). These values have been obtained by the same measurement 

protocol and thus are comparable to each other. However, as Takanabe is pointing out, a reliable 

assessment of photocatalytic data among different studies is often complicated by the prevailing 

inconsistencies for sample preparation and measurement methods.14 In particular, there are 

frequent reports on the same material (e.g. melon) with various performances and it remains 

unclear whether these have a real structural cause or merely originate from the applied 

measurement procedure. It will be one of the key tasks of future research to further harmonize 

those procedures to allow for better comparability. 

Concerning the photoreduced, blue state – shown by K/H-PHI,1,15 but not by the H/K-CN-phase – 

the combined efforts undertaken in chapters 2 and 3 have demonstrated how a thorough 

characterization can help to extract structure–property–relationships. By comparing structural 

features of the K-CN-phase to K-PHI, it has been possible to tentatively attribute the charge storing 

property of K-PHI to the 2D arrangement of heptazine units. However, to shed light on this 

structure–property–relationship multiple different threads had to be picked up. This 

circumstance illustrates the underlying complexity and that properties are often governed by 

whole set of (interdependent) parameters. This, once more, reveals the importance of 

characterizing new CN-compounds very thoroughly to provide good groundwork for future 

generations to draw the most plausible conclusions for pending applications, concurrently 

underlining the fundamental science character of this work. Future studies should aim at the 

synthesis of a functional-group-free PHI system to further narrow down the structural elements, 

which could be responsible for the light storing ability.  

Relating back to the introductory mentioned problems concerning the duck curve, the revelations 

on the light- or electricity-storing property of K-PHI, could impact the problems associated with 

the intermittency of sunlight during the diurnal cycle. If excess energy over periods of strong 

irradiation were properly stored within the CN-network, we would have the possibility of 

buffering the effects of high quantities of installed solar power plants, even without the need for 

storing the energy in conventional batteries or chemical bonds; ready to use in times of high 

demand. 

It has been shown that the PHI network is versatile in terms of the post-synthetic ion exchange.16 

In chapter 4 of this thesis, we transferred this idea towards a synthetic procedure, using directly 

the desired cation species as part of the eutectic reaction mixture. In particular, we employed a 

NiCl2/KCl eutectic melt in order to create a new CN-species. With nickel being the active 

component in many CO2-reduction catalysts, the underlying idea was to create distinct atomic 

sites of the transition metal, at which CO2 can bind and be converted into carbon monoxide, a 

highly valuable industrial product. Although the structure could not be unambiguously resolved, 
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the material itself proved its capability of selective CO2 reduction to CO within a photothermal 

process. The inherent CO2 sorption property renders this material even suitable for the decoupled 

process of CO2 storage and subsequent conversion, adding a potential built-in solution to 

temporally decouple the energy consumption and storing of the substrate.   

In future studies, it could also be possible to reduce CO2 (photo)electrocatalytically,17,18 if Ni-CNx 

can be successfully coated as a thin film on a conductive substrate. In this configuration the very 

stable carbon nitride with atomically dispersed nickel centers could combine the aspects of CO2 

adsorption with the use of electricity by renewable sources, thus widening the scope of the 

application. Due to the problems associated with the incorporation of nickel on important analytic 

techniques such as ssNMR spectroscopy, in a parallel step more efforts should be made to obtain 

larger crystallites in order to determine the structure of Ni-CNx by diffraction techniques. 

In the end, I hope this work could shed some light on this fascinating class of materials, which will 

further foster the understanding of structure and properties. And as this work often times 

resembles detective work, it is only fair to close this thesis with a famous detective’s words: 

“Data! Data! Data!” he cried impatiently. “I can’t make bricks without clay.”c 

 

  

 
c Quote from Adventures of Sherlock Holmes – Arthur Conan Doyle, 1892. 
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6 Appendix A 
Note: This appendix is published as the Supporting Information to reference 
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.chemmater.9b02199. 

6.1 Experimental details 

Melon: 

Dicyandiamide (Sigma-Aldrich 99 %) was ground in a mortar and transferred into an open 

crucible which was heated in a muffle furnace (10 °C/min, 550 °C, 4 h, slow cooling to ambient 

temperature). The resulting pale, yellow solid was ground and washed four times with DI water. 

Potassium Melonate: 

Melon and potassium thiocyanate (Gruessing 99 %) were thoroughly ground in a mortar and 

transferred into a crucible covered with a lid which was placed in a preheated muffle furnace 

(550 °C, 4 h, slow cooling to ambient temperature). The resulting bright yellow solid was washed 

three times with DI water. The volume of the combined transparent filtrate was then reduced by 

rotary evaporation and potassium melonate penta-hydrate precipitated overnight. Filtration 

yielded a colorless needle shaped compound which was recrystallized from a mixture of 

water/acetone. 

Crystalline ampoule synthesis of potassium poly(heptazine imide) (K-PHI): 

Dicyandiamide (97 mg, 1.14 mmol, Sigma-Aldrich >98%), KSCN (18 mg, 0.19 mmol, Gruessing 

99%) and potassium melonate penta-hydrate (79 mg, 0.16 mmol) were ground in a mortar and 

transferred into a Duran glas ampoule, which was subsequently purged four times with argon and 

then dried under high-vacuum. The ampoule was then sealed and placed into a tube furnace 

(6 °C/min, 500 °C, 6 h, 1 °C/min, rt). The bright yellow solid was washed four times with DI water 

and then dried at 60 °C. 

Crystalline ampoule synthesis of protonated poly(heptazine) imide (H-PHI): 

Finely ground cryst. K-PHI (100 mg) was treated with 100 mL of 2 M HCl and stirred for 15 min. 

The suspension was filtered and the residue washed four times with DI water to yield H-PHI. 

Optimized crucible synthesis of potassium poly(heptazine imide): 

KSCN was heated over night at 140 °C in vacuum to remove water. Melon (1.5 g) and potassium 

thiocyanate (3 g, 30.8 mmol, Carl Roth 99%) were thoroughly ground in a mortar and transferred 

into an Al2O3 crucible which was placed in a tube furnace. The sample was heated in Ar-flow at 

400 °C for 1 h with a heating rate of 30 K/min and to 500 °C for 30 min with the same heating rate. 

After cooling to room temperature the material was washed with DI water six times by 

centrifugation. The resulting yellow solid was dried at 60 °C in vacuum overnight. 
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Optimized crucible synthesis of protonated poly(heptazine imide): 

K-PHI (0.5 g) was stirred in 1 M HCl (100 mL) overnight at room temperature. The material was 

washed with DI water six times by centrifugation until the supernatant was neutral. The resulting 

yellow solid was dried at 60 °C in vacuum overnight. 

 

Photocatalytic experiments 

In a typical photocatalytic experiment 14-20 mg (note that rates (µmol/gh) were normalized 

according to the used amount of catalyst) carbon nitride material, 9 mL DI water, 10 vol% of 

methanol as sacrificial donor and 10 µL of dihydrogen hexachloroplatinate which forms the 

platinum co-catalyst in-situ were transferred into a glass reactor with a quartz window. The 

optimized platinum loading of each sample can be extracted from literature (8 wt% for K-PHI and 

2 wt% for H-PHI).1,2 The suspension (20 mL total volume) was stirred and sonicated prior to 

illumination. Additionally, the headspace was evacuated and backfilled with argon several times. 

A 300 Xenon arc-lamp (Newport, 300 W) equipped with a 1.5 Global AM filter illuminated the 

suspension with 100 mW/cm2 and from the headspace samples were periodically taken and 

quantified by gas-chromatography (Thermo Scientific TRACE GC Ultra) equipped with a TCD 

detector using argon as the carrier gas. The reaction was thermostated at 25 °C during 

illumination as in previous works.1,2 

Dark photocatalysis experiments 

Prior to dark photocatalysis experiments the glass vessels were cleaned with aqua regia, to avoid 

contaminations of platinum of previous runs. 15 mg of optimized H-PHI was suspended in 20 mL 

1 M sodium phosphate buffer (containing sodium hydrogen phosphate and sodium dihydrogen 

phosphate only) at a pH of 7. 4-Methylbenzyl alcohol (4-MBA) (35 mg) was added as a sacrificial 

donor and the headspace was evacuated and flooded with argon several times.  The suspension 

was illuminated with a 300 Xenon arc-lamp (Newport, 300 W) equipped with an 1.5 Global AM 

filter illuminated the suspension with an intensity of 100 mW/cm2 for 2 h. After illumination 

50 µL Pt nanoparticle suspension (1000 ppm aqueous colloidal solution, Aldrich) was injected 

into the reactor by using a gas tight needle to start the hydrogen evolution reaction. This injection 

was delayed by 0, 2, 4, and 6 h after illumination had stopped.  During the periods of darkness the 

reaction vessel was wrapped in aluminum foil to avoid stray light.3  
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6.2 Instrumental details 

Solid state 13C and 15N magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR experiments (main text Figure 2 a, b and 

d, e) were performed on a Bruker Avance-III 400 MHz instrument at the frequencies of 400, 

100.61 and 40.53 MHz, respectively (B0 = 9.4 T). All 1H and 13C spectra are referenced indirectly 

with respect to tetramethylsilane (TMS) using adamantane as secondary reference and the 14N 

and 15N to nitromethane using glycine and/or NH4Cl as a secondary reference. MAS frequencies 

were between 6.5-14.0 kHz in a 4 mm ZrO2 rotor. 

The 2D 13C-15N HETCOR spectra (main text Figure 2 g) was recorded on a Bruker Avance III 400 

DNP spectrometer equipped with an Ascend 400 DNP magnet system and a low temperature 3.2 

mm triple-resonance probe. DNP-enhanced spectra were measured with microwave irradiation. 

The DNP-enhanced spectrum was recorded at a field of 9.4 T corresponding to frequencies of 

400.03 MHz for 1H, 100.60 MHz for 13C, and 40.54 MHz for 15N, at nominally 110 K and at a 

spinning rate of 8.0 kHz. For DNP, approximately 25 mg of the sample was mixed with 15 μl of a 

15 mM AMUPol in glycerol-d8/D2O/H2O (60:30:10, v/v/v) solution. This resulted in DNP 

enhancement of about 70. The HETCOR was performed using a double CP experiment. First, the 
1H magnetization was transferred to 13C after a CP contact time of 8 ms (ramped cross-polarization 

experiment, where the nutation frequency νnut on the proton channel was varied linearly by 50%). 

Second, after a t1 evolution time, a ramped CP from 13C to 15N (ramp of 70% on 15N) with a contact 

time of 1 ms was employed to transfer the magnetization to 15N and with simultaneously strong 

continuous wave 1H decoupling (105 kHz). Finally, 1H decoupling was applied using a spinal-64 

sequence with a radio-frequency field of 80 kHz during t1 and t2 acquisition times. 

Additional 1H one-pulse MAS, 13C CP MAS, 1H-14N D-HMQC MAS and 1H-1H DQ-SQ MAS experiments 

were acquired on a Bruker Avance III HD spectrometer operating at a B0 field of 14.1 T. High-

speed MAS 1H (600.15 MHz) one-pulse spectra were recorded after a 90° pulse of 1.2 µs at a 

spinning frequency of 62.5 kHz using a Bruker 1.3 mm double-resonance MAS probe.  13C (150.91 

MHz) CP experiments were acquired at a spinning rate of 62.5 kHz with a contact time of 3 ms and 

a 1H Spinal-64 decoupling of 25 kHz during acquisition. 1H-14N D-HMQC experiment was 

performed at a spinning speed of 40.0 kHz using a triple-resonance 1.9 mm probe (14N at 43.35 

MHz). The super-cycled symmetry based SR412 sequence4 was used for the 1H-14N dipolar 

recoupling which lasted 200 µs. For the 1H-1H DQ-SQ experiments the sample were spun at 62.5 

kHz (1.3 mm rotors). The DQ excitation and reconversion was executed using the R1225 symmetry 

based recoupling.5  

The 13C and 15N direct excitation Figure A 11 were acquired on a Bruker Avance III HD 

spectrometer operating at a B0 field of 9.4 T using a double-resonance 4 mm Bruker MAS probe 

and rotation frequencies of 12.5 kHz and 10.0 kHz, respectively. The 13C (100.61 MHz) and 15N 

(40.56 MHz) Bloch-decay experiments were performed using respective 90° pulses of 3.5 and 4.8 

µs, and recycle delays of 600 s and 900 s. Acquisition was accompanied by high power proton 

decoupling using a spinal-64 sequence with a radio-frequency field of 70 kHz.  
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Laboratory X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) patterns of H-PHI and K-PHI were collected using a 

STOE Stadi P diffractometer with CuKα1 radiation (λ = 1.540598 Å) equipped with a MYTHEN 1 

K detector (Dectris Ltd.) and a curved Ge(111) monochromator.  

X-ray total scattering measurements were performed on a separate set of samples using beamline 

28-ID-2 (XPD) of the National Synchrotron Light Source II (NSLS-II) at Brookhaven National 

Laboratory. Powders were loaded into 1 mm ID Kapton capillaries and measured in rapid 

acquisition PDF mode6 with an x-ray energy of 68.01 keV (λ = 0.1823 Å) using a Perkin-Elmer 2D 

detector (2048 x 2048 pixels and 200 x 200 μm pixel size) mounted orthogonal to the incident 

beam path with a sample-to-detector distance of 205.6443 mm for data collected to a high 

maximum value of momentum transfer Qmax (where Q=4πsinθ/λ for elastic scattering) and 

1421.219 mm for data with higher Q resolution. Calibration of the detector geometry was carried 

out using a standard Ni sample.  

Additional total scattering measurements were performed at beamline ID31 at the ESRF using an 

incident energy of 68.54 keV (λ =0.1809 Å), sample-to-detector distance of 273.38 mm, DECTRIS 

Eiger2X 16M single photon counting detector, and calibration using NIST CeO2 674b. 

Force field minimizations and dynamics were performed using the Amber16 program package.7 

Periodic boundary conditions and particle mesh Ewald summation (PME) with a cutoff value of 

12 Å were employed. A single potassium ion placed in a solvent box of water was minimized using 

the conjugate gradient algorithm in 10000 steps. The system was then heated to 300 K in 30 

picoseconds and equilibrated subsequently for 30 nanoseconds with time steps of 2 femtoseconds 

employing the SETTLE algorithm. Molecular dynamics calculations were performed using the 

NAMD program package.8 

Diffuse reflectance UV-Vis spectra were collected on a Cary 5000 spectrometer referenced to PTFE 

or barium sulfate as reference. 

Infrared (IR) spectra were recorded on a JASCO Fourier transform infrared spectrometer 

equipped with a diamond attenuated total reflectance (ATR) unit and a resolution of 4 cm-1. 

Transmission electron microscope: Powders, ground and suspended in butanol, were distributed 

onto a holey carbon/copper grid and studied with a Philips CM 30 ST microscope (300 kV, LaB6 

cathode). Images were taken with a TVIPS TemCam-F216 CMOS Camera. Simulations of the 

selected area electron diffraction patterns were obtained with the JEMS software package.9 

Thermogravimetric (TG) analyses were performed at using a STA 449 F5-Jupiter (Netzsch) device. 

The sample was heated up in a corundum crucible in a dynamic argon (50 mL/ min) atmosphere 

to 300, 350 or 400 °C with a heating rate of 10 K min-1, respectively. An empty corundum crucible 

was used as a reference. Corrections of instrumental effects and the buoyancy were performed 

with Al2O3 as an inert reference material during a separate measurement. 

Combustion analysis for detection of C, H, N, S was performed on a Elementar Analysensysteme 

GmbH ‒ Vario micro elemental analyzer.  
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Inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) data was obtained from a 

Varian Vista RL CCD simultaneous ICP-ACS device. The sample was dissolved in concentrated 

HNO3 in the microwave oven at 150 °C, before injecting into the plasma.  

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectra were measured on a Bruker EMXnano X-band 

device operating at an excitation frequency of ~9.6 GHz and 100 mW microwave power. 

Water sorption measurements were performed on a Autosorb-iQ surface analyzer with vapor 

option (Quantachrome Instruments, USA). To initially remove guest molecules the samples were 

outgassed in vacuum at 200 °C for 12 h. The measurements were performed at 273 K. 

The Raman spectra were taken with a Jobin Yvon Typ V 010 labram single grating spectrometer  

equipped with a double super razor edge filter and a peltier cooled CCD camera. The spectra were 

recorded in quasi-backscattering geometry using the linearly polarized light of a 632.8 nm He/Ne 

Laser and a 532.0 nm diode laser, respectively with powers of approx. 1 mW. The beam was 

focused to a 2-5 µm spot through the 100 x objective of an microscope onto the sample within a 

glass capillary. 
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6.3 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

H-PHI: 

 

 

 

 

Figure A 1.  (a) TEM overview image of H-PHI revealing the sheet-like morphology, (b) high-resolution TEM image of 
the same sample. 

Figure A 2. HR-TEM image (Average Background Subtraction Filtered) of highly crystalline H-PHI, lattice planes could 
be determined at 11 Å in accordance with XRD results (picture in the main text is zoomed into the upper right part to 
enhance visibility of the lattice fringes). A clear hexagonal pattern is observable in the FFT, however weak powder rings 
indicate the presence of polycrystalline material. 
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K-PHI: 

 

 

 

Figure A 3. TEM overview image of K-PHI revealing the sheet-like morphology and large lateral extension of the sheets. 
Large thin flakes exhibit wrinkles. 

Figure A 4. HR-TEM image (Average Background Subtraction Filtered) of highly crystalline K-PHI, lattice planes could 
be determined at 11.1 Å and 8.7 Å  in accordance with XRD results (picture in the main text is zoomed into upper right 
part to enhance visibility of the lattice fringes). The clean FFT in the inset suggests a single crystalline sheet. 
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Figure A 5. In comparison to the crystalline sheets (e.g. in Figure A 3): two (a and b) TEM micrographs of an 
optimized K-PHI sample revealing much smaller crystallite sizes in the range of 20-30 nm. Please also see crystallite 
size estimation in Table A 1, section 5.  

Figure A 6. (a. c, f) Experimental SAED patterns of ampoule-synthesized cryst. K-PHI and (b, d, f) ED-simulation from 
Rietveld refined model for zone axis [113], [114] and [115], respectively. The reasonable agreement for experimental 
and simulated patterns is rare for carbon nitrides. In some cases it was even possible to obtain the ED of multiple zone 
axes by tilting of the specimen. Usually carbon nitrides crystallites are prone to electron beam damage and 
amorphization upon too long exposures in the electron beam. 
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Tilting series of H-PHI: 

Interestingly, the observed hexagonal diffraction pattern for H-PHI (Figure 2.1, main text) is 

relatively insensitive to the tilting angle of the specimen for up to ±10°. This “robustness” is not 

found in K-PHI where the crystallites need to be correctly aligned to obtain the pattern seen in 

Figure 1 f, main text). This effect may be influenced by several factors: Slightly distorted stacking 

distances in H-PHI can cause the reciprocal lattice points to elongate thus satisfying the Laue 

condition in a range of orientations of the TEM grid. This points towards a lesser degree of order 

in the H-PHI crystals. Additionally, buckling of very thin layers can also cause such a behavior as 

observed for 2D materials such as graphene or MoS2.10,11  

 

 

6.4 Fourier-transform infrared spectrum 

 

  

Figure A 7. FT-IR spectra of K/H-PHI from ampoule synthesis (crystalline) and optimized synthesis in a crucible. In 
terms of absorption bands the respective ampoule and crucible species do not differ significantly except for slightly 
higher water content (from elemental analysis) in the open crucible case, which causes higher intensity in the OH and 
hydrogen bond regime. 
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6.5 X-ray powder diffraction and size estimations 

 

 

Determination of crystallite size from XRPD: 

The lateral and vertical sizes of the crystalline and optimized PHI-materials were determined from 

the powder patterns presented in Figure A 8 by using the Scherrer-equation12: 

τ = K∙λ

β∙cosθ
 

where τ is the mean size of the ordered domains, K a dimensionless shape factor, λ is the 

wavelength of the diffractometer, β is the diffraction line broadening and θ is the Bragg angle. The 

instrumental profile was determined by refining the instrumental function, described by the 

fundamental parameter13,14 approach using a diffraction pattern of the Si640D NIST standard and 

Figure A 8. XRPD of optimized crucible and ampoule synthesized K-PHI and H-PHI, respectively. Cyan marked area 
highlights the 010 reflection which is broadened in the optimized samples and in H-PHI. 
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subtracted from the diffraction line profile. The lateral crystallite size was determined by a single 

line fit in a 2θ range of 6.0 to 12.5° of the 110 reflection using the TOPAS15 software. As the 110 

reflection overlaps with the anisotropically broadened 010 reflection a 2nd peak was included into 

the refinement and independently refined. The background was modeled with Chebychev 

polynomials of 2nd order. For the estimation of the vertical crystallite size a single line fit of the 

001 reflection in a 2θ range of 26.5 to 29.5° was performed. 

The estimated crystallite sizes of the crystalline and optimized PHI samples are presented in Table 

A 1. Due to the complex background of the diffraction patterns, that is governed by diffuse 

scattering and due to the overlap with anisotropically broadened reflections, a vastly increased 

analytical error (≈ 10 %) is given, that is far larger than the analytical error which is to be expected 

for a crystallite size determination using a high-resolution laboratory X-ray powder 

diffractometer (≈ 1-2 %). Despite the large analytical error it can be clearly seen that the crucible 

optimization procedure leads to a significantly smaller lateral crystallite size of both K- and H-PHI 

(Table A 1), whereas the vertical crystallite size is almost not affected. Hence, the crucible 

optimization leads to a decrease of the extension of the 2-dimensional layers, i.e. lateral crystallite 

size but the number of layers in a crystallite, i.e. vertical crystallite size remains the same. 

Sample lateral size / nm vertical size / nm 

ampoule cryst. K-PHI 102 ± 10 25 ± 3 

crucible opt. K-PHI 19 ± 2 19 ± 2 

ampoule cryst. H-PHI 48 ± 5 18 ± 2 

crucible opt. H-PHI 17 ± 2 23 ± 2 

 

 

 

 

Effect of crystallite sizes on cyanamide groups and defects: 

Depending on the batch, we observe one NCN group per 2-5 heptazine units as retrieved from 

quantitative (i.e. direct excitation) 13C-ssNMR spectroscopy. However, this value is slightly higher 

than can be explained just by terminating cynamide at the edges of the sheets, given the lateral 

sizes found via PXRD analysis (see Table A 1). In order to account for the higher NCN content, 

especially for larger crystallites, defects in the form of missing heptazine building blocks may be 

present, which in turn increase the NCN terminations within the sheet. Note that in this context a 

point defect is defined as a missing heptazine unit. Hence, after removal of a heptazine unit, three 

additional NCN moieties are introduced into the PHI sheet. As the sheets are also terminated with 

NCN at the perimeter, the sheet size also influences the overall amount of NCN. A theoretical 

estimation of the level of these defects is made in Figure A 9 for a 100 nm and 20 nm sheet 

according to the values in Table A 1. For each size (100 nm or 20 nm) of the rectangular sheet the 

Table A 1. Estimation of the lateral and the vertical crystallite sizes of ampoule crystalline and crucible optimized K-
and H-PHI. 
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following boundary conditions are used for the mathematical function that yields the curves in 

Figure A 9: 

 

100 nm K-PHI rectangular sheet: 

- 100 nm is the diagonal of the model sheet, the distance from pore to pore is 12.8 Å 
- The sheet consists of ~7308 heptazine units (before introduction of internal point 

defects) 
- The sheet is terminated by ~280 NCN groups at edge sites (perimeter) 
- Heptazine/NCN group = 26.1 

 

20 nm K-PHI rectangular sheet: 

- 20 nm is the diagonal of the model sheet, the distance from pore to pore is 12.8 Å 
- The sheet consists of ~420 heptazine units (before introduction of internal point 

defects) 
- The sheet is terminated by ~74 NCN groups at edge sites (perimeter) 
- Heptazine/NCN group = 5.7 

From the two examples above it is visible that the 20 nm sheet (without any defects) intrinsically 

contains more NCN groups per heptazine due to its larger perimeter to diagonal ratio. However, 

in the real samples the amount of cyanamide was found to be larger in the large crystallites. 

Therefore, point defects are introduced into the sheets, as described, above to yield a higher 

amount of cyanamide and to match the experimental NCN content for the respective sample.  

 

In Figure A 9a, the resulting defect concentration and the N/C ratio is theoretically calculated as a 

function of the ratio of heptazine units per NCN group for a 100 nm K-PHI sheet. The starting 

Figure A 9. Mathematical function of the N/C ratio (black line) and defect concentration (red line) for a 100 nm (left) 
and 20 nm (right) K-PHI sheet as a function of the heptazine unit/NCN ratio. The defect concentration is the ratio of the 
heptazine vacancies to the amount of heptazine units in the defectless sheet. The calculation of the defect concentration 
is taking the terminating NCN groups at edges into account. The extension of the green and magenta areas presents the 
batch to batch variation observed for synthesis of K-PHI. The green area represents values obtained from combustion 
analysis while the magenta area represents the integrated intensities of 13C-ssNMR measurements 
(heptazine/cyanamide intensity) in different batches. The dashed blue lines show the minimal and maximal defect 
concentration based on the experimentally found range of heptazine/NCN group, respectively. 
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values for the calculations are the sheets without any defects as given in the boundary conditions 

above. As more and more heptazine units are replaced by NCN groups, the defect concentration is 

increased and also the N/C ratio is affected (going from right to left on the abscissa).  The green 

area represents the experimentally observed distribution of the N/C ratio which is a relatively 

large span due to batch to batch variations and the uncertainty of the method. The magenta area 

represents the values for the heptazine/NCN-group ratio obtained from the integrated intensities 

of the direct 13C-ssNMR spectroscopy. According to the 100 nm model, for a ratio on the abscissa 

of one NCN group in roughly every 2nd to 5th heptazine units, the concentration of point defects 

would have to range from 5-12%. This would mean that in a 100 nm sheet every 8th to 20th 

heptazine unit is missing and replaced by three internal NCN groups. 

The N/C ratio for these x-values would range from 1.420-1.422 which correlates quite well with 

the measured N/C ratio of 1.416 for the batch whose data is presented in Figure A 8. Note that the 

N/C ratio should be taken with a grain of salt as there is significant variance in the combustion 

analyses even for the same batch, which does not allow for an exact determination of the 

experimental N/C ratio. 

For the crucible optimized K-PHI sample (compare Table A 1) the lateral sheet size is approx. 

20 nm (Figure A 9b) and therefore the defect concentration (i.e. missing heptazine units) ranges 

from 1-9% for the same range of x-values (approx. 2 to 5). This shows that in order to yield the 

same experimental heptazine/NCN group ratio smaller crystallites have less point defects. This is 

related to the fact that the heptazine/edge NCN-terminations ratio (compare to the boundary 

conditions) is higher for those sheets. Although having less point defects, these crystallites are 

very small and therefore yield a significant broadening in the XRPD pattern. The N/C ratio for this 

span ranges from 1.422-1.419 accordingly, while the experimental value for this batch amounts 

to 1.422.  

Overall the above estimations, implying a higher amount of point defects in the sheets for the 

larger sheets, yield a possible explanation for why a higher amount of NCN groups in the 

crystalline samples is observed in NMR spectroscopy. The higher nitrogen content for the 

crystalline ampoule material could, however, also originate from amorphous pore material which 

is blocked and cannot be removed during the washing procedure. Another explanation can be the 

different synthetic approach for the large crystallite samples. For the large crystalline sheets, we 

have used potassium melonate as a starting material, which intrinsically has NCN-moieties 

attached, while in the case of the 20 nm sheets, polymeric melon was used as a starting which 

bears no NCN-moities.  
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6.6 Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) 

 

The g-factors of the paramagnetic compounds were determined with the following formula on a 

X-band device. 

 

=  ℎ µ  

where g is the g-factor, h the Planck constant, vMW the microwave frequency, µB the Bohr magneton 

and Bres the magnetic field at resonance. 

 

  

Figure A 10. Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectra of (a) crystalline (ampoule) and (b) optimized (crucible) 
K-PHI and (c) crystalline (ampoule) and (d) optimized (crucible) of H-PHI. g-factors values are very similar to the free 
electron with ca. 2.0028. The samples have been prepared with 4-MBA as an electron donor and flushed with argon. 
The samples were irradiated with a Xe-lamp (AM 1.5 G filter) prior to the measurement. 
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6.7 Solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (ssNMR) 

 

13C and 15N spectra: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1H-ssNMR spectra at high spinning frequencies of 62.5 kHz: 

Unexpectedly, the range of proton shifts is rather large for only water and the bridging NH-group 

in the structure. However, this variety may be explained by water/NH-, water/heptazine-, 

water/water- and water/potassium- interactions within K-PHI and H-PHI. The more acidic 

character of H-PHI with leads further downfield shifted signals (12.3 ppm in H-PHI), thus an even 

broader distribution.  

Drying the samples at 120 °C in vacuum for two days leads to changes in the peak intensities. On 

the one hand the loss of water causes the “naked” proton shift (7.0 ppm for K-PHI and 7.3 ppm for 

Figure A 11. One-pulse 13C (left) and 15N (right) ssNMR spectra of K-PHI along with their deconvolution. Area for each 
individual peak is given next to the peaks. 

Figure A 12. 13C CP MAS spectra of K-PHI (left) and H-PHI (right) acquired at a MAS of 62.5 kHz. 
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H-PHI) of the imide bridge to emerge more strongly. DFT calculations show that the pore water is 

responsible for a broader distribution of this signal due to the described interactions named above 

(compare Figure A 19 and Figure A 20). In the calculated case the imide proton shifts from 7.8 ppm 

without water to 11.0 ppm with an attached water molecule. On the other hand not all water is 

removed by the drying step, also indicated by more than one step in the TG-experiments (compare 

Figure A 26) related to less strongly and strongly bound water, where the latter species are only 

removed at higher temperatures or in ultra-high vacuum.  

 

 

 

In summary, proton ssNMR first of all shows that chemically different water species are present 

within the pores of the poly(heptazine imide) backbone. The water interaction causes a broad 

distribution of 1H-signals (at least five for H-PHI). Additionally, (partial) removal of water has a 

major effect as it changes the position of signals due to a loss of interaction while at the same time 

the amount of protons in the sample is reduced therefore increasing the difficulty of assignment. 

Nevertheless, 1H-14N-HMQC SR-4 experiments for the wet (Figure 2.2g, main text) and the dried 

H-PHI (Figure A 17) sample show that there is predominantly a correlation between a network 

nitrogen atom and the proton at 12.3 ppm, while the dry sample shows a major contribution from 

a network nitrogen atom with the proton at 7.3 ppm. 

Figure A 13. 1H ssNMR spectra of (a) ampoule cryst. K-PHI dried in vacuum at 120 °C for two days, and at ambient 
conditions, (b) corresponding spectra for H-PHI. Loss of water detectable by reduced intensity of the water peak at 
5 ppm and changed intensities/positions for the NH-group upon drying, likely caused by water/network interactions 
and a loss thereof in dried state. 
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Figure A 14. (a) 1H-14N D-HMQC MAS spectrum of H-PHI dried at 120 °C and vacuum (10-2 mbar) as a comparison to 
the spectrum in Figure 2h at ambient conditions. It is well visible that compared to Figure 1h in the main text, the 
correlation signal is shifted upfield when dried. (b) 1H-14N D-HMQC MAS spectra of K-PHI under ambient conditions.  

Figure A 15. 1H-1H DQ-SQ MAS spectra of H-PHI with increasing recoupling times of (a) 32 µs, (b) 64 µs, (c) 96 µs, 
(d) 128 µs and (e) 160 µs. Increasing recoupling times correspond to greater distances between coupling protons. 
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Figure A 16. 1H-1H DQ-SQ MAS spectra of K-PHI with increasing recoupling times of (a) 32 µs, (b) 64 µs, (c) 96 µs, 
(d) 128 µs and (e) 160 µs. Increasing recoupling times correspond to greater distances between coupling protons. 
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Figure A 17.   Solid state 13C-1H MAS HETCOR NMR spectrum of K-PHI partially enriched via the use of KS13C15N as 
starting material. (a) 0.25 ms (b) 0.5 ms and (c) 1 ms contact time. 
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6.8 Quantum-chemical calculations 

 

Methodology: 

Structures for all investigated geometries were optimized at the PBE0-D3/def2-TZVP16–19 level of 

theory. Monosolvated model systems were optimized by optimizing the PHI pore fragment and a 

single water molecule in separate calculations, optimizing the monosolvated PHI pore fragment 

complex afterwards with constraints on the PHI pore fragment. 

NMR chemical shifts were obtained on B97-2/pcsSeg-220,21 level of theory using previously 

obtained geometries. 

Geometry optimizations were performed using the Turbomole22 program package in version 

7.0.2, NMR chemical shifts were calculated using the FermiONs++23,24 program package. 
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H-PHI

 

Figure A 18. 13C- (direct exc.), 15N-(CP) and 1H- ssNMR spectra of protonated poly(heptazine imide) (H-PHI) and 
calculated NMR chemical shifts for a single protonated (neutral) heptazine pore, obtained on 
B97-2/pcsSeg-2//PBE0-D3/def2-TZVP level of theory. Protonation is located adjascent to the cyanamide group at the 
heptazine ring. This configuration fits the experimental results best. For better visualization, groups of atoms are 
marked with symbols in the corresponding pictures. 
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Figure A 19. 13C- (direct exc.), 15N-(CP) and 1H- ssNMR spectra of protonated poly(heptazine imide) (H-PHI) and 
calculated NMR chemical shifts for a single protonated (neutral) heptazine pore, obtained on 
B97-2/pcsSeg-2//PBE0-D3/def2-TZVP level of theory. Protonation is located at the bridging nitrogen atom. For better 
visualization, groups of atoms are marked with symbols in the corresponding pictures.  
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Figure A 20. 13C- (direct exc.), 15N-(CP) and 1H- ssNMR spectra of protonated poly(heptazine imide) (H-PHI) and 
calculated NMR chemical shifts for a single protonated (neutral) heptazine pore, obtained on 
B97-2/pcsSeg-2//PBE0-D3/def2-TZVP level of theory. Protonation is located at the bridging nitrogen atom.
Additionally, this simulation shows the influence of a water molecule within the pore on the chemical shifts. Especially 
the proton spectrum is simulated far better than without the influence of water. This is also in line with elemental 
analysis which shows a varying water content depending on synthesis conditions. For better visualization, groups of 
atoms are marked with symbols in the corresponding pictures.  
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Figure A 21. 13C- (direct exc.), 15N-(CP) and 1H- ssNMR spectra of protonated poly(heptazine imide) (H-PHI) and 
calculated NMR chemical shifts for a single protonated (neutral) heptazine pore, obtained on 
B97-2/pcsSeg-2//PBE0-D3/def2-TZVP level of theory. The proton is located at the heptazine ring farthest away from 
the bridging nitrogen atom. For better visualization, groups of atoms are marked with symbols in the corresponding 
pictures.  
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Figure A 22. 13C- (direct exc.), 15N-(CP) and 1H- ssNMR spectra of protonated poly(heptazine imide) (H-PHI) and 
calculated NMR chemical shifts for a single protonated (neutral) heptazine pore, obtained on 
B97-2/pcsSeg-2//PBE0-D3/def2-TZVP level of theory. The proton is located at the heptazine ring next to the bridging 
nitrogen atom. For better visualization, groups of atoms are marked with symbols in the corresponding pictures.  
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K-PHI 

 

Figure A 23. 13C- (direct exc.), 15N-(CP) and 1H- ssNMR spectra of potassium poly(heptazine imide) (K-PHI) and 
calculated NMR chemical shifts for a single a pore containing a potassium ion, obtained on 
B97-2/pcsSeg-2//PBE0-D3/def2-TZVP level of theory. The potassium ion is allocated near the heptazine units. This 
configuration fits the experimental results best. For better visualization, groups of atoms are marked with symbols in 
the corresponding pictures.  
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Figure A 24. 13C- (direct exc.), 15N-(CP) and 1H- ssNMR spectra of potassium poly(heptazine imide) (K-PHI) and 
calculated NMR chemical shifts for a single a pore containing a potassium ion, obtained on 
B97-2/pcsSeg-2//PBE0-D3/def2-TZVP level of theory. The potassium ion is allocated centrally in the pore. This 
configuration is not very likely, because the distance to nitrogen atoms of the heptazines for a reasonable interaction is 
too far. For better visualization, groups of atoms are marked with symbols in the corresponding pictures. 
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Solvation shell model for potassium: 

A solvated potassium ion model was constructed by running a molecular dynamics simulation 

with a single potassium ion in a solvated water box. The observed solvation shell (Figure A 25, 

left) shows 7 water molecules within the closest proximity and is line with experimentally 

available data.25 

Potassium to oxygen distances were then extracted from the trajectory to compare with 

experimental PDFs for K-PHI (Main text, Figure 2.3c), confirming the occurrence of a water-K+ 

coordination within the pores of K-PHI. 

 

 

  

Figure A 25. Exemplary geometry for a potassium ion (purple) coordinated by 7 water molecules as extracted from a 
molecular dynamics trajectory (left) and the corresponding pair distribution function (right). The intense peak in the 
PDF at 2.7-3.3 Å represents typical, most observed K-O distances. 
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6.9 TGA-XRD experiments 

Thermogravimetric (TG) analyses were performed using a STA 449 F5-Jupiter (Netzsch) device. 

The sample was heated up in a corundum crucible in a dynamic argon (50 mL/ min) atmosphere 

to 300, 350 or 400 °C with a heating rate of 10 K min-1 respectively. An empty corundum crucible 

was used as a reference. Corrections of instrumental effects and the buoyancy were performed 

with Al2O3 as an inert reference material during a separate measurement.  

TGA in combination with ex-situ XRPD was carried out to investigate the thermal behavior of 

H-PHI, in particular the release of water molecules located in the pores of the poly(heptazine 

imide) network. The sample was heated up with a heating rate of 10 °Cmin-1 in an argon gas flow 

to 300, 350 and 400 °C. Directly after the respective temperature was reached the sample was 

removed from the oven and the powder was filled in a capillary that was immediately sealed 

afterwards.  In Figure A 26 the TG-curve is depicted. The temperatures where the heating was 

stopped for XRPD analysis (Figure A 27) are indicated by red, filled circles.  

 

Three distinct mass loss steps can be observed in the TG graph (Figure A 26, black line), which are 

attributed to the release of pore-water-molecules. The first water release step starts at ca. 75 °C 

and at 225 °C a small plateau indicates completion of this step, with a total mass loss of 16 wt%. 

During the first step water, which is most likely not or only loosely bound to the poly(heptazine 

imide) network is released. The second and third mass loss step vastly overlap and can only be 

distinguished by inspecting the first derivative of the TG-curve (Figure A 26, inset, blue circles and 

line). During the second step approx. 1.6 wt-% of the sample mass is released. In the ex-situ XRPD 

pattern (Figure A 27, orange pattern) the 110 and the 010 reflections indicating 2-dimensional 

intra-layer ordering are still apparent. Therefore, the second decomposition step cannot be 

attributed to hydrolysis of the poly(heptazine imide) network, but to the release of more tightly 

Figure A 26. Measured TG-curve of the H-PHI material. In the inset the second and third mass-loss step, as well as the 
1st derivative of the TG-curve (blue circles and blue, dashed trend line) are presented. Temperatures at which ex-situ 
XRPD analyses were performed (Figure A 27) are indicated by red circles and red numbers. 
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bound pore water. In the diffraction pattern the 001 basal reflection is located almost at the same 

position. 

 

The third mass loss step was investigated by ex-situ XRPD at 350 °C, which corresponds to the 

peak of the mass release and at 400 °C at which the decomposition step is almost completed. In 

the diffraction patterns (Figure A 27, magenta and green patterns) the 110 and the 010 are slightly 

broadened but still clearly apparent. This indicates 2-dimensional coherence of the material, i.e. 

the poly(heptazine imide) layers are not completely depolymerized by hydrolysis. Therefore, the 

third mass loss step can be attributed mainly to the release of strongly bound pore water 

molecules. The 001 reflection is shifted towards smaller d-values, as the complete removal of pore 

water molecules leads to a shortening of the interlayer distances. The symmetrical, vast 

broadening of this reflection indicates a loss of three dimensional coherence in the crystal lattice, 

i.e. before heating H-PHI large stacks of poly(heptazine imide) layers were apparent and by 

removal of pore water the layers get partially exfoliated. Thus, only small stacks of a few nm 

(≈ 3-9 layers) remain. In addition, in the diffraction patterns at around 14 ° 2θ (Figure A 27, inset, 

cyan background) a Bragg peak (red triangle) arises from the diffuse scattering present in this 

region of the pattern. This peak indicates small domains (≈ 3-9 layers) of eclipsed stacked layers 

(see 6.12 Implications on the 3-dimensional structure of the poly(heptazine imide) 

framework from X-ray powder diffraction data) after complete removal of pore-water, which 

is in accordance with the observations from SAED (see Figure 2.1 in the main text, and 6.3 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)).  

  

Figure A 27. Ex-situ XRPD analysis of the residue of H-PHI before and after heating up in the TGA-device to different 
temperatures. In order to illustrate the instrumental background effects, an empty capillary of the same batch was 
measured applying the same conditions (grey patterns). The low angle region of the XRPD pattern is presented in the 
inset. The expected position of the diffraction line, indicating eclipsed stacking is highlighted with cyan background. 
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6.10 Structure modeling based on XRPD 

Indexing/Rietveld refinement: 

XRPD reflections were indexed to a triclinic cell. The cell metric was verified by Pawley 

refinement, which resulted in a pseudohexagonal cell with lattice parameters a = b = 12.78 Å, c = 

4.31 Å, α = β = 109.63o, and γ = 120o, Rwp = 3.87%, Figure A 28. Anisotropic peak broadening was 

accounted for by using a modification for cylindrical domain morphology26 oriented along the c-

axis. Additional broadening was described using a Lorentzian-type microstrain parameter, with 

additional corrections for the instrumental profile. A second Pawley phase of equally spaced 

reflections was used for the background. This cell was also suitable for describing the remaining 

diffraction features in the H-PHI pattern as well, Figure A 29. In this case, strain broadening was 

described using a hexagonal-type Stephens’ model.27 

 

Figure A 28. (a) Resulting fit from Pawley refinement to the K-PHI dataset measured with CuKα1 radiation. The 
reflection positions and background function are also plotted. (b) The difference curve is plotted for reference. 
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A structure model for Rietveld refinement was based upon the previously solved structure of 

poly(triazine imide) reimagined for polymerized heptazine imide sheets.28 The cell indexing 

indicates a single layer per cell, which given the non-90o  α/β, must stack in a staggered fashion. A 

planar heptazine dimer was defined as a rigid body and oriented in the x-y plane, forming large 

triangular pores with two heptazine units on each side, and an interlayer distance of 

approximately 3.2 Å.  

To obtain reasonable intensities, it was necessary to include atoms to account for the pore content. 

In all refinements for K-PHI, a single K atom was included in the pore with site position refined. 

Modeling of the additional species was attempted using different methods. First, the additional 

electron density in the pore was described using a pseudo-atom, i.e. a single atom with refined 

scattering contribution, and ADPs refined either isotropically or anisotropically, Figure A 30 a). 

This approximation was not sufficient for achieving a satisfactory fit. The second method involved 

sequentially adding oxygen atoms to represent water molecules, which were freely refined within 

the pore, Figure A 30 b). The final result used 7 oxygen atoms. 1 K and 7 O atoms corresponds 

roughly to 7 wt% K and 20 wt% water which is consistent with estimates from elemental analysis. 

Bond distance constraints, determined from DFT relaxations, were defined to maintain 

reasonable distances between O-O, K-O and O-C/N pairs. The fit, Rwp = 8.61%, indicates that this 

is a plausible crystallographic model, Figure A 31. Pawley and Rietveld refinements were 

performed using TOPAS v6.29 

Figure A 29. (a) Resulting fit from Pawley refinement to the H-PHI dataset measured with CuKα1 radiation. The 
reflection positions and background function are also plotted. (b) The difference curve is plotted for reference. 
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6.11 Pair distribution function (PDF) analysis 

Data processing: 

The raw 2D data from BNL and ESRF were corrected for polarization effects, masked, and 

azimuthally integrated into 1D powder diffraction intensities using FIT2D30 and pyFAI31 

respectively. Further correction, normalization, and Fourier transformation of the data to the PDF, 

G(r), was performed using PDFgetX332, within xPDFsuite.33  

The total scattering structure function  is obtained from the coherent scattering intensities 

, after removal of the self-scattering, by, 

Figure A 30. (a) Rietveld refinement results from simulation of pore content by potassium and a single pseudo-atom of 
arbitrary electron number with site positions and ADPs refined. (b) Rietveld refinement results from simulation of pore 
content by potassium and various number of oxygen atoms with site positions refined and ADPs fixed. 

Figure A 31. (a) Final Rietveld refinement to the K-PHI dataset measured with CuKα1 radiation. The reflection positions 
and background function are also plotted. (b) The difference curve is plotted for reference. 
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                                           = −  〈 〉 + 〈 〉〈 〉 .                                            1  

 is the magnitude of the scattering momentum transfer ( = 4 sin /  for elastic scattering, 

where  is the wavelength, and 2  is the scattering angle).  is the atomic form factor for atom 

, and averaging denoted by 〈… 〉 is performed stoichiometrically over all atom species in the 

sample. The experimental PDF, , is obtained via truncated Fourier transformation of the 

reduced total structure function = − 1 , by 

                                              = 2 sin                                                    2  

                                                        = 4 − ,                                                                 3  

where  is the average atomic number density and  is the local atomic pair density, which is 

the average density of neighboring atoms at a distance  from an atom at the origin.  is the 

characteristic function of the diffracting domains which equals 1 for bulk crystals, but has an -

dependence for nano-sized domains.30 The maximum ranges of diffraction data used in the 

Fourier transform for the different measurements were Qmax = 25.0 Å-1 and 8.5 Å-1. 

 

Data comparison: 

The reduced total scattering data and resulting pair distribution functions are shown in Figure A 

32 and Figure A 33, for both the high Qmax/low Qres and the high Qres/low Qmax measurements at 

BNL. The former measurement gives high real space resolution, allowing for resolving distinct 

nearest neighbor atom-pair correlations from within the heptazine units. The latter measurement 

results in much lower real space resolution, and therefore specific intramolecular characteristics 

cannot be discerned. However, the higher reciprocal-space resolution of the measurement allows 

the real space structure information to be observed over longer distances, thus allowing for 

comparison of density modulations between the stacked layers to be compared between samples. 

It is clear that despite the loss of orientational coherence between stacked layers in the H-PHI 

sample, there is still a robust packing relationship between the layers, which is maintained at least 

up to 20-30 nm or more. 
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Figure A 32. (a) Reduced total scattering data for H-PHI and K-PHI measured with short detector distance (high 
Qmax/low Qres setup, Qmax = 25.0 Å-1),  (b) Resulting PDFs compared up to 50 Å. 
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Data modeling – single molecule, single layer, crystal structure: 

Simulation of the PDF for a single layer was performed using Diffpy-CMI.34 Further PDF 

refinements, and co-refinement of XRD/PDF data were carried out using TOPAS v6.29 The PDF was 

calculated from a crystallographic model by, 

                                             = 1 〈 〉 − − 4 ,                              4  

 

                                             = ∑ − ,∑ .                                    6  

For XRD/PDF corefinement,  was minimized for both datasets simultaneously, fitted to the 

same structure. In this case, different weightings of the XRD and PDF were attempted, and a 

suitable result was found using a weighting of 100:1 PDF:XRD to account for the relative order of 

magnitudes of the peak intensities in each dataset. The XRD/PDF corefinement of synchrotron 

Figure A 33. (a) Reduced total scattering data for H-PHI and K-PHI measured with far detector distance (high Qres/low 
Qmax setup, Qmax = 8.5 Å-1)  (b) Resulting PDFs compared up to 250 Å. 
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measured K-PHI sample is shown in Figure A 34, showing that the model can be consistently 

refined in both reciprocal and real space. Slightly improved fits to the PDF data were obtained by 

single dataset refinement for both K-PHI and H-PHI, shown in Figure A 35. 

 

 

Figure A 34. Corefinement of K-PHI model to synchrotron XRD and PDF measurements. (a) Fit to the high Q resolution 
XRD dataset. The (001) peak was excluded due to an over-biasing effect on the refinement result.  (b) The residual is 
shown for reference. (c) The resulting fit to the real space PDF from 1-15 Å. 
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 Pawley Rietveld PDF* 

 K-PHI H-PHI K-PHI K-PHI H-PHI 

wavelength 1.5406 1.5406 1.5406 0.1823 0.1823 

refinement 

range 

3.0-60.0 ° 3.0-60.0 ° 3.0-60.0 ° 1.1-20.0 Å 1.1-20.0 Å 

a=b 12.78 12.78 12.78 12.80 12.92 

c 4.31 4.33 4.31 4.33 4.33 

α=β 109.63 109.96 109.63 109.76 109.60 

γ 120.0 120.0 120.0 120.0 120.0 

Rwp 0.0387 0.0434 0.0861 0.2254 0.1901 

*Separate samples prepared for PDF measurements. 

Figure A 35. PDF-only refinements to the H-PHI and K-PHI measurements. K-PHI contained 7 O and 1 K atom in the 
pore. For H-PHI, the K atom was replaced by an eighth O atom. The model gives a suitable result in both cases. 

Figure A 36. Structures resulting from PDF-only refinements to the (a) K-PHI and (b) H-PHI measurements, both 
refined using the staggered stacking relationship determined from Rietveld refinement to K-PHI lab diffraction data. 

Table A 2. PDF-only refinements to the H-PHI and K-PHI measurements. K-PHI contained 7 O and 1 K atom in the pore. 
For H-PHI, the K atom was replaced by an eighth O atom. The model gives a suitable result in both cases. 
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Short range order: 

By comparing PDF datasets measured for various K-PHI and H-PHI samples measured at BNL and 

ESRF, as well as Melem (with no ion content), we were able to observe an increase in the weighting 

of atom-pair correlations from approximately 2.5-3.2 Å with increasing ion concentration. These 

distances are found to correspond to the K-O coordination shell, as determined from DFT 

calculations, giving direct evidence that water coordination (either partial or full) of the K ions 

occurs within the pores. This distance range also corresponds to the distances expected for 

coordination of N atoms in K-azine complexes35, meaning that there could be some contribution 

due to the off-centering of the K atoms within the pore. 

 

  

  

Figure A 37. Short range ordering of heptazine and pore contents as shown by the PDFs for H-PHI, K-PHI, and Melem 
samples measured at either BNL or ESRF. 
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6.12 Implications on the 3-dimensional structure of the poly(heptazine imide) 

framework from X-ray powder diffraction data 

Information on the 3-dimensional structure of the poly(heptazine imide) framework can be 

extracted from the X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) patterns, as these represent an averaged 

analysis of the bulk material. In contrast to ideal conventional crystalline material, the presence 

of different kinds of defects is expected in the PHI materials, such as: intralayer defects caused by 

incomplete polymerization, disorder of the pore material and planar defects occurring as stacking 

faults. Only the latter kind of faulting governs the structural coherence perpendicular to the 

poly(heptazine imide) planes. Hence the 3-dimensional structure of the poly(heptazine imide) 

framework can only be understood completely when these defects are taken into account. 

Therefore, systematic series of simulations of the diffraction patterns of the faulted 

poly(heptazine imide) using distinct faulting scenarios were performed and compared to the 

measured data in order to obtain qualitative information on the kinds and degree of faulting that 

is present in the material. Due to the presence of different kind of defects, as mentioned above, no 

attempt was made to fit the measured diffraction patterns with any faulting model. 

Comparison of the powder patterns of K-PHI and H-PHI 

A comparison of the diffraction patterns of K-PHI and H-PHI is presented in Figure A 38. In total 

H-PHI (black pattern) seems to exhibit less reflections than the potassium phase (blue pattern). 

The main reflections (110, 010, 001) in the hydrogen compound are situated at identical positions 

as in the pattern of K-PHI, which indicates that basic structural motifs such as the constitution of 

the poly(heptazine imide) layers are identical. The smaller number of reflection may indicate a 

higher symmetry of the structure of H-PHI but a close inspection of the diffraction pattern (Figure 

A 38, inset) reveals that there are many, but vastly broadened reflection apparent that almost 

merge with the background. Hence, there is much diffuse scatting in the diffraction pattern of H-

PHI. The background itself and the basis of the 110, 010 reflections exhibit a characteristic 

triangular shape, which is indicative for planar defects in the crystal structure.36 Therefore, the 

lower number of reflections present in the diffraction pattern of H-PHI rather indicate a higher 

degree of disorder in the structure than a higher symmetry.  

Diffuse scattering can also originate from the disorder of the solvent molecules present in the 

pores of the poly(heptazine imide) framework. In order to rule out the scattering contribution of 

the pore particles, diffraction patterns (Figure A 39) of fully ordered H-PHI were simulated using 

the structural model derived from the PDF-analysis (6.10 Structure modeling based on XRPD 

and 6.11 Pair distribution function (PDF) analysis) with (black pattern) and without (blue 

pattern) the pore water related oxygen sites. Excluding the pore particles does not decrease the 

number of peaks in the diffraction pattern and therefore does not artificially increase the 

symmetry of the lattice. However, it affects the peak intensities in relation to the 001 basal 

reflection. In consequence systematic simulations of the diffractional effects of planar defects in 

the stacking of the poly(heptazine imide) framework without including the pore-water can be 

used to demonstrate which reflections are broadened due to the different faulting scenarios which 
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are discussed in the next sections. But as the reflection intensities are affected by the pore 

particles, the simulations can only be used for a qualitative description of the 3-dimensional 

structure of the poly(heptazine imide) framework. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A 38. Comparison of the measured powder patterns of K-PHI and H-PHI including selected reflection indices. 
Peak broadening appearing in a triangular shape that merges with the background in the pattern of H-PHI is highlighted 
by red color (inset).  

Figure A 39. Simulated diffraction patterns of H-PHI including and excluding pore water.
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Possible arrangements of the poly(heptazine imide) layers 

 

Possible layer arrangements, i.e. stacking orders, in the poly(heptazine imide) material can be 

derived from the idealized structure model of H-PHI obtained by the PDF-analysis (see 6.10 

Structure modeling based on XRPD and 6.11 Pair distribution function (PDF) analysis). 

Short N-H∙∙∙O (1.7 Å to 1.9 Å) and N∙∙∙O (2.8 Å to 3.7 Å) distances, as well the NMR- and TG- analyses 

(see NMR section of main Text, 6.7 Solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (ssNMR) and  

6.9 TGA-XRD experiments) indicate possible attractive interactions in terms of potential 

hydrogen bonds or dipole-dipole interactions between the poly(heptazine imide) backbone and 

the water molecules in the pores (Figure A 40, a, green, dashed bonds). These interactions occur 

both within a layer and in-between neighboring layers. Hence the position of a layer is shifted 

towards the pore of the preceding layer (Figure A 40, b). Due to the 3-fold symmetry of the 

heptazine SBU and the disorder of the pore water, the layer can be shifted towards each of the 

three neighboring pores (Figure A 40, b, c, d). In addition, a completely eclipsed stacking of the 

Figure A 40. (a) Interlayer interactions in the structural model of H-PHI mediated by water molecules (presented as 
oxygen atoms), possible attractive interactions between poly(heptazine imide) related nitrogen and hydrogen sites and 
pore water are indicated by green, dashed bonds, the stacking vector describing the layer-to-layer arrangement is 
represented by the magenta arrows. (b-e) Top view on possible layer to layer arrangements in the structure of H-PHI, 
molecules in the pore are omitted, the preceding layer is presented in grey and stacking vectors as colored arrows, (b) 
stacking order on the proposed structured model of H-PHI = pore I stacking, (c, d) alternative stacking order directed 
by one of the neighboring pores = pore II stacking, (e) completely eclipsed stacking. 
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poly(heptazine imide) layers (Figure A 40, e) will be considered, as this stacking leads to a higher 

lattice symmetry and therefore to fewer peaks in the diffraction pattern. 

Simulations of the diffractional effects of planar defects in the poly(heptazine imide) 

framework  

For the simulations of the diffractional effects of planar defects in the poly(heptazine imide) lattice 

a supercell approach implemented into the TOPAS software37 was used. Therefore, the unit cell of 

H-PHI had to be transformed into a pseudo-trigonal metric (Table A 3). The stacking sequence of 

the poly(heptazine imide) layers was described by stacking vectors. In the idealized, faultless 

model of the H-PHI phase the stacking vector is represented by the orientation of the 

crystallographic c-axis. For the simulations of the diffraction patterns of stacking faulted H-PHI 

four possible stacking-types were considered (Figure A 40, b-e) with each of them represented by 

an individual stacking vector that also had to be transformed into the pseudo-trigonal metric. In 

each simulation the diffractions patterns of 100 randomly created supercells each of them 

containing 200 poly(heptazine imide) layers using an array of up to four stacking vectors were 

calculated and averaged, which results in comparable simulation as obtained by the recursive 

DIFFaX routine.38 The random creation of the stacking sequences was directed by transition 

probabilities that were systematically varied during one series of simulations (see below). In each 

series of the simulations a different set of transition probabilities, i.e. a different transitions 

probability matrix and different arrays of stacking vectors were used in order to represent 

different faulting scenarios. 

original cell transformed cell 

Space 
group 

P1 Space group P1 

V/ Å³ 460 V/ Å³ n ∙ 460 

a/ Å 12.963 a'/ Å 12.963 

b/ Å 12.963 b'/ Å 12.963 

c/ Å 4.319 c'/ Å n ∙ 3.1981 

α/ ° 109.28 α'/ ° 90 

β/ ° 109.28 β'/ ° 90 

γ/ ° ≈ 120 γ'/ ° ≈ 120 

S 
0
0
1

 S ∈ 
-0.22
-0.22

1
, 

0.22
0
1

, 
0

0.22
1

, 
0
0
1

 

n is the number of poly(heptazine imide) layers of the supercells 

Faulting Scenario I 

In the first faulting scenario, the diffractional effects of random transitions among pore directed 

stacking using only one pore (Figure A 40, b) and eclipsed stacking were simulated. For the 

Table A 3. Overview on the lattice parameters and the stacking vectors of the determined cell of H-PHI and of the 
transformed unit cell used for the simulations of the diffractional effects of planar defects using a supercell approach. 
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transition from pore I directed stacking to eclipsed stacking the transition probability parameter 

Px was defined, which was also used for the probability of transitions within the eclipsed stacking 

(Figure A 41). As the columns of the transition probability matrix (Table A 4) have to sum up to 1, 

all other layer-to-layer transitions are associated with a transition probability of 1-Px. 

 

from↓/ to→ pore I eclipsed layer 

pore I 1-Px, S1 Px, S2 

eclipsed 

layer 
1-Px, S1 Px, S2 

In the simulation series the transition parameter Px was gradually increased from 0 to 1 in order 

to simulate the transition from the pure, ordered pore directed stacking to eclipsed stacking 

(Figure A 42). An initial increase of the fault probability leads to a vast broadening of most 

reflections in the diffraction patterns. This is most pronounced for the 010 reflection, which is 

broadened but also shifted towards lower diffraction angles. At Px ≈ 0.3, this reflection begins to 

merge with the 110 reflection which results in an overall triangular peak shape. Beginning at Px > 

0.5 new reflections appear and sharpen with increasing Px, as a more and more ordered, eclipsed 

stacking is simulated. The reflections attributed to an ordered, eclipsed stacking (Figure A 42, grey 

background) are not apparent in the measured pattern (blue pattern). In addition, in the 

measured pattern the 010 reflection is still present, not shifted and not broadened to a high 

degree. As none of the simulated patterns is qualitatively good in agreement with the measured 

pattern, faulting scenario I does not represent the microstructure of the H-PHI sample. 

Figure A 41. Schematic illustration of the microstructural model used for the faulting scenario I, the transition 
probability matrix is given in Table A 4. 

Table A 4. Transition probability matrix including the stacking 
vectors of faulting scenario I (Figure A 41). 
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Faulting Scenario II 

In another faulting scenario transitions among the three different kinds of pore directed stacking 

(Figure A 40, b-d) were simulated (Figure A 43). The 3x3 transition probability matrix (Table A 5) 

was constraint by using one parameter, Py, which describes the probability that there is a change 

in the direction of the stacking order. 

 

from↓/ to→ pore I pore II pore III 

pore I 1-2∙Py, S1 Py, S3 Py, S4 

pore II Py, S1 1-2∙Py, S3 Py, S4 

pore III Py, S1 Py, S3 1-2∙Py, S4 

 

In the simulation series the parameter Py was gradually increased from 0.00 representing a 

complete ordered pore directed stacking to 0.33, which describes a complete random pore 

Figure A 42. Comparison of a series of simulated powder patterns of stacking faulted H-PHI using faulting scenario I 
(Figure A 41, Table A 4) in which the probability for eclipsed stacking, Px, was gradually increased with the measured 
pattern. Reflections that are apparent in pure eclipsed stacking (Px =1.0) but not in the measured pattern are highlighted 
with grey background, reflections that are apparent in the measured pattern but not in the simulated are highlighted 
with cyan background color.  

Figure A 43. Schematic illustration of the microstructural model used for the faulting scenario II, the transition 
probability matrix is given in Table A 5. 

Table A 5. Transition probability matrix including the stacking vectors of faulting scenario II 
(Figure A 43). 
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directed stacking (Figure A 44). An increased probability of a change in the stacking direction 

leads to broadening of almost all reflections present in the pattern of H-PHI except for the 110 and 

the 001 reflection. The peak broadening is most pronounced for the 010 reflection. Nevertheless, 

it shows only a slight shift towards lower diffraction angles, it merges due to vast broadening with 

the 110 reflections, which appears as a triangular peak shape at the basis. The simulated 

diffraction pattern of a complete random pore directed stacking (Py = 0.33) exhibit strong 

similarities with the measured pattern (Figure A 44, blue pattern). A complete random pore 

directed stacking, however, leads to the disappearance of the 010 reflection, which is still present 

in the measured pattern (blue background). This indicates that the faulting scenario has to be 

extended by an additional element. 

 

 

 

 

Faulting Scenario III 

In faulting scenario III, faulting scenario II was extended by adding the eclipsed layer stacking 

(Figure A 45). The transition probability matrix (Table A 6) was constraint by keeping the 

probability of a change in the direction of pore directed stacking constant at ⅓, which represents 

a complete random pore directed stacking. Within this stacking order eclipsed stacked layers 

were included as defects. Both the number of eclipsed stacked defects and the extension of the 

eclipsed stacked section were described by the parameter Px (Figure A 45, Table A 6) that was 

gradually increased during the simulations.  

Figure A 44. Comparison of a series of simulated powder patterns of stacking faulted H-PHI using faulting scenario II 
(Figure A 43, Table A 5) in which the probability for a change in the direction of pore directed stacking, Py, was gradually 
increased with the measured pattern. Reflections that are apparent in the measured pattern but not in the simulated 
for complete random pore directed stacking (Py = 0.33) are highlighted with cyan background color. 
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from↓/ to→ pore I pore II pore III eclipsed layer 

pore I ⅓-⅓∙Px, S1 ⅓-⅓∙Px, S3 ⅓-⅓∙Px, S4 Px, S2 

pore II ⅓-⅓∙Px, S1 ⅓-⅓∙Px, S3 ⅓-⅓∙Px, S4 Px, S2 

pore III ⅓-⅓∙Px, S1 ⅓-⅓∙Px, S3 ⅓-⅓∙Px, S4 Px, S2 

eclipsed 

layer 
⅓-⅓∙Px, S1 ⅓-⅓∙Px, S3 ⅓-⅓∙Px, S4 Px, S2 

 

 

 

The increase of the number and the extension of eclipsed stacked defects in a complete random 

pore directed stacking in H-PHI leads to the appearance of additional reflections. These 

reflections, however, are not present in the measured pattern, which is most striking at around 

14 °2 θ (Figure A 46, grey background). This faulting scenario also does not explain the 

Figure A 45. Schematic illustration of the microstructural model used for the faulting scenario III, the transition 
probability matrix is given in Table A 6. 

Table A 6. Transition probability matrix including the stacking vectors of faulting scenario III (Figure A 45). 

Figure A 46. Comparison of a series of simulated powder patterns of stacking faulted H-PHI using faulting scenario III 
(Figure A 45, Table A 6) in which the probability of eclipsed stacking, Px, in a complete random pore directed stacking 
was gradually increased with the measured pattern. Reflections that appear during increasing the number and 
extension of eclipsed stacked layers (Px) but are not in the measured pattern are highlighted with grey background, 
reflections that are apparent in the measured pattern, but not in the simulation, are highlighted with cyan background 
color. 
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appearance of the residue of the 010 reflection in the simulated pattern (cyan background). Hence, 

extending the microstructural model of a complete random pore directed stacking by eclipsed 

stacking does not lead to a satisfying explanation for the observed diffractional effects. 

Faulting Scenario IV 

In faulting scenario IV only transitions among pore directed stacking were used to simulate a 

crystallographic intergrowth of a complete random pore directed stacked domain (Py = ⅓) with 

an ordered pore directed stacked domain (Figure A 47). A probability parameter Pdom was defined 

that describes the number of ordered domains intergrown with a random domain directed 

stacking. After the transition from random pore directed stacking to an ordered domain, the 

stacking will continue in the same pore direction (Figure A 47, thick arrows). The parameter Pext 

describes the probability for a transition from an ordered pore directed stacking to a randomly 

oriented pore directed stacking and therefore the extension of the ordered domain. The transition 

probability matrix is given in Table A 7. 

 

from↓/ to→ 
random stacking ordered domains 

pore I pore II pore III pore I pore II pore III 

random 

stacking 

pore I 
⅓-⅓∙Pdom, 

S1 

⅓-⅓∙Pdom, 

S3 

⅓-⅓∙Pdom, 

S4 

⅓∙Pdom, 

S1 

⅓∙Pdom, 

S3 

⅓∙Pdom, 

S4 

pore II 
⅓-⅓∙Pdom, 

S1 

⅓-⅓∙Pdom, 

S3 

⅓-⅓∙Pdom, 

S4 

⅓∙Pdom, 

S1 

⅓∙Pdom, 

S3 

⅓∙Pdom, 

S4 

pore III 
⅓-⅓∙Pdom, 

S1 

⅓-⅓∙Pdom, 

S3 

⅓-⅓∙Pdom, 

S4 

⅓∙Pdom, 

S1 

⅓∙Pdom, 

S3 

⅓∙Pdom, 

S4 

ordered 

domains 

pore I ⅓∙Pext, S1 ⅓∙Pext, S3 ⅓∙Pext, S4 1-Pext, S1 - - 

pore II ⅓∙Pext, S1 ⅓∙Pext, S3 ⅓∙Pext, S4 - 1-Pext, S3 - 

pore III ⅓∙Pext, S1 ⅓∙Pext, S3 ⅓∙Pext, S4 - - 1-Pext, S4 

 

Figure A 47. Schematic illustration of the microstructural model used for the faulting scenario IV, the transition 
probability matrix is given in Table A 7. 

Table A 7. Transition probability matrix including the stacking vectors of faulting scenario IV (Figure A 47). 
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In the series of simulation presented in Figure A 48 the probability for a backshift from an ordered 

to a random pore directed stacking was kept constant at Pext = 3 %, which means that the ordered 

domain was kept at a high extension, i.e. after 22 layers ≡ 7 nm of ordered stacking there is a 

probability of > 50 % for a backshift to random pore directed stacking. The number of domains 

represented by the parameter Pdom was gradually increased. An increase of the number of ordered 

domains (Pdom > 0.03) leads to the appearance of the 010 reflection in the simulated patterns 

(Figure A 48, cyan background). Additional reflections become visible only after a further increase 

of the number of ordered domains (Pdom > 0.10). Hence, it can be concluded that faulting scenario 

IV (Figure A 48)  is a suitable, qualitative approximation of the microstructure of the H-PHI phase. 

 

Final evaluation 

The absence of eclipsed stacking related reflections at (13.6, 15.8, 21.0 23.8, 29.0, 31.2)° 2θ in the 

measured patterns clearly indicated that there are no coherently scattering domains of eclipsed 

stacked poly(heptazine imide) layers in the H-PHI material. The presence of a few, isolated 

eclipsed stacked defects in the material, however, cannot be excluded. Systematic simulations 

indicated that the microstructure of H-PHI is mainly governed by pore directed stacking. Due to 

the intrinsic trigonal symmetry of the heptazine SBU, this type of stacking exhibits three 

fundamental directions. The vast broadening of the reflections indicated a non-coherent stacking, 

i.e. the stacking order is a complete random distribution of these three fundamental stacking 

directions. A remnant of the 010 reflection also points to the fact that few domains of ordered pore 

directed stacking are still apparent in the microstructure of the material (Figure A 49). As the 

scattering effect of the pore material, which modulates the peak intensities in relation to the 

intensity of 001 basal reflection, could not be included into the simulation series, quantitative 

information on the amount and extensions of the ordered stacked domains in the material, cannot 

be extracted. 

Figure A 48. Comparison of a series of simulated powder patterns of stacking faulted H-PHI using faulting scenario IV 
(Figure A 47, Table A 7) in which the probability of the occurrence of an ordered domain, Pdom, in a complete random 
pore directed stacking was gradually increased while the extension of the ordered domain was kept constant (Pext. = 
0.03) with the measured pattern. The position of the 010 reflection is highlighted by cyan background. 
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Synopsis: The 3-dimensional structure of the poly(heptazine imide) framework 

The 3-dimensional structure of the poly(heptazine imide) framework, i.e. the arrangement of 

poly(heptazine imide) layers is governed by the ions and molecules (e.g. K+ and H2O) situated in 

the pores. By interactions between the pore particles and the poly(heptazine imide) backbone a 

stacking order in which the layers are arranged in a slightly staggered fashion, i.e. a layer is shifted 

towards the pore of the preceding layer, is more favorable than a complete eclipsed stacking. Due 

to the trigonal symmetry of the heptazine SBU, there are three symmetry equivalent pores per 

heptazine unit. In H-PHI the pores are exclusively filled with water molecules. According to the 

small spacial extension of water molecule and due to the interlayer spacing of ≈ 3.2 Å, water only 

mediates the interactions between two adjacent layers. In consequence there is no long-range 

order of the layer orientation in the structure of H-PHI. Hence, transitions among all three possible 

pore directed stackings occur in a complete random fashion. In contrast the powder pattern of 

K-PHI indicates a long-range order in c-direction. Due to the positive charge and the large ionic 

radius of potassium a partial hydration sphere is formed with the water molecule in the pores. 

Therefore, potassium directs the stacking order of at least three adjacent layers directly and by 

the arrangement of pore water molecules by forming the partial hydration sphere even more 

layers indirectly. The ordered domains that are present in the microstructure of H-PHI can be 

attributed to residual potassium (as indicated by elemental analysis showing 0.5 w% potassium 

for H-PHI) that was not completely exchanged during the conversion from K-PHI to H-PHI. 

  

Figure A 49. Comparison of selected simulated diffraction patterns of faulting scenario IV (Table A 7, Figure A 47) with 
the measured pattern of H-PHI. 
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6.13 Protonation with different acids/concentrations 

 

Figure A 50–Figure A 52 show that neither the type of acid, e.g. HCl, H3PO4, H2SO4 or HClO4, nor 

the molarity of the acid is relevant for the transformation from K-PHI to H-PHI. Higher acid 

concentration most likely just result in a faster hydrolysis of attached functional groups. Also none 

of the anions could be found in the corresponding H-PHI. Thus, the formed salt from the acid/base 

reaction is washed out from the pores upon washing with water. This is not the case for the related 

poly(triazine imide) structure where “LiCl” is present within the pore.28 As expected, all 

differently treated H-PHI samples performed similarly well in photocatalytic experiments. 

Additionally, we tried to extract the potassium ions by stirring the polymer in a crown-18-ether 

known to complex alkali ions. However, we could not detect any change in the structure after 

washing why we conclude that either the pores are not accessible to the cryptand or the potassium 

ions are bound to the network quite strongly. 

 

Figure A 50. IR spectra of K-PHI treated with different concentrations of hydrochloric acid. HCl instant was treated for 
only 5 min. while the rest was treated overnight. The major difference is the complete removal of the NCN-vibration at 
ca. 2170 cm-1 with higher concentrations.   
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Figure A 51. (a) IR spectra and (b) powder XRD of K-PHI treated with HCl and H2SO4. We conclude that there is no 
significant influence of the acid that is used. Asterisk marks an artifact of the diffractometer. 

Figure A 52. Photocatalytic performance of K-PHI treated with various acids. The catalytic performance is neither 
dependent on the concentration of the acid nor their type. 
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6.14 Base treated H-PHI 

H-PHI may be treated with a base to reconvert it back to its anionic form and the corresponding 

alkali metal cation. The transformation from optimized K-PHI to H-PHI by stirring in diluted 

aqueous HCl and back to K-PHI by stirring in aqueous KOH is presented in Figure A 54. Although 

partial hydrolysis and hence degradation of the backbone and the functional NCN-groups may be 

expected, the main characteristic peaks in the analyses are retained. However, due to a likely loss 

of functional groups during the initial treatment with acids, the activity of the pristine K-PHI for 

H2-Evolution is not totally recovered. Additionally, the increased tail in the diffuse reflectance 

spectrum (Figure A 54e) gives rise to the assumption of increased degradation of the 

photocatalyst, e.g. due to hydrolysis. 

Figure A 53. Photocatalytic activity with respect to the H-PHI concentration in the suspension. According to this a 
concentration of approx. 0.7 mg/mL is suitable for optimal performance. The catalytic reaction was performed with Pt 
as co-catalyst (2 wt%) and methanol as sacrificial donor. 
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Figure A 54. (a) XRPD patterns, (b) FT-IR spectra, (c) 13C cross-polarization (CP) MAS ssNMR spectra, (d) 15N MAS 
ssNMR (direct and CP) (e) diffuse reflectance spectra and (f) photocatalytic performance of pristine optimized K-PHI, 
the acid treated H-PHI and the back-converted KOH treated H-PHI. 
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6.15 Elemental Analysis 

 Ampoule crystalline K-PHI Crucible optimized K-PHI 

 wt% mol% wt% mol% 

C 27.6 34.9 26.2 32.6 

N 46.3 50.1 43.6 46.5 

K 13.7 5.3 9.0 3.4 

S 2.0 0.9 0.4 0.2 

H (1.7) - (2.2) - 

H2Oa) 10.4 8.7 20.8 17.3 

Total 100.0  100.0 100.0 

N/C 1.438 C7N10K1S0.18 1.426 C7N10K0.7S0.04 
a) All weight percents were added and the rest along with the hydrogen content was defined as water. This way the 

hydrogen content is not reliable and therefore not included in the chemical formula. 

 

 

 Ampoule crystalline H-PHI Crucible optimized H-PHI 

 wt% mol% wt% mol% 

C 29.0 33.9 28.7 33.6 

N 49.7 49.8 48.0 48.2 

K 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.1 

S 0.4 0.2 0 0 

H (3.0) - (3.1) - 

H2Oa) 20.4 15.9 23.1 18.1 

Total 100.0  100.0  

N/C 1.469 C7N10.2K0.04S0.04 1.434 C7N10.2K0.02 
a) All weight percents were added and the rest along with the hydrogen content was defined as water. This way the 

hydrogen content is not reliable and therefore not included in the chemical formula. 

 

As washing the substance with THF did not significantly impact the sulfur content, it is either 

covalently bound (doping in the backbone) or unaccessible in pores. However, when washed with 

diluted acids such as HCl a loss of sulfur is observed which may be explained by a delamination 

and successive removal of intraporous molecules/ions. 

  

Table A 8. Composition of crystalline K-PHI and optimized K-PHI determined by combustion analysis and ion coupled 
plasma (ICP) analysis. The values were averaged over several batches. Water was indirectly determined as the residual 
mass.  

Table A 9. Composition of crystalline H-PHI and optimized H-PHI determined by combustion analysis and ion coupled 
plasma (ICP) analysis. The values were averaged over several batches. Water was indirectly determined as the residual 
mass.  
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6.16 Water sorption 

Water sorption isotherms were measured on an Autosorb-iQ surface analyzer with vapor option 

(Quantachrome Instruments, USA). To initially remove guest molecules the samples were 

outgassed in vacuum at 200 °C for 12 h. The measurements were performed at 273 K. The overall 

uptake of water is 340 ccm/g for optimized K-PHI, 417 ccm/g for optimized H-PHI, 169 ccm/g for 

crystalline K-PHI and 196 ccm/g for crystalline H-PHI. The desorption of water is reversible. 

However, at low pressures the initial amount is not reached and complete desorption of strongly 

bound water likely requires higher temperatures for these materials. This is expected since the 

ssNMR results also indicate a rather strong binding situation between water and the carbon 

nitride network. In the case of optimized H-PHI and K-PHI a significant uptake of water can be 

observed. The maximum adsorbed amount is somewhat larger in the case of H-PHI, which is in 

line with the other experimental data, since elemental analyses also show that more water is 

present in H-PHI. The lower adsorption volume for crystalline samples is expected due to the 

larger crystallites and therefore less accessible surface area and also follows the data from 

elemental analysis.  

 

Figure A 55. Water sorption isotherms at 273 K for (a) optimized K-PHI, (b) optimized H-PHI, (c) crystalline K-PHI and 
(d) crystalline H-PHI. 
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6.17 Raman spectroscopy 

The Raman spectra were recorded with an excitation wavelength of 532 nm and 633 nm. In 

general, K-PHI and H-PHI both show a strong luminescence background for both measured 

excitation wavelengths (Figure A 56). Some of the main signals are still distinguishable from the 

background, which are within the expected range for triazine or heptazine based systems.39,40 No 

significant differences of those signals were observed for H-PHI and K-PHI. The weaker intensities 

in crystalline samples are likely to arise from looser packing in the capillary and therefore less 

substance in the focus of the laser. 

 

 

 

Figure A 56. Raman spectra Raman spectra of (a) optimized K-PHI, (b) optimized H-PHI, (c) crystalline K-PHI and (d) 
crystalline H-PHI recorded with a 532 nm and 632 nm laser, respectively. The signals are overlapped by a strong 
fluorescence for both wavelengths. 
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7 Appendix B 
Experimental Details 

Melon: 

Dicyandiamide (Sigma-Aldrich, 99 %) was ground in a mortar and transferred into an open 

crucible which was heated in a muffle furnace (10 °C/min, 550 °C, 4 h, slow cooling to ambient 

temperature). The resulting pale, yellow solid was ground and washed four times with DI water. 

Potassium melonate:  

Melon and potassium thiocyanate (Gruessing, 99 %) were thoroughly ground in a mortar and 

transferred into a crucible covered with a lid which was placed in a preheated muffle furnace 

(550 °C, 4 h, slow cooling to ambient temperature). The resulting bright yellow solid was washed 

three times with DI water. The volume of the combined transparent filtrate was then reduced by 

rotary evaporation and potassium melonate penta-hydrate precipitated overnight. Filtration 

yielded a colorless needle shaped compound which was recrystallized from a mixture of 

water/acetone. 

K-CN-phase:  

Dicyandiamide (97 mg, 1.14 mmol, Sigma-Aldrich >98%), KSCN (18 mg, 0.19 mmol, Gruessing 

99 %) and potassium melonate penta-hydrate (79 mg, 0.16 mmol) were ground in a mortar and 

transferred into a Duran glass ampoule, which was subsequently purged four times with argon 

and then dried under high-vacuum. The ampoule was then flame-sealed and placed into a tube 

furnace (6 °C/min, 500 °C, 6 h, 1 °C/min, rt). In a final step the yellow solid was washed four times 

with DI water and then dried at 60 °C. 

H-CN-phase (protonation):  

Finely ground cryst. K-CN-phase (100 mg) was treated with 100 mL of 1 M HCl and stirred for 15 

min. The suspension was filtered and the residue washed four times with DI water to yield H-PHI. 

The powder was dried overnight. 

Backconverted K-CN-phase (deprotonation):  

Finely ground H-CN-phase was treated in a solution of K2CO3 (300 mg, 2.17 mmol) in 10 mL dest. 

water and subsequently filtered and washed five times with 25 mL of DI water to remove excess 

K2CO3. The powder was dried overnight. 

 

Photocatalytic experiments 

In a typical photocatalytic experiment 10 mg (note that rates (µmol/gh) were normalized 

according to the used amount of catalyst) carbon nitride material, 9 mL DI water, 1 mL (10 vol%) 

of methanol as sacrificial donor and 6 µL of dihydrogen hexachloroplatinate (Sigma-Aldrich, 

8 wt% solution in H2O), which forms the platinum cocatalyst in-situ, were transferred into a glass 

reactor with a quartz window. The suspension was stirred and sonicated prior to illumination. 

Additionally, the headspace was evacuated and backfilled with argon several times. A 300 Xenon 
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arc-lamp (Newport, 300 W) equipped with a 1.5 Global AM filter illuminated the suspension with 

100 mW/cm2 and from the headspace samples were periodically taken and quantified by gas-

chromatography (Thermo Scientific TRACE GC Ultra) equipped with a TCD detector using argon 

as the carrier gas. The reaction was thermostated at 25 °C during illumination as in previous 

works. 

Electrochemical experiments 

The electrochemical measurements were performed with plasma-cleaned FTO as a substrate. The 

contacts were sealed with epoxy resin and the final area of the electrodes ca. 1.5 cm². 2 mg of the 

carbon nitride material, 50 µL milipore water, 30 µL iso-propanole and 20 µL Nafion 117 (5% 

solution) were mixed into a slurry, which was subsequently sonicated for 1 h. The suspension was 

dropcasted on the wired FTO and dried at 60 °C over night. The measurements were performed 

in an aqueous 1 M KCl solution and referenced against a Ag/AgCl (sat. KCl) electrode while a 

platinum wire was used as a counter electrode. The electrolyte was purged for 30 min with 

nitrogen prior to the experiments. 

 

Instrumental details: 

Solid state 1H, 13C and 15N magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR experiments were performed on a 

Bruker Avance-III 400 MHz instrument at the frequencies of 400, 100.61 and 40.53 MHz, 

respectively (B0 = 9.4 T). All 1H and 13C spectra are referenced indirectly with respect to 

tetramethylsilane (TMS) using adamantane as secondary reference and the 14N and 15N to 

nitromethane using glycine and/or NH4Cl as a secondary reference. MAS frequencies were 

between 6.5-14.0 kHz in a 4 mm ZrO2 rotor. 

Transmission electron microscope: Powders, ground and suspended in butanol, were distributed 

onto a holey carbon/copper grid and studied with a Philips CM 30 ST microscope (300 kV, LaB6 

cathode). Images were taken with a TVIPS TemCam-F216 CMOS Camera. 

Laboratory X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) patterns of K-CN-phase and H-CN-phase were 

collected using a STOE Stadi P diffractometer with CuKα1 radiation (λ = 1.540598 Å) equipped with 

a MYTHEN 1 K detector (Dectris Ltd.) and a curved Ge(111) monochromator. 

Thermogravimetric (TG) analyses were performed using a STA 449 F5-Jupiter (Netzsch) device. 

The K-CN-phase sample was heated up in a corundum crucible in a dynamic argon (50 mL/ min) 

atmosphere to 600 °C with a heating rate of 5 °C min-1. An empty corundum crucible was used as 

a reference. 

Combustion analysis for detection of C, H, N, S was performed on a Elementar Analysensysteme 

GmbH ‒ Vario micro elemental analyzer. 
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Inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) data was obtained from a 

Varian Vista RL CCD simultaneous ICP-ACS device. The sample was dissolved in concentrated 

HNO3 in the microwave oven at 150 °C, before injecting into the plasma. 

Diffuse reflectance UV-Vis spectra were collected on a Cary 5000 spectrometer referenced to PTFE 

or barium sulfate as reference. 

Infrared (IR) spectra were recorded on a JASCO Fourier transform infrared spectrometer 

equipped with a diamond attenuated total reflectance (ATR) unit and a resolution  of 4 cm-1. 

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectra were measured on a Bruker EMXnano X-band 

device operating at an excitation frequency of ~9.6 GHz and 100 mW microwave power. 

Electrochemical experiments were performed with an Ivium technologies compactstat 

potentiostat with platinum wire as a counter electrode and an Ag/AgCl (sat. KCl) reference 

electrode.  
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Transmission electron microscopy 

 

  

Figure B 1. (a) Precession electron diffraction image of the [001] zone axis. The arrows mark the (020) reflection 
(14.8 Å) along the b-axis and the systematically absent (010) reflection (29.7 Å). The primary beam is covering the first 
29.7 Å reflection spot. (b) Electron diffraction image featuring a zone axis that presumably contains the stacking 
reflection (3.4-3.5 Å). The streaking of the intensities of the diffractions parallel to the central line could indicate a 
turbostratic disorder of the stacked polymer strands or the presence of very thin crystallites of only a few nanometers. 
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Pair distribution function analysis 

 

X-ray powder diffraction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure B 2. PDF of various known carbon nitrides polytriazine imide (PTI LiCl), melamine, melon and potassium 
polyheptazine imide (K-PHI) as a direct comparison to the newly synthesized K-CN- and H-CN-phase. The large 
similarities <2 Å are caused by the similar C-N bonding situation in all of the examined substances. 

Figure B 3. X-ray powder diffraction patterns of H-CN-phase (red) and the reconversion with K2CO3 to 
K-CN-phase (cyan). The original pattern from the pristine K-CN-phase (black) is shown for comparison. A few of the 
main reflections for reconverted K-CN-phase can be observed, but the crystallinity that was lost cannot be regained just 
by introducing the potassium cations. The same can be observed for the reconversion of H-PHI to K-PHI with potassium 
carbonate (cf. chapter 2). 
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Infrared spectroscopy 

 

 

 

Elemental analysis 

 K-CN-phase H-CN-phase 

 wt% mol% wt% mol% 

C 29.6 30.2 30.8 25.1 

N 52.2 45.6 52.8 37.8 

K 13.0 4.1 - - 

H 1.4 17.4 2.8 28.0 

Oa) 3.8 2.8 13.6 9.0 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

N/C 1.51 C6N9H2.5K0.8 ∙ 0.5 H2O 1.47 C6N9H2.5 ∙ 2 H2O 
a) All relative amounts were summed up and the rest was defined as oxygen, which is likely to be present in the form of 

water inside the structure. The sum formula represents a possible composition based on the elemental analysis data. 

  

Figure B 4. Infrared spectra of H-CN-phase (red) and the “reconversion” with K2CO3 to K-CN-phase (cyan). The original 
pattern from the pristine K-CN-phase (black) is shown for comparison. It is obvious that not all vibrational modes are 
present for the reconverted sample with respect to the pristine sample. However, some vibrations like the one at approx. 
980 cm-1 (grey dashed line) are observed, which implicates that most likely only a partial conversion is achieved. 

Table B 1. Elemental analysis obtained from combustion analysis and ICP/AE spectroscopy for K-CN-phase and H-CN-
phase, respectively. For the H-CN-phase no potassium could be detected by ICP/AE spectroscopy.  
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Additional ssNMR spectra 

 

 

 

Figure B 5. 13C cross-polarization ssNMR spectrum of poly(triazine imide) ∙ LiCl with 4 ms contact time. The chemical
shift range is narrower than those observed for heptazine-based structures. Therefore, we conclude K-CN-phase to be 
heptazine-based. 

Figure B 6. (a) 13C direct excitation ssNMR spectrum showing the close similarities between the acid treated H-CN-
phase and melon, being a 1D strand polymer. (b) 15N cross-polarization ssNMR spectrum of the same compounds. Note 
that melon has been recorded with a different set of device parameters and therefore the intensities should not directly 
be compared between those. The chemical shifts, however, are directly comparable. It is remarkable that during the 
protonation of the K-CN-phase leads to a signal at approx. 240 ppm, which corresponds to the bridging nitrogen in 
melon. This corroborates that this nitrogen atom was deprotonated in K-CN-phase previously. 
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Figure B 7. 15N CP ssNMR spectra of (a) K-CN-phase and (b) K-PHI taken with equal contact times of 4 ms. The 
integrations have been made by Lorentz peak fitting. In both spectra the integral over the tertiary nitrogen atoms have 
been arbitrarily chosen to be 1.00. The signals belonging to NH2 groups in the K-CN-phase have a much larger area 
relative to the corresponding signals in K-PHI. Since the contact times are equal, this finding implies that K-CN-phase 
has more terminating amino groups, hence exhibiting a less condensed structure. This observation points to the 
structural arrangement in PHI strands opposed to 2D interconnected units like in K-PHI. 
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Figure B 8. 13C-1H-HETCOR MAS NMR spectrum of the K-CN-phase recorded at 12.5 kHz and a contact time of 0.25 ms. 

Figure B 9. 15N-1H-HETCOR MAS NMR spectrum of the H-CN-phase recorded at 12.5 kHz and a contact time of 1.0 ms. 
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Photocatalysis 

 

An ICP/AES measurement after photocatalysis for >6 h yielded a reduced content of ca. 10 wt% 

opposed to the pristine sample with 14 wt%. The beginning loss of structurally incorporated 

potassium is responsible for the intensity changes in the diffraction pattern. 

 

Photocatalysis 

 

 

  

Figure B 10. (a) XRD pattern of K-CN-phase before and after photocatalysis for >6 h. A visible loss of long-range order 
is observable through broader Bragg reflections and also changes in signal intensity can be observed. These could hint 
at a transformation to H-CN-phase under the harsh photocatalytic conditions and the prolonged stirring in water. 
(b)Infrared spectrum for the K-CN-phase before and after photocatalysis for >6 h. The features of the spectrum are 
largely retained, expect for a new peak emerging at 1575 cm-1, which can be related to a vibrational band in the H-CN-
phase. Therefore, a beginning transformation under the harsh photocatalytic conditions may be observed. 

Figure B 11. (a) Crystalline K-PHI versus (b) amorphous optimized K-PHI in the presence of 4-MBA as electron donor 
irradiated by Xe-lamp. It is obvious that the crystalline version contains lower concentrations of photoreduced species. 
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Electrochemistry 

 

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) of fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) electrode coated only with Nafion 117 

as a blind experiment. The potential was swept from 0 mV to -1000 mV against a Ag/AgCl (sat. 

KCl) reference electrode and reversely. The electrode had an area of 1.4 cm² in contact with the 

1 M KCl electrolyte, which had been degassed for 1 h with nitrogen prior to the measurement. 

The curve shows only a very low current, which increases until the potential of -1000 mV is 

reached. At this potential, a starting decomposition of the electrolyte (water electrolysis) is 

observed as the redox potential for hydrogen evolution vs. Ag/AgCl locates at ca. -610 mV at pH 7 

without overpotential.1 The other detectable, reversible redox peak at approx. -450 mV probably 

stems from an impurity in the electrolyte as it is also visible in the CVs with K-PHI and the K-CN-

phase. Note, that this reversible peak is also observed for a blank FTO electrode without Nafion 

coating and could also not be removed by excessive degassing with nitrogen. Apart from this 

feature, the shape of the voltammogram suggests a capacitive behavior as would be expected for 

a non-reactive electrode surface. 

 

7.1 References 

(1) Wang, L.; Lee, C.-Y.; Schmuki, P. Solar water splitting: preserving the beneficial small feature 

size in porous α-Fe2O3 photoelectrodes during annealing. J. Mater. Chem. A 2013, 1 (2), 212–215. 

DOI: 10.1039/C2TA00431C. 

 

Figure B 12. Cyclic voltammogram of a blank FTO electrode coated with Nafion 117; scanrate 50 mV/s. Scan was 
performed in the dark. 
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8  Appendix C 
Experimental details 

Dicyandiamide (190 mg, 2.25 mmol) and an eutectic melt of NiCl2 (394 mg, 3.05 mmol) and KCl 

(605 mg, 8.11 mmol) was ground and transferred into a Duran glass ampoule which was purged 

three times with argon. The powder was further dried in vacuo and subsequently flame sealed 

and subjected to the following temperature program in a tube furnace 

(6 °C/min, 500 °C, 6 h, 1 °C/min, rt). The obtained solid was ground and washed five times with 

DI water and subsequently dried at 60 °C. 

Instrumental details 

Laboratory X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) patterns of H-PHI and K-PHI were collected using a 

STOE Stadi P diffractometer with CuKα1 radiation (λ = 1.540598 Å) equipped with a MYTHEN 1 K 

detector (Dectris Ltd.) and a curved Ge(111) monochromator. 

Transmission electron microscope: Powders, ground and suspended in butanol, were distributed 

onto a holey carbon/copper grid and studied with a Philips CM 30 ST microscope (300 kV, LaB6 

cathode). Images were taken with a TVIPS TemCam-F216 CMOS Camera. 

Thermogravimetric (TG) analyses were performed at using a STA 449 F5-Jupiter (Netzsch) device. 

The sample was heated up in a corundum crucible in a dynamic argon (50 mL/min) atmosphere 

from room temperature to 800 °C with a heating rate of 5 Kmin-1, respectively. An empty 

corundum crucible was used as a reference. Corrections of instrumental effects and the buoyancy 

were performed with Al2O3 as an inert reference material during a separate measurement. The 

gas stream injected at various times and was analyzed via mass spectrometry.  

For the evolved gas analysis thermogravimetric analysis (TGA, Netzsch STA F449 F3) 

coupled with gas chromatography (GC, Agilent 8890 GC System) and mass spectroscopy 

(MS, Agilent 5977 GC/MSD) was applied. The sample (5 mg) was loaded into a Al2O3 

crucible and heated with a constant rate of 5 K/min to 800 °C in a He (5.0) flow of 

70 mL/min. GS-MS injections were triggered at 75 °C (background) and 800 °C (high 

temperature background), and at the inflection points of the TG curve at 490 °C, 630 °C. 

The evolved gas was constantly transported through a heated transfer line (290 °C) to a 

VICI valve box (250 °C) until injection was triggered. A volume of 250 μL gas was then 

injected into a split injector (5:1) at inlet temperature of 300°C. The GC was equipped with 

an Agilent HP5MS UI column (30 m × 250 μm × 0.25 μm). The column was heated to 45 °C 

for 15 min and subsequently heated to 100 °C (20 K/min) for 5 min. The eluted gases 

were detected with an MS in the scan range of 10-550 m/z and selected ion monitoring 

(SIM) was performed at 16, 17, 26, 27, 28, 36, 52, and 58 m/z. The MS source was heated 

to 230 °C, the quadrupole to 150 °C.  

Solid state 13C and 15N magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR experiments were performed on a Bruker 

Avance-III 400 MHz instrument at the frequencies of 400 and 100.61 MHz, respectively 
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(B0 = 9.4 T). All 1H and 13C spectra are referenced indirectly with respect to tetramethylsilane 

(TMS) using adamantane as secondary reference. MAS frequencies were between 6.5-14.0 kHz in 

a 4 mm ZrO2 rotor. 

Diffuse reflectance UV-Vis spectra were collected on a Cary 5000 spectrometer referenced to PTFE 

as background. The scan was performed from 800 to 250 nm. At 340 nm the switching of the light 

source from tungsten halogen lamp to deuterium arc lamp causes an artefact in the measurement 

visible as a non-monotonic step. 

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectra were measured on a Bruker EMXnano X-band 

device operating at an excitation frequency of ~9.6 GHz and 100 mW microwave power. 

Infrared (IR) spectra were recorded on a JASCO Fourier transform infrared spectrometer 

equipped with a diamond attenuated total reflectance (ATR) unit and a resolution of 4 cm-1. 

XPS analyses were performed with a monochromized Al-Kα1 radiation source (1486.6 eV) on an 

Axis Ultra system (Kratos). Detailed scans were acquired using a pass energy of 20 eV while 80 eV 

was used for the survey scan. Due to charging of the non-conductive sample, it was coated with 

small amounts of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) as an internal reference and pressed into an 

indium foil. The reference binding energy of PDMS (silicon) was set to 102.0 eV. The peaks were 

fitted with a Gauss/Lorentz ratio of 30% after subtraction of a Shirley background. 

CO2 sorption measurements were performed on a Autosorb-iQ surface analyzer with vapor option 

(Quantachrome Instruments, USA). To initially remove guest molecules the samples were 

outgassed in vacuum at 120 °C for 12 h. The measurements were performed at 298 K. 
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Pair distribution function analysis 

 

 

Figure C 1. Pair distribution function data for PTI LiCl (orange), Ni-CNx (red) and K-PHI (black) compared up to 60 Å. 
PTI ∙ LiCl and Ni-CNx show no visible modulation of intensity as is the case for K-PHI. In K-PHI these modulations are 
caused by a repetition of identical structural motifs within each plane stacked in a staggered AA-fashion. PTI ∙ LiCl the 
stacking order is AB-type and thus more complicated manifesting in a more irregular pattern above r = 5 Å. 
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Transmission electron microscopy 

 

 

Figure C 2. (a), (c) TEM micrographs of the crystalline side phase reavealing diamond-shaped crystallites. (b), (d) 
corresponding SAED patterns of the marked crystallites. The d-spacings (6.2 Å, 6.5 Å and 9.5 Å) do not match the ones 
observed in the bulk XRD of Ni-CNx, which is why it is considered an impurity. (e) High-resolution TEM image of the 
crystal with very sharp cell edges as compared to the usual needle-shaped crystallites.  

Figure C 3. (a) Before and (b) after attempt of electron diffraction and HR-TEM imaging. The beam damage of the 
needle-shaped crystal is apparent as a bubble is forming. This could indicate either a melting or “boiling” of the 
constituting polymer/monomers. 
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X-ray diffraction and infrared spectroscopy after acidic treatment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure C 4. EDX spectrum of Ni-CNx of the majority, needle-shaped phase. The Ni:Cl content is calculated to be approx. 
44:56, matching the ICP/AES and titration results quite well. 

Figure C 5. (a) XRD pattern of pristine Ni-CNx and acid treated Ni-CNx. To a large degree the sample is amorphized 
over the treatment with conc. hydrochloric acid, but the strong main feature as well as the “stacking reflection” is 
retained, which could imply that the general structure remains intact. (b) Infrared spectrum largely showing a similar 
vibrational bands, but much broader bandwidths, which may again be attributed to an increased degree of freedom 
the individual constituents can occupy. Strikingly an increase in the region around 3000 cm-1 could indicate the 
uptake of water or suggest beginning hydrolysis of the compound. A new vibration at 2117 cm-1 could indicate the 
presence of a cyanamide moiety whose vibration could have been formerly suppressed in the deprotonated state.
Other small shifts may also be attributed to changes in vibrational frequencies due to protonation. 
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Liquid NMR spectroscopy after acidic treatment 

 

Mass spectrometry 

 

Figure C 6. (a) Proton- and (b) 13C- liquid NMR spectrum of the filtrate obtained after treating Ni-CNx powder in conc. 
deuterated hydrochloric acid. However, no signal (except for the solvent peak at ca. 5.5 ppm) could be detected. 

Figure C 7. Mass spectra of (a) filtrate of Ni-CNx and (b) K-PHI, as a typical carbon nitride polymer, suspended in conc. 
formic acid. m/z  = 60 corresponds to the prot. Acid while only for K-PHI a signal was obtained at 
m/z = 219 corresponding to a protonated melem unit. 
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Electron paramagnetic resonance 

 

 

The EPR spectrum of Ni-CNx does not show distinct peaks that could correspond to unpaired 

electrons within the structure. However, it could be that small impurities with Ni(0) could cause 

such disturbance that no signal may be obtained. Another issue could be that all electrons in the 

nickel atoms are paired, thus causing no signal. This would be the case for instance in a planar 

coordination of the nickel cationic centers, if nickel is in oxidation state +2. It can also be that the 

concentration is not high enough to observe a clear signal. At ca. 3500 G corresponding to a 

g-factor of 1.93 could be interpreted as a peak, but for an unambiguous assignment this signal is 

not suitable. The lack of a clear signal either indicates that no unpaired electrons (or in too low 

concentration) are present within the structure or that the background noise is too high to 

observe the signals. 

 

 

  

Figure C 8. EPR spectrum of Ni-CNx in the dark (blue) and illuminated (red) with a Xe-lamp. 
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X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

 

 

The photoelectron spectrum reveals the presence of two nickel species at binding energies for the 

2p3/2 orbital of 855.1 eV and 856.3 eV, respectively. There is also a broad shake-up satellite at 

861.7 eV. For instance, studies on nickel oxide particles decorated on carbon nitride polymers 

have also found multiple Ni-species among which the higher binding energies belonged the more 

oxidized Ni-atom.1 However, as no significant amounts of nickel oxide species are detectable, – 

both in TEM images and the overall low oxygen content from EDX analyses – it may be that there 

are also various other nickel species in the same oxidation state, but differently coordinated. Due 

to the relatively high binding energies of both species one could expect an octahedral environment 

for nickel.2 On the other hand this assignment should be taken with a grain of salt, because the 

unconductive nature of the Ni-CNx sample could have caused charging during the measurement, 

which may have resulted in a shifted binding energy. Additionally, the oxidation state of nickel is 

notoriously difficult to assign, which further prevents clear assignments. 

  

Figure C 9. X-ray photoelectron spectrum of Ni-CNx of the Ni 2p orbitals. The experimental pattern could be fitted best 
with two distinct peaks. 
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CO2 reduction 

 

 

Figure C 10. Reactor for CO2 reduction. Measurements were performed during research stays of Dr. L. Diehl at Prof. 
G. A. Ozins lab at the University of Toronto in December 2016 and June 2017.  The yellow square is the catalyst loaded 
silicate filter (in this case melon). The batch reactor is filled with 1 bar H2 and 1 bar 13CO2, monitored by a pressure 
gauge. During the experiment the reactor’s temperature is controlled by a heating element at its back. After the 
reaction cycle has been completed the headspace is connected to a gas chromatograph with serial mass spectrometer. 
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8.1 References 
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Figure C 11. CO2 reduction experiments with the archetypical type carbon nitride: melon, which yielded neither 13CH4 
nor 13CO. Another experiment with Ni-nanoparticles deposited on a calcium niobate support showed only modest 
activity. A control experiment with purchased nickel nanoparticles showed a relatively high activity but with 
substantially more 13CH4. Note, however, that the nickel as the active catalytic center in Ni-CNx makes up only 27% of 
the compound’s mass, which should be considered when comparing the activity of Ni-NP. If normalized to the amount 
of nickel and comparing with the Ni-CNx measurement at 187 °C, Ni-CNx even has a superior CO evolution rate.  
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9 Contributions and publications 
 

In chapter 2, Hendrik Schlomberg developed a new synthetic pathway to yield crystalline 
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